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In this paper, an experimental characterization of the dynamical properties of five autonomous

chaotic oscillators, based on bipolar-junction transistors and obtained de-novo through a genetic

algorithm in a previous study, is presented. In these circuits, a variable resistor connected in series

to the DC voltage source acts as control parameter, for a range of which the largest Lyapunov expo-

nent, correlation dimension, approximate entropy, and amplitude variance asymmetry are calcu-

lated, alongside bifurcation diagrams and spectrograms. Numerical simulations are compared to

experimental measurements. The oscillators can generate a considerable variety of regular and cha-

otic sine-like and spike-like signals. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4890530]

Five bipolar-junction transistor circuits obtained in a

previous study generate a repertoire of chaotic signals

with peak amplitude varying in diverse patterns.

Dynamical measures of orbit divergence and attractor

dimension reveal regular and chaotic operation depend-

ing on series resistor value. Bifurcation diagrams and

spectrograms suggest interaction between distinct oscilla-

tion modes leading to chaos. Despite limited agreement

with numerical simulation, the circuits generally retain

chaotic nature. Multiplicity of dynamical behaviours

depending on an easily tunable control parameter ren-

ders them interesting for studying experimentally collec-

tive dynamics in multi-oscillator systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Natural and artificial non-linear systems are frequently

found to exhibit periodic, quasi-periodic, or chaotic behav-

iours as a function of one or more control parameters. This is

particularly true for neural systems, where biochemical and

electric variables determine whether action potentials are gen-

erated regularly, in bursts or as irregular sequences of spikes

and bursts.1–4 Such multitude of behaviours have been

recorded at the micro-, meso-, and macro-scopic scales, re-

spective examples coming from isolated squid axons,5 assem-

blies of pacemaker cells,6,7 and entire brains,8 and it has been

hypothesized that their existence may serve specific functions

in terms of dynamic reconfiguration of functional networks.9

Recent work has, indeed, indicated that partial and remote

synchronization between chaotic oscillators may have a role

in the formation of complex network topologies, such as those

pervasively found in the brain.10,11 The availability of elec-

tronic oscillators tunable to generate signals with differing dy-

namical properties is, therefore, of potential relevance for

research into neural dynamics and mechanisms of network for-

mation and degeneration, particularly because the exact rela-

tionships between dynamical properties of individual oscillators

and collective network behaviour still need clarification.

Chaotic oscillators are also receiving increasing interest as a

potential substrate for secure information coding,12–14 random

bit generation,15 and driving of electro-mechanical actuators.16

An approach enabling de-novo generation of chaotic cir-

cuits was recently presented, and consists of encoding circuit

topology and component values in a bit string, then driving

genetic optimization towards maximization of signal entropy

as measured through SPICE simulation.17 Some novel

bipolar-junction transistor (BJT) circuits, wherein operation

is influenced through a variable resistor acting as control pa-

rameter similar to a previous investigation on the Colpitts os-

cillator, were reported.17,18 This generative approach is of

interest given that, while semi-systematic approaches for

specific topologies such as diode-inductor and transistor-

capacitor combinations have been devised, a general meth-

odology for synthesizing chaotic oscillators is presently lack-

ing, and much work has focused on chaotic adaptations of

existing topologies.19 While a-priori adaptations can retain

desirable features of chosen initial topology, for example, of

the Colpitts oscillator, they may also restrict exploration

away from alternative architectures.20,21 The Lindberg-

Murali-Tamasevicius (LMT) circuit is an example of the

potential for simple, previously unexplored oscillator circuits

to exhibit non-trivial dynamical properties.22

Here, five autonomous chaotic oscillators previously

obtained from Ref. 17 are experimentally studied over a range

of series resistor values, considering the largest Lyapunov

exponent, entropy, fractal dimension, and variance asymme-

try, as well as bifurcation diagrams and spectrograms.

II. CIRCUIT TOPOLOGIES

These “atypical” oscillator circuits were obtained de-
novo in Ref. 17, through genetic synthesis and do not
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intentionally represent chaotic modifications of pre-existing

oscillators. Five circuits were arbitrarily chosen out of the 14

initially presented; they represent a selection of distinctly

different topologies and were found in preliminary measure-

ments to exhibit chaoticity over an extended range of series

resistor values rather than for a narrow or unstable control

parameter range.

The diagrams are shown in Figure 1, and corresponding

SPICE (SImulation Program with Integrated Circuit

Emphasis) netlists are provided as Supplementary mate-

rial.50 All circuits are autonomous oscillators powered by a

5 V DC source through a variable series resistor whose value

Rs acts as control parameter. The measurement node was

selected arbitrarily; this choice is not critical since phase

space reconstruction was performed by delay embedding,

i.e., in [V(t), V(tþ s)…V(tþms)], rather than in terms of

physical variables (see Sec. III).23 The circuits were imple-

mented as given in Ref. 17 and did not undergo manual edit-

ing, hence they contain features candidate to simplification,

such as the series capacitors C2 and C3 in circuit B and the

parallel inductors L3 and L4 in circuit E.

Circuit A includes two PNP BJTs in “pseudo-Darlington”

configuration with the cascaded BJT (Q2) reversed. Two over-

lapping series LC networks (L2-C1 and L3-C1) connect base

and collector of the cascaded BJT (Q2) to ground through a

shared capacitor (C1); the ground connection of the collector of

the external BJT (Q1) is decoupled through a inductor (L1).

Circuit B consists of a reverse-connected PNP BJT,

shunted by a series LC network (L1-C1), whose intermediate

node is connected to ground via a capacitor (C2 and C3 in

series) and to base through an inductive divider (L2 and L3).

Circuit C is constructed around two PNP BJTs in

“pseudo-Darlington” configuration, with collector of external

BJT (Q1) connected to ground through a series LC network

(L4-C1), and to base and collector of the cascaded BJT (Q2)

through an inductor (L2) and an inductive divider (L3 and

L1), respectively.

Circuit D is an NPN BJT in grounded-emitter configura-

tion, shunted by a series LC network (L1-C1) and with feed-

back between collector and base via an inductor (L2).

Circuit E includes an NPN BJT in grounded-emitter

configuration (Q1) connected through two parallel inductors

(L3 and L4), and a reversed PNP (Q2) with emitter con-

nected to ground via a capacitor (C1) and to the bases of

both BJTs via two overlapping LC networks (L1-C2 and L2-

C2) sharing a capacitor (C2).

While to the author’s knowledge, these topologies can-

not be straightforwardly reconciled to commonly used con-

figurations, the characterizing feature of Hartley oscillators,

namely two series inductors connected in parallel to a ca-

pacitor, can be recognized in circuit B (L2-L3-C2/C3), cir-

cuit C (L1-L3-L4-C1), and circuit D (L1-L2-C1, albeit in

series with the DC voltage source and resistor); remarkably,

it has been shown that even the most elementary two-

component realization of the Hartley oscillator can generate

chaotic dynamics.15,24 The presence of reversed BJTs in

circuits A, B, and E points to a previous study highlighting

relevance of the non-linear response obtained in the reverse

regions for generating chaotic oscillations.25 Circuit D

(one BJT, one capacitor, two inductors, and one resistor)

is structurally as simple as the LMT circuit, but is

autonomous.22

FIG. 1. Circuit diagrams of the chaotic circuits A–E. Measured component values are shown with parasitics (Rs: series resistance, Cp: parallel capacitance),

see SPICE netlists in Supplementary material50 for nominal values and part numbers. Rhombi identify the recording nodes. For the variable series resistors,

the range over which dynamics were measured is reported.
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In these circuits, multiple LC networks are found, sub-

stantially increasing in number and topological complexity if

inductor stray capacitances and junction capacitances are

taken into consideration; diverse oscillation modes are,

therefore, in principle, possible. Because the BJT(s) operate

in large-signal mode, crossing cut-off, saturation and active

regions (and, in some cases, even reverse saturation and

active regions), significant and variable non-linearities are

present and can be modulated by the produced signals, in

turn influencing which frequencies are generated. Inclusion

of a non-linear element implies that when oscillations at

multiple frequencies X1…Xm occur, frequency combina-

tions, e.g., n1X1þ nmXm, can also be generated; variable

non-linearity opens way to generation of chaos through the

quasiperiodicity route. This can be conceptualized, for exam-

ple, as having m sinusoidal voltage sources V1…Vm con-

nected in series to a non-linear resistor R(V), where X1…Xm

and V1…Vm can change as a function of circuit current I.
This implies not only the possibility of generating chaos, but

also of frequency locking over extended ranges of Rs.
26

By determining the voltage/current slope at the supply

node, and, more generally, average bias current, the series

resistor Rs influences the trajectory on the BJT operating

plane, thereby altering the non-linearity of the system. As Rs

is varied, one can observe generation of a discrete frequency

corresponding to a specific LC combination, addition of

harmonics (corresponding to bifurcation), appearance of fre-

quencies given by other LC paths and their combinations,

eventually chaos. While during oscillation at a discrete fre-

quency, only a comparatively small volume of the phase

space is explored, generation of progressively more complex

signals implies wider exploration of the phase space, increas-

ing the probability of hitting critical points where symmetry

breaking can occur.26

It is impossible to be prescriptive about the routes-to-

chaos in these circuits without detailed analysis, but it

appears plausible that the dominant route is quasiperiodicity,

with period doubling and intermittency in principle also pos-

sible. In terms of the mechanisms of chaos generated sche-

matized in Ref. 27, disturbance of integration is likely to

play a substantial role. Since these oscillators were “blindly”

obtained through numeric optimization rather than principled

synthesis, the operation mechanisms will need to be rigor-

ously elucidated a-posteriori through analyses to be con-

ducted in future work.

III. DYNAMICAL DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS

A. Circuit realization and measurement setup

To support experiment replication, all reactive compo-

nent specimens were characterized. For inductors, DC series

resistance was measured by V/I linear regression over the

0.25–3 A range (subject to current limit specifications) using

two precision multi-meters (UT803, Uni-Trend Ltd., Hong

Kong), and a vector network analyzer (VNWA3E, SDR-Kits

Ltd., Wilts, UK) was used to measure inductance at 5.0 MHz

and self-resonance frequency, from which stray capacitance

was inferred. Component values including parasitics are

given on the diagrams in Figure 1, and manufacturer names

and part numbers are indicated in comments to the SPICE

netlists provided as Supplementary material.50 Because the

impedance measurements were performed at a single fre-

quency, and random as well as systematic error are difficult

to manage particularly for capacitor series resistances, the

reported values should only be taken as estimates.

The circuits were realized using off-the-shelf compo-

nents on FR4 perfboard, ensuring connection pitch

�5.08 mm to minimize parasitic board capacitances;

trimmers were installed but not utilized in the present study

and short-circuited (Figure 2). DC power was provided by a

low-noise linear supply (E3610A, Agilent Inc., Santa Clara

CA, USA), through two 10 X series resistors providing

over-current protection and a precision potentiometer

(models 534B1202JCB8872, 534B1501JCB8872, or

534B1502JCB8872, Vishay GmbH, Selb, Germany), repre-

senting Rs and coupled to a software-controlled stepper

motor; a relay switch enabled automatic measurement of

resistance for each measurement step through a multi-meter

(UT803). The signal was extracted through a low-

capacitance field-effect transistor active probe (AP020 with

FIG. 2. Perfboard realization of the chaotic circuits A–E. The blue trimmers were not utilized for the present experiment and short-circuited.
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PP093, Teledyne LeCroy Inc., Chestnut Ridge NY, USA),

connected to a digital oscilloscope (LC534AM, Teledyne

LeCroy Inc.) sampling 2 Mpoints at 2 GSa/s (1 ms) per mea-

surement step, with bandwidth limitation at 25 MHz. The

raw and processed data are available on linear tape-open or

other media upon request.

The experiment was controlled through IEEE-488 and

USB (universal serial bus) connections by custom code writ-

ten in C and MatLab R2012a (MathWorks Inc., Natick MA,

USA) running on an Ubuntu Linux 12.04 host (Olibook P75,

Olivetti SpA, Ivrea, Italy). For each measurement step, probe

gain and offset were automatically adjusted to maximise gain

attempting to maintain approximately 99.9% of measurement

points within the 6120 8-bit ADC range, thus ensuring rela-

tively consistent sampling accuracy irrespective of signal

changes; waveforms which were smaller than 670 ADC codes

because of gain limitations were rejected outright.

The ranges of Rs for circuits A–E, determined empiri-

cally during preliminary measurements based on emergence

of non-trivial waveforms, were, in order, 10–2000 X (median

step 4.6 X), 10–2000 X (4 X), 69–363 X (0.7 X), 90–3500 X
(8 X), 70–4000 X (9 X). Measurements were repeated twice,

sweeping Rs up- and down-wards; prior to each waveform

acquisition, DC power was removed for >1 s to dissipate

potential hysteresis effects and re-connected for 500 ms to

ensure oscillator stabilization.

B. Signal analysis and quantification of dynamical
parameters

Signals were digitally low-pass filtered (order 4

Butterworth, f�3 dB¼ 500 MHz), decimated by 4 to reduce

computational load in subsequent analyses, and partitioned

in 5 epochs of 100 000 samples (0.2 ms) each. All dynamical

parameters were thereafter calculated independently for

each epoch, using the TISEAN software version 3.0.0

(Max-Planck-Institut f€ur Physik komplexer Systeme,

Dresden, Germany; http://www.mpipks-dresden.mpg.de/

�tisean), with default settings unless otherwise speci-

fied.28,29 The embedding delay s was set to the first mini-

mum of the time-lag mutual information function, as this

avoids assumptions of linearity and provides more robust

embedding in comparison to criteria based on autocorrela-

tion.30 The embedding dimension m was thereafter deter-

mined using the false nearest neighbours method, setting

escape factor 10 and iteratively increasing dimension until

the number of false neighbours was <5%.31 To reduce bias

due to temporal correlation between adjacent samples, the

minimum neighbour time separation (Theiler window w)

was set to twice the lag corresponding to the first maximum

on the average space-time plot.32,33 Furthermore, to reduce

the sensitivity to noise during determination of s and w, the

minima and maxima were filtered over a window of 40 ns

(20 samples). The embedding parameters as function of Rs

are plotted for each circuit in Supplementary Figure 1.50

The largest Lyapunov exponent, providing a measure of

rapidity of orbit divergence in phase space, was quantified

using Kantz’s method; for each length scale (total 5) and

embedding dimension 2 to m, k was determined as the slope

of the logarithm of the stretching factor, and the maximum

value kmax was considered.28,34 While this choice leads to

positively biased estimates, it was empirically found to be

more stable than fitting a line based on all curves together

for distinguishing periodic and chaotic regimes on the data

acquired in the present experiment, possibly as a result of

limited number of neighbours for high dimensions. To

improve fitting robustness, data points having residuals

larger than expected in 95% of observations were rejected.

The 95% confidence intervals of the kmax slope were taken

as measure of fitting uncertainty.

The correlation dimension D2, which provides an esti-

mate of the possibly fractional attractor dimension was cal-

culated using the box assisted search algorithm for

embedding dimensions m to 2 m, this range being chosen to

reduce the risk of underestimation due to dimensional satura-

tion.28,35 To enable verification of the adequacy of embed-

ding dimension choice, scatterplots of D2 vs. 2 m are

provided in Supplementary Figure 1;50 given that D2<m for

all values in spite of curves being generated up to 2 m and

that for correlation dimension estimation m>DF is suffi-

cient, this was taken as confirming adequacy of embedding

dimension choice.28,36 To enable robust determination of the

scaling range, an iterative procedure was utilized, which

involved order 10 median filtering followed by fitting a line

segment between two values of e using direct search. Lower

and upper scaling range length constraints were set to one

and three nepers respectively, and 20 restarts were per-

formed, each one initializing the segment to a 1/20th of the

overall range of length scales. The median of D2 was calcu-

lated, and as a measure of fitting uncertainty and degree of

self-similarity, the 95% confidence intervals were also

determined.

In addition, the approximate entropy e, which measures

signal complexity and regularity, was quantified, setting tol-

erance to 25% of the standard deviation, downsampling fac-

tor s and embedding dimension 2; these settings represent a

typical scenario when e is used in a fitness function, and

usage of the nearest neighbour method to determine m is

computationally impractical.37 The same simplified, vector-

ized implementation utilized in Ref. 17 was adopted.38

Furthermore, the logarithm of the relative variance in

amplitude of local maxima and minima was calculated. This

parameter, referred to as amplitude variance asymmetry A,

has been introduced in the context of functional neurophysi-

ology39 and here provides an indication of whether chaotic

fluctuations in amplitude are spike-like, i.e., primarily mani-

fest in the amplitude of maxima or minima (e.g., jAj� 0), or

sine-like, i.e., reflected by symmetrical variations in cycle

amplitude (A� 0). In periodic oscillation regions, A is of

limited relevance, since it is heavily influenced by small var-

iance differences and presence of multiple maxima or min-

ima within each cycle.

C. Visualization

For parameters s, m, w, e, kmax, D2, and A, 5 measure-

ments were derived from the 0.2 ms epochs of each 1 ms re-

cording, yielding 10 points for Rs owing to the ascending
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and descending sweeps. The corresponding trends were

interpolated to 300 points then median, 5th and 95th percen-

tiles were charted.

Bifurcation diagrams were calculated on the basis of

the distribution of local maxima of each recording; choice

of maxima rather than minima was motivated by the obser-

vation of predominantly positive amplitude variance

asymmetry values (see results). As for determination of

s and w, maxima were filtered over a window of 40 ns

(20 samples).

For descriptive purposes, chaotic ranges of Rs were

determined by visual inspection of the bifurcation diagrams,

spectrograms, and dynamical parameter plots.

Non-parametric Spearman rank-order correlations

between e, kmax, and D2 were determined pooling

measurements over all circuits (300 points from each corre-

sponding to the parameter medians).

IV. RESULTS

A. Oscillator A

Generation of positive spikes was observed, with broad

distribution of local maxima amplitude, suggesting chaotic-

ity for Rs � [100,170] X and [310,1130] X (Figure 3(a),

Supplementary Figure 2).50 Sweeping Rs! 100 X and

Rs! 170 X was associated with multiple bifurcations,

whereas for Rs! 310 X and Rs! 1130 X, sharper transitions

were observed. Within the range of [310,1130] X, for which

continuous spectral content was most evident (Figure 3(b)),

two regions were identifiable through demarcation of

FIG. 3. Bifurcation diagram (a), spectrogram (b), example waveforms (c)–(f), and dynamical parameters (g)–(j) for circuit A as function of series resistance

Rs. Gray intensity represents normalized local maxima prevalence in (a) and signal amplitude in (b). Charts (g)–(j) are median values; light gray corresponds

to 5% and 95% confidence intervals (g, h only), dark gray 5% and 95% of the distribution across the 10 data points.
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maxima distribution: [310,660] X and [660,1130] X. For Rs

� [100,170] X, a comparatively weak continuous spectrum

was superimposed to integer-ratio peaks at 2.4 MHz,

4.8 MHz, etc., drifting with Rs. Consideration of the spectral

content at the boundaries of [310,1130] X pointed to possible

emergence of chaos through interaction of two oscillation

modes: for Rs< 310 X, discrete peaks were observed at

1.3 MHz, 2.6 MHz, etc., whereas for Rs> 1130 X, discrete

peaks were observed at 2.7 MHz, 5.4 MHz, etc. (Figure

3(b)).

Chaoticity was primarily manifest as irregular variation

of local maxima amplitude, with hkmaxi¼ 0.011, hD2i¼ 2.7,

hei¼ 1.1, and hAi¼ 1.8 for Rs � [100,170] X and hkmaxi
¼ 0.017, hD2i¼ 3.1, hei¼ 1.4, and hAi¼ 2.3 for Rs �
[310,1130] X (Figures 3(g)–3(j)), with variation of peak

amplitude observed in both “individual spiking” (e.g.,

Rs¼ 500 X in Figures 3(c) and 3(d), Rs¼ 450 X in

Supplementary Figure 2)50 and bursting (e.g., Rs¼ 1000 X in

Figures 3(e) and 3(f), Rs¼ 892X, 1115X in Supplementary

Figure 2)50 patterns; for Rs> 1130 X, smaller peak ampli-

tude variability was present.

B. Oscillator B

Broad distribution of local maxima amplitude suggest-

ing chaoticity was observed for Rs�[150,240] X and [1020,

1800] X (Figure 4(a), Supplementary Figure 3).50 Overall,

the bifurcation diagram featured a “double bubble” structure,

with one bubble located in [30,390] X and the other in

[720,>2000] X; the former exhibited a “mirroring” in

FIG. 4. Bifurcation diagram (a), spectrogram (b), example waveforms (c)–(f) and dynamical parameters (g)–(j) for circuit B as function of series resistance Rs.

Gray intensity represents normalized local maxima prevalence in (a) and signal amplitude in (b). Charts (g)–(j) are median values; light gray corresponds to

5% and 95% confidence intervals ((g) and (h) only), dark gray 5% and 95% of the distribution across the 10 data points.
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amplitude between [0.7,1.8] V and [�0.2,0.6] V, whereas

the latter was characterized by a complex fine-grained inter-

nal structure within the chaotic region. The spectrogram fea-

tured a predominant peak throughout, increasing from

1.2 MHz to 1.6 MHz with Rs; for Rs � [150,240] X, continu-

ous spectral content was observed between [0.5,3] MHz,

whereas for Rs � [1100,1450] X, a stronger spectral enve-

lope around 0.8 MHz appeared over a weaker continuous

background (Figure 4(b)).

The chaotic signals morphed from sine-like (approxi-

mately symmetrical variance of local maxima and minima

amplitude, e.g., Rs¼ 200 X in Figures 4(c) and 4(d),

Rs¼ 235 X in Supplementary Figure 3)50 towards spike-like

(greater variance for maxima, e.g., Rs¼ 1400 X in Figures

4(e) and 4(f), Rs¼ 1116X, 1337X in Supplementary

Figure 3)50 with increasing Rs, with hkmaxi¼ 0.0075,

hD2i¼ 1.8, hei¼ 0.50, and hAi¼ 0.54 for Rs�[150,240] X
and hkmaxi¼ 0.014, hD2i¼ 1.9, hei¼ 0.70, and hAi¼ 3.6 for

Rs � [1020,1800] X (Figures 4(g)–4(j)).

C. Oscillator C

Generation of sine-like signals with variable cycle am-

plitude and duration was observed for Rs � [78,83] X,

[108,162] X, and [183,276] X (Figure 5(a), Supplementary

Figure 4).50 While for Rs � [108,162] X continuous spectral

content appeared smoothly distributed around 1 MHz, the

[183,276] X interval was characterized by complex fine-

grained frequency and amplitude structure. Consideration of

the spectral peaks on each side of the [183,276] X interval

FIG. 5. Bifurcation diagram (a), spectrogram (b), example waveforms (c)–(f) and dynamical parameters (g)–(j) for circuit C as function of series resistance Rs.

Gray intensity represents normalized local maxima prevalence in (a) and signal amplitude in (b). Charts (g)–(j) are median values; light gray corresponds to

5% and 95% confidence intervals ((g) and (h) only), dark gray 5% and 95% of the distribution across the 10 data points.
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indicated appearance of chaos due to interaction between

two oscillation modes: for Rs< 183 X, discrete peaks were

found at 1.0 MHz, 2.1 MHz, 3.1 MHz, etc., whereas for

Rs! 276 X, the first two were superseded by continuous

spectral content, whereas the 3.1 MHz drifted towards

3.3 MHz; for Rs> 276 X, two different peaks were observed

at 1.6 and 3.3 MHz. While the peak �3 MHz corresponded

to the 3rd harmonic of 1.0 MHz for Rs< 183 X, it corre-

sponded to the 2nd harmonic of 1.6 MHz for Rs> 276 X
(Figure 5(b)).

The chaotic signals exhibited alternation of large cycles,

bursts of faster smaller shorter cycles and “missing cycles”;

the amplitude remained relatively constant over the range of

Rs, but there was a gradual increase in average cycle fre-

quency (e.g., Figures 5(c)–5(f) and Supplementary

Figure 4).50 Amplitude variance asymmetry was consistently

low, with hkmaxi¼ 0.013, hD2i¼ 2.1, hei¼ 0.89, and

hAi¼ 0.86 for Rs � [78,83] X, hkmaxi¼ 0.016, hD2i¼ 2.5,

hei¼ 1.1, and hAi¼ 0.89 for Rs � [108,162] X and

hkmaxi¼ 0.017, hD2i¼ 2.3, hei¼ 0.97, and hAi¼ 0.13 for Rs

� [183,276] X (Figures 5(g)–5(j)).

D. Oscillator D

Generation of positive spikes having approximately

regular periodicity but variable amplitude was observed,

with broad distribution of amplitude maxima for Rs

� [120,590] X and [1560,2510] X (Figure 6(a),

Supplementary Figure 5).50 In the chaotic regions, continu-

ous spectral content was observed between [5,>25] MHz,

FIG. 6. Bifurcation diagram (a), spectrogram (b), example waveforms (c)–(f), and dynamical parameters (g)–(j) for circuit D as function of series resistance

Rs. Gray intensity represents normalized local maxima (prevalence in (a)) and signal amplitude in (b). Charts (g)–(j) are median values; light gray corresponds

to 5% and 95% confidence intervals ((g) and (h) only), dark gray 5% and 95% of the distribution across the 10 data points.
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and the spectral peaks on either side of [1560,2510] X again

suggested interaction between two oscillation modes: for

Rs< 1560 X, prominent discrete peaks were found at

4.2 MHz, 8.3 MHz, etc.; for Rs! 2510 X, these were super-

seded by continuous spectral content with increasing around

6.8 MHz and 13.7 MHz, which became discrete peaks for

Rs> 2510 X (Figure 6(b)).

Chaotic signals were generated as irregular “volleys”

(e.g., Rs¼ 500 X in Figures 6(c) and 6(d) and Rs¼ 468 X
in Supplementary Figure 5)50 and sequences of individual

spikes of variable amplitude (e.g., Rs¼ 1700 X in

Figure 6(e), f and Rs¼ 1608 X, 1989 X, 2369 X in

Supplementary Figure 5).50 High values of amplitude var-

iance asymmetry were observed, with hkmaxi¼ 0.016,

hD2i¼ 2.6, hei¼ 0.86, and hAi¼ 3.1 for Rs � [120,590] X

and hkmaxi¼ 0.014, hD2i¼ 2.6, hei¼ 0.98, and hAi¼ 2.6 for

Rs � [1560,2510] X (Figures 6(g)–6(j)).

E. Oscillator E

Generation of positive spikes was observed, with broad

distribution of local maxima amplitude suggesting chaoticity

for Rs � [810,3810] X (Figure 7(a), Supplementary

Figure 6).50 In contrast with the other oscillators, intermit-

tency was extensively found, with alternation between

laminarity and turbulence having a “periodicity” between

40–240 ms (e.g., Rs¼ 2250 X, 2690 X in Supplementary

Figure 6).50 Continuous spectral content over Rs

� [810,3810] X confirmed chaoticity. For Rs< 810 X, dis-

crete peaks were observed at drifting frequencies but

FIG. 7. Bifurcation diagram (a), spectrogram (b), example waveforms (c)–(f), and dynamical parameters (g)–(j) for circuit E as function of series resistance Rs.

Gray intensity represents normalized local maxima prevalence in (a) and signal amplitude in (b). Charts (g)–(j) are median values; light gray corresponds to

5% and 95% confidence intervals ((g) and (h) only), dark gray 5% and 95% of the distribution across the 10 data points.
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maintaining integer ratios. For Rs> 810 X, a switch to con-

tinuous spectral content increasing around 2.5 MHz,

5.0 MHz, and 7.5 MHz was observed. At Rs� 1450 X, there

was a transition between oscillation modes: for Rs< 1450 X,

prominent peaks were at 3.4 MHz and 6.8 MHz, with a

“focusing” of continuous spectral activity towards 4.6 MHz,

whereas for Rs> 1450 X, spectral peaks were at 4.6 MHz,

6.9 MHz, and 9.2 MHz (Figure 7(b)).

Chaotic signals were generated as trains of spikes

of variable amplitude and frequency content gradually

increasing with Rs (e.g., Figures 7(c)–7(f), Supplementary

Figure 6),50 with high amplitude variance asymmetry, having

hkmaxi¼ 0.021, hD2i¼ 2.4, hei¼ 1.3, and hAi¼ 2.8 over Rs

� [810,3810] X (Figures 7(g)–7(j)).

F. Correlation between e, kmax and D2

Pooling measurements from all circuits, significant and

strong correlations were observed between e and kmax

(q¼ 0.84, p< 0.001), e and D2 (q¼ 0.82, p< 0.001), and

kmax and D2 (q¼ 0.83, p< 0.001).

V. SIMULATIONS

A. SPICE simulation setup

To enable comparison with the overall bifurcation struc-

ture determined experimentally and tentatively explore the

sensitivity of the oscillators to parasitic capacitances, SPICE

simulations were performed according to the netlists pro-

vided as Supplementary material,50 for 100 values of Rs

within the ranges considered for experimental measurement.

The LTSpice IV software v. 4.19 c (Linear Technology,

Milipitas CA, USA) was utilized, with the default parameters

and the modified trapezoidal integration method, setting rela-

tive tolerance (RELTOL) to 10�4 and truncation tolerance

(TRTOL) to 10�2 to improve simulation accuracy.

BJT models were derived from publicly available libra-

ries. Inductors and capacitors were modelled on the basis of

the values measured at 5.0 MHz, including parasitic series

resistance and parallel capacitance. Following measurements

at the same frequency, the active oscilloscope probe was

modelled as a 3.9 pF capacitor, in series with a 149.9 X resis-

tor and in parallel with a 1 MX resistor. Simulations were

run for 2 ms, discarding the initial 1 ms to allow for oscillator

stabilization and signals were low-passed at 25 MHz to simu-

late oscilloscope bandwidth limitation.

In addition to the full circuit, three simulations were per-

formed: (1) omitting inductor stray capacitances, therefore

eliminating self-resonance effects, (2) omitting BJT zero-

bias junction capacitances CJE and CJC, and (3) omitting the

oscilloscope probe model.

B. Results

Simulated bifurcation diagrams are provided in

Supplementary Figure 7.50 Overall, these were considerably

different in both structure and chaotic ranges from the experi-

mental measurements, even though some qualitative features

were loosely retained, such as the fine-grained pattern for cir-

cuit A and “bubble” structure for circuit B. The effect of

neglecting parasitic capacitances was variable: While for cir-

cuit B the bifurcation structure remained largely unchanged,

removing inductor stray capacitance substantially changed

the pattern for circuits A and E. Removing zero-bias junction

capacitances limited the oscillation range for circuit A,

altered the bifurcation structure for circuits C and E, and

eliminated chaotic operation for circuit D. By comparison,

the effect of oscilloscope probe load was smaller.

C. Commentary

Agreement between measurements and simulations

appeared poorer in comparison to some other studies on tran-

sistor chaotic oscillators, such as Refs. 20, 24, and 40, but

severe issues in SPICE simulation of chaotic oscillators have

been reported in Ref. 41 even for the LMT circuit. In Ref.

17, it was indicated that most (though not all) circuits dis-

playing chaotic behaviour in simulation without accurate

parasitic modelling retained this feature when built with real

components, but that manual adjustment of the series resistor

was required to obtain chaotic operation due to poor agree-

ment with simulation. The present simulations confirm that

finding. In this study, a prominent source of error is likely

represented by the BJT model parameters: The specimens

were not individually characterized, and there is notorious

variability between units and in parameter sets for a given

transistor type between suppliers. Other factors, such as the

fact that frequency-dependence of inductance and capaci-

tance was not modelled, BJT model and solver limitations

may additionally be at play. It should also be noted that the

large spikes generated by these circuits represent a challeng-

ing scenario for accurate circuit simulation due to rapid volt-

age swings through multiple BJT operating regions.

According to these explorative simulations, the chaotic oper-

ation of these circuits would not generally seem based on

parasitic capacitances even though, as previously reported,

these influence operation.42 In particular, the quasiperiodic-

ity effects observed do not seem exclusively based on induc-

tor self-resonances. For circuit D, zero-bias junction

capacitances appear to have an essential role in emergence

of chaos, which is reminiscent of a recent study on a junction

field-effect transistor-based Hartley oscillator which reported

chaotic operation purely on the basis of the junction capaci-

tances, with external inductors but no external capacitor.15,24

VI. DISCUSSION

The five autonomous chaotic oscillators in this study

generate a considerable repertoire of signals as function of a

variable resistor, inserted in series to the DC voltage source

and acting as control parameter. Chaoticity was primarily

manifested as irregular variations of cycle amplitude and the

signals were predominantly spike-like, i.e., with larger am-

plitude variance for maxima than the minima irrespective of

topology and BJT polarity. Amplitude variations were quali-

tatively observed either as “individual events,” having no

evident relationship with preceding and following cycles, as

“bursts,” i.e., sequences of high-amplitude cycles inter-

spersed with lower-amplitude ones, or as “volleys,” i.e.,

bursts with graded rather than sharp “lead-in” and “lead-out”
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cycles. The amplitude variance asymmetry in the chaotic

regions was consistently high (spike-like) for circuits D and

E, low for circuit C (sine-like), intermediate for circuit A,

and variable with series resistance for circuit B. Maximum

attractor dimension was highest (>3) for circuits A and D,

intermediate for circuits C and E, and lowest for circuit B.

Continuous frequency content was concentrated in lower fre-

quencies, i.e., largely <2 MHz, for circuits B and C,

extended to highest frequency >20 MHz for circuit D, and

was intermediate for circuits A and E. There were also struc-

tural differences in the response to series resistance varia-

tion: circuits A, C, and D exhibited some relatively sharp

transitions between periodicity and chaos, circuit B had a

large-scale bifurcation structure with two “chaotic bubbles,”

and circuit E was characterized by intermittency. Additional

experimentation and analysis are necessary to confirm to

what extent these differences inherently follow oscillator to-

pology, and are not simply consequential to a specific set of

parameters and components; also, the reproducibility across

circuit realizations was not assessed in this study. Spectral

content and dimensionality are likely to influence suitability

for hypothetical signal masking and random number genera-

tion applications.

The observed spike-like signals are loosely reminiscent

of neural action potentials—however, in this case, chaoticity

was manifest primarily as amplitude rather than inter-spike

interval variations. In particular, the presence of multiple

regular and chaotic operating regimes recalls properties of

neurons and even isolated axons which, as a function of syn-

aptic afferences and ionic environment, can generate action

potentials in individual spikes or bursts, with both regular

and irregular timing.43

In order for these circuits to be used as building blocks

for cellular neural networks, future work will be needed to

determine their synchronizability in homogeneous and inho-

mogeneous configurations, and, more generally, the possibil-

ity of emergence of complex spatiotemporal patterns as

previously observed, for example, using rings of Chua’s cir-

cuits.44 The possibility of seamlessly altering the dynamical

properties with series resistance also enables experimental

electronic modelling of “degenerative” processes, wherein

the effect of altering the dynamical response of individual

nodes on whole-network properties is explored.

While the largest Lyapunov exponent kmax, correlation

dimension D2, and approximate entropy e all provide an indi-

cation of potential chaoticity, they represent differing dy-

namical properties. The largest Lyapunov exponent

measures the rate of orbit divergence, which is directly rele-

vant to the definition of chaos in terms of sensitivity to initial

conditions. While the presence of positive Lyapunov expo-

nent(s) in numerical simulations provides a strong indication

of chaoticity, this is not necessarily the case for experimental

measurements, because of limited sampling rate and time-

series length, and noise.28,45 In the present experiment, the

largest Lyapunov exponent kmax remained consistently posi-

tive, albeit lower, also for regular signals that were definitely

not chaotic upon inspection of the waveform and spectrum;

this is expected given the curve fitting approach utilized. The

correlation dimension D2 instead measures the change in

level of detail as a function of scale accounting for the num-

ber of times each box is visited, providing an estimate of the

possibly fractional dimension of the underlying attractor,

and has been shown to be less insensitive to noise

and sampling limitations.35,46 Approximate entropy e, which

is conceptually related to the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy,

represents a measure of time-series regularity and predict-

ability specifically formulated for application on short and

noisy experimental time-series, such as found in neurophys-

iological recordings.36 Here, the relationship between ap-

proximate entropy and other measures of chaoticity was

confirmed on experimental data, lending support to the

notion of using this parameter in genetic algorithms to guide

circuit evolution towards chaoticy.17

Compared to Ref. 17, two experimental improvements

were introduced. First, the circuits were realized on a sol-

dered perfboard, maximising distance between nodes to

reduce stray capacitances. Second, a low-capacitance field-

effect transistor probe was utilized; this not only reduced the

capacitive load and bias current, but also removed the possi-

bility of spurious coupling between the sensitive chaotic cir-

cuits and the integrated operational amplifier. While

chaoticity was confirmed for these circuits, there were differ-

ences in signal characteristics, warning of sensitivity to

implementation aspects; the reproducibility of the observed

signals therefore has to be confirmed using different BJT, in-

ductor, and capacitor models.

There are several limitations that need consideration.

Experimental determination of dynamical parameters is

influenced by a multitude of factors including sampling fre-

quency and noise, false-nearest-neighbours level, number of

neighbours found, search range and reference points settings

etc. The curves produced during analysis were not manually

inspected but simply fit with automated procedures. While

confidence intervals were calculated to provide a measure of

fit quality, this cannot replace expert interpretation to con-

firm model suitability and stability with respect to embed-

ding choices. Furthermore, tests for stationarity were not

applied and significant intermittency was seen for circuit E.

The values obtained in this, and indeed in some other experi-

mental studies, should therefore only be considered as semi-

quantitative estimates, empirically useful for internal com-

parison of operating regimes but not necessarily valid as

unbiased measurements of true underlying dynamics.

Approximate entropy suffers from issues of self-consistency

and time-series length sensitivity; for this reason, while it

was used here for comparison with Ref. 17, for future work

sample entropy, which is a reformulation not including self-

similar patterns, should be preferred.47 While time-delay

embedding was performed using lag equal the first minimum

of the mutual information function, given that signals largely

consisted of trains of discrete spikes, it would potentially

have been more appropriate to model them in terms of point

processes, i.e., series of local maxima amplitudes.48,49

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Tuning the series resistance revealed a rich repertoire of

regular and chaotic signals, wherein chaos was primarily
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evident as cycle amplitude fluctuations, in multiple spiking

and bursting patterns. While all five circuits were chaotic

over an extended range of series resistance values, there

were elements of heterogeneity in amplitude variance asym-

metry, attractor dimension, spectral content, and bifurcation

pattern. Three different measures of chaoticity, namely larg-

est Lyapunov exponent, correlation dimension, and approxi-

mate entropy, were significantly correlated. Consideration of

the experimental spectrograms and bifurcation diagrams sug-

gested predominant emergence of chaos through quasiperio-

dicity, i.e., non-linear interaction between multiple

oscillation modes. While agreement with SPICE simulations

was limited, the circuits generally retained potential to gen-

erate chaotic dynamics irrespective of inclusion of reactive

parasitics. The diversity of regular and chaotic regimes

observed for these five bipolar-junction transistor circuits

may make them viable to study experimentally the relation-

ship between signal dynamics and synchronization topology

in networks of coupled oscillators.
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Experimental synchronization of chaos in a large ring of mutually coupled
single-transistor oscillators: Phase, amplitude, and clustering effects
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In this paper, experimental evidence of multiple synchronization phenomena in a large (n¼ 30)

ring of chaotic oscillators is presented. Each node consists of an elementary circuit, generating

spikes of irregular amplitude and comprising one bipolar junction transistor, one capacitor, two

inductors, and one biasing resistor. The nodes are mutually coupled to their neighbours via

additional variable resistors. As coupling resistance is decreased, phase synchronization followed

by complete synchronization is observed, and onset of synchronization is associated with partial

synchronization, i.e., emergence of communities (clusters). While component tolerances affect

community structure, the general synchronization properties are maintained across three prototypes

and in numerical simulations. The clusters are destroyed by adding long distance connections with

distant notes, but are otherwise relatively stable with respect to structural connectivity changes.

The study provides evidence that several fundamental synchronization phenomena can be reliably

observed in a network of elementary single-transistor oscillators, demonstrating their generative

potential and opening way to potential applications of this undemanding setup in experimental

modelling of the relationship between network structure, synchronization, and dynamical proper-

ties. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4896815]

A common observation in numerical and experimental

studies of synchronization is the emergence of clustering,

that is, preferential synchronization of pairs or small

groups of oscillators at the transition between complete

uncoupling and complete synchronization. Where chaot-

icity is expressed not only in phase but also in amplitude,

it has further been observed that as the coupling parame-

ter is increased synchronization of phases tends to ensue

before synchronization of amplitudes. Here, these obser-

vations are replicated experimentally in a ring of thirty

single-transistor oscillators, each one diffusively coupled

to its neighbours via a variable resistor. The clusters vary

across prototypes due to component tolerances, but the

overall properties are reliably maintained. This straight-

forward setup demonstrates the generative potential of

networked single-transistor chaotic oscillators and offers

a convenient platform for future experimental investiga-

tion on dynamics and connectivity in chaotic networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Synchronization of interconnected agents is a topic of

substantial multidisciplinary interest, with relevance to

understanding complex phenomena in physical, biological,

and social systems. A central question relates to predicting

the pattern of synchronization between agents based on the

topological properties of their connections; when agents are

non-linear and potentially chaotic, the relationship is often

not straightforward and synchronization may, for instance,

ensue irrespective of topological distance (remote synchroni-

zation) or preferentially involve seemingly arbitrary com-

munities (clusters).1–6 These phenomena can be observed in

systems of greatly varying complexity, for example, globally

and locally coupled Kuramoto (phase) or Landau-Stuart

oscillators, power distribution networks, neural and cardiac

cell ensembles, even entire brains.7–14

To date, a considerable proportion of studies on syn-

chronization of chaotic systems have focused on numerical

simulation of stereotypical scenarios, with prevalent assump-

tions about oscillators being identical and their states being

representable in terms of phase. Such assumptions can accu-

rately describe some physical systems and simplify computa-

tional and interpretative aspects, but it is becoming

increasingly evident that work on models not representing

special symmetry cases, i.e., composed of non-identical

oscillators, and on models wherein coupling may arise not

only in terms of phase but also of amplitude variations, is

required to elucidate effects that may not otherwise be de-

tectable.1–3,6,15–18 While these aspects can be incorporated in

numerical simulations, they are also efficiently captured in

experimental investigations, which as highlighted in Ref. 1

have the added relevance of confirming numerical results in

naturalistic contexts, characterized by absence of discretiza-

tion but presence of noise together with non-ideal device

properties and tolerances.1,6,18,20–23

In virtue of their simplicity and flexibility, networks of

coupled single-transistor chaotic oscillators offer a promising

avenue to investigate synchronization experimentally. A

number of recent studies have demonstrated that synchroni-

zation can be consistently attained over diverse circuit

topologies, such as with chaotic variants of the Colpitts
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and Hartley oscillators and with the Lindberg-Murali-

Tamasevicius (LMT) oscillator, coupled either diffusely

through resistors or unidirectionally through operational

amplifiers or diodes.24–29 These circuits are of interest as

they can generate complex attractors and are inherently non-

identical because manufacturing tolerances affect multiple

transistor parameters and reactive component features, intro-

ducing mismatches that are typical of real systems and may

affect emergence of global properties. Yet, the experimental

reports available to date have considered synchronization ei-

ther between two oscillators or in very small networks, often

focussing on potential application to secure communication

or random number generation.24–29 This limitation is found

also in many studies of more complex experimental imple-

mentations, such as Chua’s or R€ossler circuits realized with

operational amplifiers, or electro-optic systems, and contrasts

with computational works where hundreds of units are fre-

quently considered.1,30–35 The exploration of larger networks

of single-transistor oscillators is therefore well-motivated.

While predicting the synchronization properties of net-

works having complex connectivity structure is of frequent

interest, for example, to determine their controllability, a

more ancestral and still largely unsettled question is that of

understanding how topologically complex synchronization

patterns can spontaneously appear in networks that have sim-

ple structural connectivity architecture, for example, ladders,

rings, and stars.1–5,36 This question was initially addressed in

seminal work by Alan Turing, who framed it in terms of

understanding the bases for morphogenesis in biological sys-

tems. He theorized that in rings of continuous or discrete

interacting cells complex spatiotemporal structures could

emerge through symmetry-breaking self-organization, and

proposed that this mechanism could account for a variety of

biological structures such as the tentacles of the hydra. His

models of morphogenesis have served as a demonstration of

the generative potential of rings of interacting agents and are

still matter of ongoing experimentation.37–40

Rings have several properties making them of particular

interest. They are the simplest type of cyclic network, nodes

have homogeneous degree and betweenness centrality, and

zero clustering; they additionally have the property that topo-

logical distance can decrease rapidly as extra connections

are added. They have been successfully utilized as basis to

model diverse biological phenomena, and computational

explorations of homogeneous and inhomogeneous rings have

demonstrated the emergence of a variety of dynamical

behaviours, with formation of long-distance coherencies,

clusters, and multiple spatiotemporal structures including

travelling and standing waves.3,4,31,32

With a motivation to extend existing work on single-

transistor oscillators to larger networks and confirm the gen-

erative potential of these circuits, here a ring of thirty single-

transistor oscillators, each one diffusively coupled to its

neighbours via a resistor, was studied experimentally. The

expectation was that varying coupling strength between

complete uncoupling and complete synchronization would

reveal partial synchronization phenomena with formation of

complex patterns, such as communities (clusters) of oscilla-

tors preferentially synchronized in phase or amplitude.1–5

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Chaotic oscillator

The circuit, shown in Figure 1, was derived de-novo

using genetic optimization in a previous investigation and

consists of an NPN bipolar-junction transistor in grounded-

emitter configuration (Q1) with inductive feedback between

collector and base (L1) and a series LC network (C1 and L2)

between collector and emitter.41 The circuit oscillates auton-

omously and is powered by a DC source through a variable

biasing resistor (R1). A recent experimental study has dem-

onstrated that this oscillator generates periodic and chaotic

signals having correlation dimension> 2.5 as a function of

biasing resistance, expressed in positive spikes of approxi-

mately stable periodicity but highly variable amplitude.42

Multiple LC combinations, corresponding to a set of discrete

frequencies, are present, and increase in number and com-

plexity when inductor stray capacitances and junction

capacitances are taken into account. Due to variable non-

linearity of the transistor, oscillations at one or more discrete

frequencies can be elicited depending on bias current, and

emergence of chaos through quasiperiodicity plausibly

occurs because non-linearity can in turn be modulated by the

large signals that are generated.43

As in Refs. 41 and 42, the circuit was materially realized

using inductors of nominal values 10 lH (model 11R103C,

Murata Manufacturing Co., Ltd, Kyoto, Japan) and 8.2 lH

(model ELC10D8R2E, Panasonic Co., Ltd, Tokyo, Japan)

for L1 and L2, respectively, and a capacitor of nominal value

30 pF (model MC0805N300J101A2, Farnell PLC, London,

UK) for C1. A common general-purpose NPN transistor

type, the 2N2222A, was chosen (ST Microelectronics SpA,

Agrate Brianza, Italy). To support experiment replication,

the reactive components used to assemble one of the three

FIG. 1. Circuit diagram of the chaotic

oscillator. R1 and R2 represent vari-

able resistors controlling, respectively,

biasing and neighbour coupling.

Parasitic capacitances across L1 and

L2 and junction capacitances of Q1 are

not shown.
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boards (board a, supplementary Table I44) were character-

ized using a vector network analyzer (VNWA3E, SDR-Kits

Ltd., Wilts, UK) to measure inductance and capacitance at

10.0 MHz. For inductors, stray capacitance was inferred

from the self-resonance frequency, and DC series resistance

was measured through V/I linear regression using precision

multi-meters (UT803, Uni-Trend Ltd., Hong Kong). The fol-

lowing values were measured (median 6 interquartile range)

for L1: inductance 11.7 6 0.2 lH, parallel capacitance

3.3 6 0.1 pF, series resistance 115 6 3 mX; for L2: induct-

ance 10.4 6 0.2 lH, parallel capacitance 3.7 6 0.1 pF, series

resistance 24 6 1 mX; for C1: capacitance 32.5 6 0.9 pF, se-

ries resistance 0.8 6 0.3 X. These values should only be

taken as estimates given that they were measured at a single

frequency and significant systematic error may be present,

particularly for capacitor series resistance. For the transis-

tors, only the static forward bF at 1 mA was measured

(DY294, Duoyi Electronics Co., Guangzhou, China), yield-

ing 255 6 7; dynamical parameters could not be measured

due to equipment unavailability.

B. Ring board construction

The ring was constructed on a two-layer printed-circuit

board having a concentric layout which maximised distance

between inductors and traces to limit parasitic coupling

(Figure 2). The complete RS-274-X board fabrication files

are available upon request for unlimited non-commercial

use. To evaluate results reproducibility across multiple real-

izations having differing component values due to toleran-

ces, three boards were assembled and are subsequently

referred to as a, b, and c.

For each oscillator, the biasing resistor (R1) was imple-

mented as a multi-turn 5 kX trimmer, initialized to a ran-

dom value between 0.5 and 2 kX and subsequently tuned, in

random oscillator order over 3 passes of the entire ring,

attempting to maximise spike amplitude variance with the

coupling resistor (R2) set to the intermediate value of 1 kX
(see below and Figure 1). This step was operator-dependent

and R1 values should therefore be considered arbitrary;

they were 1174 6 94 X, comparable across boards

(Kruskal-Wallis p¼ 0.1) and not altered during the course

of the experiment.

Each oscillator was mutually coupled to its neighbours

via a variable resistor RC. Homologous coupling at the tran-

sistor collector (node n2 in Figure 1) was chosen by exclu-

sion: coupling at node n1 would have undesirably

“smoothed” the bias current across oscillators and coupling

at node n3 would have been excessively weak due to decou-

pling by capacitor C1. While coupling trimmers were imple-

mented, in the present experiment they were not used and

replaced by fixed-value 5% tolerance resistors having off-

the-shelf available values of 2.2, 4.7, 10, 18, 33, 68, 120,

270, 470, 1 kX, 2.2 kX, 3.9 kX, 8.2 kX, and 15 kX. Choice of

resistive rather than capacitive coupling, in line with several

previous experimental and numerical studies, was motivated

by preliminary work indicating that it provided superior tun-

ability; the geometric sequence with ratio �2 was chosen as

it satisfactorily sampled the phase and amplitude synchroni-

zation regimes.20,26,29

To permit signal readout with minimal interference, a

high-speed buffer amplifier was connected to node n2 of each

oscillator (OPA633KP, Texas Instruments Inc., Dallas TX,

USA), as in previous studies of this oscillator.41,42

Measurements indicated that the input stage of this amplifier

(including socket and traces) could tentatively be modelled as

a 9.8 6 0.8 pF capacitor and 321 6 88 kX parallel resistor.

The buffer amplifiers were in turn connected to four precision

CMOS multiplexers featuring low high-frequency crosstalk

(DG506B, Vishay Electronic GmbH, Selb, Germany) and

controlled by logic signals from a RS232-TTL converter.

The buffer amplifiers and oscillators were powered at

69V and þ5V DC respectively, using low-noise switching

regulators. To minimize crosstalk through the power rails,

FIG. 2. Printed circuit realization of

the chaotic ring. From centre to periph-

ery the multiplexers, buffer amplifiers

and oscillators can be seen. The outer

trimmers, controlling neighbour cou-

pling, were bypassed and replaced by

5% tolerance fixed-value resistors.
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100 nF ceramic decoupling capacitors were provided for

each node, and a total of 4000 lF and 12 000 lF electrolytic

capacitor decoupling was provided for the 69 V and 5 V

rails, respectively. To avoid spurious coupling which could

corrupt ring symmetry, all signal cables from the centre of

the board rose vertically by �20 cm before being routed to

the appropriate equipment.

C. Data acquisition

The signals were digitized in 0.5 ms windows at 500

MSample/s 8-bit precision using a WavePro 640 oscillo-

scope (LeCroy Inc., Chestnut Ridge NY, USA) through �10

field-effect transistor active probes minimizing distortion

(AP020, LeCroy Inc.). This sampling rate provided approxi-

mately 65 points per cycle. Gain and offset were set to

400 mV/div and �1 V, respectively, yielding> 99% of data

points within the 690 ADC code range. DC coupling and

20 MHz bandwidth limiting were enabled. The complete

datasets can be provided upon request.

The oscilloscope was connected via a IEEE488 bus to a

host computer running Linux and controlled through a script

running under MatLab 2012a (MathWorks Inc., Natick MA,

USA), which also drove the on-board multiplexers via an

RS232 link. Each acquisition block comprised 105 runs with

different multiplexer settings, ensuring at least one sampling

of each combination of the 30 oscillators. To evaluate short-

term reproducibility, 5 consecutive acquisition blocks were

performed for each value of the coupling resistor RC. To

remove the possibility of confounds due to systematic drifts,

the coupling resistor values were sampled in randomized

order.

In addition to the values of RC indicated above, a set of

5 blocks was also acquired for RC¼1, representing absence

of resistive coupling but possible residual parasitic electro-

magnetic coupling due to proximity. To confirm whether

clustering was trivially determined by tolerances in the cou-

pling resistors, measurements were repeated after random

permutation of the resistors, twice for boards a and b and

RC¼ 2.2 kX, and once for board a and RC¼ 120 X.

Furthermore, to explore the stability of the observed clusters

with respect to structural changes, for boards a and c and

RC¼ 2.2 kX, additional measurements were performed

removing coupling resistors between nodes 1 and 30, 15 and

16 as well as inserting long-distance connections between

nodes 1 and 16, 8 and 23.

D. Data analysis

Waveforms were smoothed by running average over

6 ns (3 samples). Local maxima were thereafter extracted, fil-

tered over a 660 ns (630 samples) window, and the corre-

sponding amplitudes were interpolated via cubic spline. This

yielded a signal representing cycle-to-cycle variations in

spike amplitude, enabling assessment of amplitude synchro-

nization. To assess phase synchronization without the influ-

ence of amplitude fluctuations, a “fixed-amplitude”

reconstruction was also performed by deriving an average

spike model and synthesizing a signal by instancing it corre-

sponding to the occurrence of each spike.

Pair-wise synchronization was thereafter assessed using

normalized mutual information, defined as

NMIðX; YÞ ¼ IðX; YÞ=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
HðXÞHðYÞ

p
;

where HðXÞ and HðYÞ represent the entropies of time-series

X and Y, and IðX; YÞ their mutual information.45–47 Mutual

information is highly suitable as a metric of synchronization

of chaotic systems since it does not embed any prior assump-

tions about the joint distribution.1 In this context, normaliza-

tion is important as it corrects for potentially different

entropy levels between time-series, rescaling synchroniza-

tion values to the [0,1] range.

NMI was separately measured for each node pair, deter-

mining a weighted and symmetric adjacency matrix Aij. For

each value of the coupling resistor RC, three adjacency matri-

ces were separately determined, based on the continuous sig-

nal, interpolated spike amplitudes, and fixed-amplitude

reconstruction; while the first included both amplitude and

phase information, the second and third retained, respec-

tively, only amplitude and only phase information, enabling

assessment of clustering based on each parameter alone. The

adjacency matrices were separately determined for the 5

measurement blocks and combined taking the median of

each entry and rescaling all observed connections to [0,1],

thus defining ~Aij. To quantify short-term measurement repro-

ducibility, the degree of absolute agreement was measured

through the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC).

Community detection was performed on the median

weighted adjacency matrices using Louvain’s method, which

consists of greedy optimization aiming to maximise modu-

larity of network partition, defined as

Q ¼ 1

2m

X
ij

~Aij �
kikj

2m

� �
d ci; cjð Þ;

where m ¼ 1
2

P
ij

~Aij represents overall connectivity, ki ¼P
j
~Aij connectivity of each node (weighted node degree), ci

community membership, and dði; jÞ is Kronecker’s delta.48,49

Thresholding was avoided to minimize assumptions about

node degree distribution, and no recursion was performed

given the small network size. Since even random networks

can display high modularity, the statistical significance of

the observed values was tested by means of calculating for

each matrix 95% of the distribution of Q for 100 random per-

mutations of membership ci.
50

Due to presence of a strong gradient of synchronization

with oscillator distance, visual recognition of communities

in graphical representations of the adjacency matrices can be

difficult. For the purpose of aiding visualization, the syn-

chronization gradient was subtracted as follows: (i) a sym-

metric constant-diagonal matrix B representing topological

distance was defined with bij ¼ minðji� jj; 30� ji� jjÞ, (ii)

for each measurement set, the median synchronization was

determined over all oscillators at each given distance 1…15,

(iii) its value was replaced in the corresponding elements of

the B matrix, and (iv) the Aij � B difference was visualized.

This difference was also used as basis to calculate correspon-

dence between connectivity patterns across synchronization
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metrics, random permutations of the coupling resistors, and

structural link changes, using Spearman rank-order correla-

tion; this choice was motivated to avoid positively biasing

correlation due to presence of a common synchronization

gradient.

To explore the impact of synchronization metric choice

on clustering detection, adjacency matrices were additionally

determined based on the nonlinear correlation coefficient h2

and spectral superposition index SS, for the case of continu-

ous signal and RC¼ 2.2 kX. Determination of h2 involved

subdividing the values of X in k¼ 20 bins, for which mid-

points pi the corresponding average values of Y, qi, were cal-

culated, thus defining a linear piecewise approximation f(xj)
of an arbitrary non-linear relationship. Assuming zero

means, from this

h2
yjx ¼

Pn
i¼1 y2

i �
Pn

i¼1 yi � f xjð Þ
� �2Pn

i¼1 y2
i

;

where n is the number of data points.51,52 While h2
yjx 6¼ h2

xjy,

on these datasets it was observed h2
yjx � h2

xjy. As customary

in previous applications of this index, the maximum correla-

tion was determined over a time-lag window of 630 ns (615

samples). Spectral superposition was calculated as

SS ¼
X

min
jF Xð Þj2P
jF Xð Þj2

;
jF Yð Þj2P
jF Yð Þj2

 !
;

excluding DC. Furthermore, to determine the effect of vary-

ing the coupling resistance RC on chaoticity, the root-mean-

square amplitude of the AC signal â and median frequency f̂
of the interpolated spike amplitude signals, and sample en-

tropy e of the spike amplitudes were calculated; sample en-

tropy was chosen in light of previous demonstrations of

strong correspondence with the largest Lyapunov exponent

and correlation dimension.41,42,53

E. SPICE simulations

The reproducibility of main experimental findings regard-

ing synchronization and clustering in SPICE numerical simula-

tions was investigated based on component measurements from

board a, reported in supplementary Table I.44 The buffer ampli-

fier was modelled as a passive RC load as indicated above. As

transistor dynamical data were unavailable, a common publicly

available SPICE model of the 2N2222A was instanced for all

oscillators.54 Measurements of the coupling resistance RC were

only taken for RC¼ 2.2 kX; for other values, they were

obtained by interpolation and random permutation.

SPICE simulations were performed by means of the

LTSpice IV software v. 4.19c (Linear Technology Corp.,

Milipitas CA, USA) with default settings, modified trapezoi-

dal integration method, and setting relative tolerance

(RELTOL) to 10�4, truncation tolerance (TRTOL) to 10�2

to improve simulation accuracy.

Simulations were run for 3 ms, the initial 1 ms was disre-

garded to allow for oscillator stabilization and signals were

low-passed at 25 MHz to simulate oscilloscope bandwidth

limiting.

III. RESULTS

A. Synchronization intensity and dynamical
parameters

As shown in Figure 3, decreasing coupling resistance RC

was associated with gradually increasing synchronization of

phase and amplitude. At any given value, median synchroni-

zation was highest for neighbour nodes and decreased with

topological distance. The pattern was highly consistent

across boards.

Considering continuous signal (representing phase and

amplitude synchronization), for neighbours (d¼ 1) a gradual

increase of median synchronization was observed all way

between the extreme values of RC, 15 kX and 2.2 X; for dis-

tant nodes (d! 15), synchronization started emerging from

the floor value observed for absence of resistive coupling

(RC¼1) for RC< 1 kX.

Considering interpolated spike amplitude (representing

amplitude synchronization only), the pattern was similar but

the curves were shifted leftwards, and synchronization for dis-

tant nodes started emerging from floor level for RC< 68 X.

The curves obtained in respect to fixed-amplitude recon-

struction (representing phase synchronization only) were

similar to those from continuous signal, but the synchroniza-

tion values were consistently higher; with decreasing RC an

initial rapid increase was observed between 1 kX and 270 X,

followed by a plateau and a further increase for RC< 33 X.

Corresponding waveforms for representative neighbours

are shown in Figure 4. Visual inspection confirmed that uni-

tary synchronization values were not reached due to noise,

jitter, finite sampling resolution and distortion, and that com-

plete phase and amplitude synchronization were effectively

attained between neighbours. Synchronization of cycles

between neighbour nodes was already clearly observed at

RC¼ 3.9 kX, but it was not stable and inconsistently exhib-

ited a residual lag, resulting in relatively low synchronization

values; these effects gradually disappeared as RC was low-

ered further.

As shown in supplementary Figure 1,44 the root-mean-

square spike amplitude variation â followed a cubic relation-

ship to RC, with smaller oscillations observed between 270 and

2.2 kX; loss of oscillation never occurred and chaoticity was

maintained over the whole range of RC. Median frequency of

amplitude fluctuations f̂ gradually increased from �1.4 MHz

at RC¼ 2.2 X towards �2.2 MHz at RC¼ 470 X, then further

increased towards 2.4 MHz more slowly for higher RC values.

The dispersion of spike amplitude variation and frequency

gradually decreased with stronger coupling. Sample entropy e
also followed a cubic relationship, peaking at RC¼ 120 X and

decreasing for lower and higher coupling values.

B. Phase and amplitude cluster synchronization

The modularity index Q followed a different relationship

to RC for the three signals, peaking at RC¼ 2.2 or 3.9 kX for

continuous signal and fixed-amplitude reconstruction, and at

RC¼ 120 X for interpolated spike amplitude (Figure 5).

Cluster synchronization therefore appeared at higher values of

RC for phase than for amplitude synchronization.
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For continuous signal, upon visual inspection of the

adjacency maps cluster synchronization was most evident at

RC¼ 2.2 kX, with prominent clusters involving nodes 20–28

for board a, 1–8 for board b and 12–22 for board c; the com-

munity structure was appreciably different at RC¼ 1 kX and

RC¼ 3.9 kX, reflecting disaggregation into progressively

smaller communities with increasing RC (Figure 6). A simi-

lar trend was observed for fixed-amplitude reconstruction

(not shown).

Comparison with the nonlinear correlation coefficient

h2 and spectral superposition index SS, undertaken for con-

tinuous signal and RC¼ 2.2 kX (Figure 7), revealed a clear

correspondence which was stronger between NMI and h2

(Spearman’s rank-order q¼ 0.83, 0.82, and 0.89 for boards

a, b, and c, respectively) than between NMI and SS

(q¼ 0.69, 0.55, and 0.66). For NMI and h2, the identified

community structure was identical for board a, and only

marginally differing in cluster aggregation for boards b
and c.

For interpolated spike amplitude, cluster synchroniza-

tion was strongest in the RC¼ 68–270 X range. It was less

clearly visible upon inspection of the adjacency maps due to

presence of a strong synchronization gradient with oscillator

distance, but consideration of the difference maps revealed

prominent clusters involving nodes 11–21 for board a, 8–22

for board b, and 1–9, 10–19, 20–29 for board c (Figure 8).

The community structure was markedly distinct from that

observed for continuous signal, and also in this case

depended on RC, with higher values associated to smaller

communities.

Between-node differences in root-mean-square spike

amplitude fluctuation â, median frequency f̂ , and sample en-

tropy e measured at RC¼1 correlated very weakly with

observed synchronization as assessed with continuous signal

(jqj � 0.16 for RC¼ 2.2 kX) or interpolated spike amplitude

(jqj � 0.22 for RC¼ 120 X), indicating that clustering was

not driven by inherent similarities in these parameters; corre-

lation with differences in biasing resistance was similarly

weak (jqj � 0.06 and 0.18, respectively).

C. Cluster stability

Over the 5 consecutive measurement blocks acquired

for each RC value, the median intraclass correlation

FIG. 3. Normalized mutual information (NMI) as function of coupling resistance RC, separately determined for continuous signal (left column), interpolated

spike amplitude (middle column), fixed-amplitude reconstruction (right column), and for the three boards (rows, a, b, and c). Arrowheads indicate topological

distance between 1 (top plot) and 15 oscillators (bottom plot). Dashed lines represent measurement with RC¼1.
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coefficient was 0.99 (95% confidence bounds 0.80–1.00) for

continuous signal, 0.99 (0.66–1.00) for interpolated spike-

amplitude and 0.99 (0.69–1.00) for fixed-amplitude recon-

struction; it was generally >0.95 for RC< 1.0 kX and

decreased for higher RC values.

Community structure was reliably maintained after ran-

dom permutation of the coupling resistors, indicating that it

was not induced by tolerances in the values of these compo-

nents (supplementary Figure 2 (Ref. 44)). For the case of con-

tinuous signal, boards a and b, RC¼ 2.2 kX two random

permutations were performed, yielding synchronization values

strongly correlated to the initial measurement (Spearman’s

rank-order for DNMI: q¼ 0.88, 0.85 for board a and 0.84,

0.84 for board b). For the case of interpolated spike amplitude,

board a, RC¼ 120 X one random permutation was performed,

confirming strong correlation (q¼ 0.93).

The effect of partitioning the ring or inserting long-

distance links depended on location with respect to the prom-

inent clusters (Figure 9). Removing links peripheral to the

prominent clusters did not alter their structure substantially,

as exemplified by 30 / 1 for both boards (q¼ 0.73 and 0.89

for a and c respectively); on the other hand, 15 / 16 was asso-

ciated with appearance of a new cluster involving nodes

9–15 for a (q¼ 0.56) and with splitting of the large cluster

within which nodes 15 and 16 were included for board c
(q¼ 0.51). For board a, adding 1$ 16 had a limited effect

on community structure (q¼ 0.87); by contrast, adding

8$ 23 completely obliterated the cluster involving nodes

20–28 (q¼ 0.39). For board c, adding 1$ 16 obliterated the

cluster involving nodes 12–22, even though the correlation

remained relatively high overall (q¼ 0.77); by contrast,

adding 8$ 23 only had a limited effect and preserved the

cluster around nodes 12–22 (q¼ 0.78).

D. SPICE simulations

Qualitative aspects of phase and amplitude synchroniza-

tion varying with RC and clustering were reproduced, but

quantitative agreement with measurements was limited

(Figure 10).

The gradual increase in median synchronization

between neighbours across the span of RC and the synchroni-

zation gradient with oscillator distance (see Subsec. III A)

were observed, however in comparison with measurement

the phase synchronization of distant oscillators increased

only below a lower resistance, RC< 68 X, with a trend closer

to that observed for interpolated spike amplitude; further-

more, the fixed-amplitude reconstruction did not attain the

consistently high synchronization values found experimen-

tally, and a large gradient of synchronization with oscillator

distance persisted even at RC¼ 2.2 X.

As observed experimentally, the modularity index Q
was maximized at a relatively high value of RC¼ 3.9 kX for

continuous signal and fixed-amplitude reconstruction, and at

an lower value of RC¼ 270 X for interpolated spike ampli-

tude. Cluster synchronization emerged in maps derived from

both continuous signal and interpolated spike amplitude,

with features broadly similar to those observed from experi-

mental measurements, however the community structure was

different and largely uncorrelated (e.g., q¼ 0.04 for continu-

ous signal, RC¼ 2.2 kX, and q¼ 0.32 for interpolated spike

amplitude, RC¼ 120 X).

FIG. 4. Representative waveforms recorded from neighbour oscillators (blue, red) as function of coupling resistance RC, for continuous signal (vðtÞ, left col-

umn) and interpolated spike amplitude (v̂ðtÞ, right column).
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IV. DISCUSSION

Resistive coupling of the single-transistor chaotic oscil-

lators reproduced multiple well-established synchronization

phenomena, previously observed numerically or experimen-

tally in smaller networks. Already at very weak coupling lev-

els (i.e., RC¼ 15 kX or 8.2 kX), phase synchronization

between neighbour nodes intermittently ensued, with tempo-

ral alignment of the positive spikes but uncorrelated ampli-

tudes. Although visually clearly apparent, the effect was

initially unstable and became gradually stronger as coupling

was increased reducing the value of the coupling resistors RC

in geometric progression. Thanks to the large size of the

array compared to other experimental works, a clear spatial

synchronization gradient was also observed, with the activity

of distant nodes remaining essentially uncorrelated in phase

until much stronger coupling levels (i.e., RC¼ 1 kX). At very

strong coupling levels (i.e., RC< 10X), global phase syn-

chronization was observed, with all oscillators operating in

unison. These effects were evident on the continuous signal,

which is dominated by phase effects but also includes ampli-

tude information, as well as on the fixed-amplitude recon-

structed signal devoid of amplitude variations. Phase

synchronization is a pervasive observation in physical and

biological chaotic systems consisting of non-identical oscil-

lators. It reflects the fact that, for a given level of coupling,

energy transfer rate may be sufficient to maintain the phases

locked but not to compensate for the mismatched dynami-

cal parameters and thereby allow the systems to fully align

their trajectories in phase space; here, the energy transfer

rate was inversely determined by coupling resistance RC in

the case of neighbour nodes, or more generally by coupling

resistance times topological distance RC� d for other oscil-

lator pairs.1,2,15,16,26,33,43,55,56

At stronger coupling values, amplitude synchroniza-

tion additionally ensued and was detected as increasing co-

herence of the amplitudes of the positive spikes generated

by the oscillators; to permit robust evaluation of this effect,

the signals were modelled as point processes and synchro-

nization analysis was performed over the temporally inter-

polated amplitude signal, devoid of phase information.57

Transition from phase synchronization to complete syn-

chronization, wherein both amplitude and phase are

synchronized, is another frequent observation in coupled

chaotic systems, experimentally verified in electronic and

electro-optic systems, and appears in non-identical systems

FIG. 5. Modularity of synchronization (Q) as determined using normalized mutual information and Louvain’s algorithm, separately for continuous signal (left

column), interpolated spike amplitude (middle column), fixed-amplitude reconstruction (right column), and the three boards (rows, a, b, and c). Dashed lines

represent modularity for RC¼1 measurement. Shaded areas represent 95% confidence interval for modularity of random permutations of community

membership.
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when the mismatch in dynamical parameters is small

enough that the available energy transfer rate between

units is sufficient to maintain a common trajectory in phase

space irrespective of the absence of an invariant manifold.

The observed dynamics represent a subspace determined

by the properties of the coupled systems through a compli-

cated relationship.1,2,5,17–19,26,27,43,55,58,59 Since diffusive

coupling through a resistive ring was used, this was deter-

mined by the weighted properties of all non-identical

oscillators.

FIG. 6. Weighted adjacency matrices for continuous signal, determined using normalized mutual information and shown for coupling resistance RC¼ 1, 2.2,

3.9 kX and boards a, b, and c. The normalized mutual information (NMI, left) and corresponding difference with respect to the constant-diagonal matrix repre-

senting median synchronization at given oscillator distance (DNMI, right) are shown. White boxes represent the communities identified by Louvain’s

algorithm.

FIG. 7. Comparison of synchronization measures for continuous signal and coupling resistance RC¼ 2.2 kX: normalized mutual information (NMI), nonlinear

correlation coefficient (h2) and spectral superposition (SS). For each, the absolute value (left) and corresponding difference with respect to the constant-

diagonal matrix representing median synchronization at given oscillator distance (right) are shown. White boxes represent the communities identified by

Louvain’s algorithm.
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FIG. 8. Weighted adjacency matrices for interpolated spike amplitude, determined using normalized mutual information and shown for coupling resistance

RC¼ 68, 120, 270 X and boards a, b, and c. The normalized mutual information (NMI, left) and corresponding difference with respect to the constant-diagonal

matrix representing median synchronization at given oscillator distance (DNMI, right) are shown. White boxes represent the communities identified by

Louvain’s algorithm.

FIG. 9. Effect of removing and adding structural links, shown for continuous signal, RC¼ 2.2 kX, boards a and c. Removed links, between oscillators 1 and 30,

15 and 16 and denoted by$=, had RC¼1; added links, between oscillators 1 and 16, 8 and 23 and denoted by$, had RC¼ 2.2 kX. The normalized mutual in-

formation (NMI, left) and corresponding difference with respect to the constant-diagonal matrix representing median synchronization at given oscillator dis-

tance (DNMI, right) are shown. White boxes represent the communities identified by Louvain’s algorithm.
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When systems of non-identical units are subject to strong

coupling, chaoticity may disappear or the systems may alto-

gether stop oscillating (oscillation death).15,32,43,60,61 This was

not observed here and the effect of varying coupling strength

was a modulation in the spectral content and variance of am-

plitude fluctuations; the metric entropy did not decrease

below the level observed for uncoupled oscillation, and

indeed was maximized for an intermediate coupling value

(i.e., RC¼ 120 X), suggesting that such coupling between

non-identical units lead to a higher-dimensional system.

At intermediate coupling strengths, the formation of clus-

ters of coherent phase and amplitude was observed. The emer-

gence of spatial structures, wherein two or more adjacent units

become preferentially synchronized with respect to their neigh-

bours, is another hallmark finding of modern synchronization

theory, having been observed in numerical studies on identical

as well as non-identical lattices and more complex networks,

and experimentally in a variety of systems, though frequently

of limited size.1,2,5,7,12,15,16,19,26,27,31,33,35,59,62 Through the

application of a consolidated community-detection technique,

here it was observed that the statistical evidence for presence

of discrete modules (modularity index Q) was maximised for

a coupling strength that was markedly lower for continuous

signal than interpolated spike amplitude (RC¼ 2.2 kX
or 3.9 kX vs. 120 X).48,49 This result goes along the notion

that in homogeneously connected networks clustering

emerges at intermediate coupling level, where energy trans-

fer rate is sufficient for phase locking or complete synchroni-

zation of some more “dynamically affine” node pairs but not

others.1,2,5,7,12,15–17,19,31,33,35,43,58

As coupling is increased, transition to global synchroni-

zation may occur “explosively” as a phase transition, or

more commonly through gradual aggregation of oscillators

in progressively larger clusters until a unique attractor is

reached; the synchronization curves and community struc-

tures indicated the latter case for this study.1,2,19,63,64

Reassuringly, the detection of clusters was not contin-

gent on choice of a specific synchronization measure: high

agreement was observed between normalized mutual infor-

mation, based on joint probability distribution, and the

FIG. 10. Results from SPICE numerical simulation of board a. (a) Normalized mutual information (NMI) as function of coupling resistance RC. (b)

Modularity of synchronization (Q) as determined using normalized mutual information and Louvain’s algorithm. (c) Weighted adjacency matrices for continu-

ous signal, shown for coupling resistance RC¼ 1, 2.2, 3.9 kX. (d) Weighted adjacency matrices for interpolated spike amplitude, shown for coupling resistance

RC¼ 68, 120, 270 X.
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nonlinear correlation coefficient, which is based on estima-

tion of a piecewise linear transfer function.52 Notably, corre-

spondence was also observed in the frequency domain in

terms of spectral superposition, indicating that the continu-

ous power spectra of the chaotic oscillators had differences

which diminished with synchronization; while at present

frequency-domain measures are used infrequently in studies

of chaotic networks, increased frequency overlap with syn-

chronization has been previously reported in terms of align-

ment of peak centres and widths.1,2,15,65,66

At a general level, the formation of clusters may be

induced by the topological properties of structural connec-

tions, or represent a form of symmetry-breaking induced by

differences in the dynamical properties of the elements.1–5,15

Here, the clusters were found to be stable with respect to ran-

dom permutations of the coupling resistors, proving that they

did not trivially arise as a consequence of inhomogeneous

coupling strength due to resistor tolerances. Rather, they rep-

resented the formation of manifolds corresponding to the

synchronized behaviours of different oscillators, which

grouped or split according to dynamical differences. These

did not straightforwardly correspond to heterogeneous natu-

ral frequency, variance or entropy of the chaotic signal as

generated in absence of coupling, or biasing resistor value,

hence must reflect a more complex relationship which will

have to be elucidated in future analytical work, yet to be

done on the relatively novel oscillator circuit used in this

study. Reassuringly, the location of the clusters was mark-

edly different across the three boards, confirming that they

did not purely reflect a layout-related parasitic phenomenon

(e.g., related to location of particular power supply traces on

the board) but represented true symmetry breaking due to the

properties of the individual oscillators.

Clusters may be stable (i.e., exist unconditionally of one

another) or unstable depending on the properties of the struc-

tural connections and manifolds determined by the system

dynamics.1,2,5,67 While an extensive investigation was not

performed, the results obtained partitioning the ring and add-

ing long-distance connections suggest that the prominent

clusters observed are relatively insensitive to the connectiv-

ity between remote nodes. However, introducing connections

between a node within a large cluster and a distant one

resulted in obliteration of the cluster (8$ 23 for board a and

1$ 16 for board b), whereas the effect of introducing a

long-distance connection between nodes marginal to a clus-

ter (8$ 23 for board a) was more contained. Overall these

results suggest that in this experiment cluster emergence is a

relatively “local” phenomenon largely indifferent to the state

of remote nodes, and are in line with a recent indication that

cluster synchronization can be impaired when long-distance

connections with other clusters are present.68

Numerical simulations using SPICE delivered a mixed

picture, wherein the main qualitative features of synchroni-

zation were maintained, but there was poor quantitative

agreement with measurements: in particular, the trends of

synchronization vs. coupling resistance and the distribution

of the clusters were substantially different. This signals a

shortcoming in the component models, in the simulation

algorithm, or both. Due to equipment unavailability the

dynamical parameters of the transistors were not measured; as

there is notorious variability between specimens and manufac-

turers, the transistor model parameters likely represent a major

source of error. Furthermore, the values of the reactive com-

ponents were only measured at a single frequency. While

some numerical simulations of electronic chaotic networks

have attained satisfactory agreement with measurement, par-

ticularly for circuits based on operational amplifiers, the litera-

ture on single-transistor oscillators is more heterogeneous:

some studies on the Colpitts and Hartley oscillators have

shown good agreement, but previous works on the oscillator

considered in this study and on the LMT circuit demonstrated

large discrepancy in terms of bifurcational structural and dy-

namical properties.26,30,33,42,62,69 The spiking nature of the os-

cillator, having the transistor rapidly cross multiple operating

regions, arguably represents a particularly challenging sce-

nario for accurate simulation. Given the spectral content sig-

nificant board-level parasitic phenomena which are difficult to

model are likely to be at play. For example, the features of the

generated signals had differences with respect to those

recorded in a previous study where single oscillators were

built;42 this may be related, for example, to different inductive

and capacitive parasitics in the biasing resistor and coupling

with the buffer op-amp vs. oscilloscope probe. The inductance

associated with long-distance connection wires likely

impacted oscillator coupling, in comparison to neighbouring

nodes. The finite conduction resistance of the readout multi-

plexers also exerted an undesired filtering effect.

The present study has limitations that need considera-

tion. Due to equipment restrictions, it was impossible to sam-

ple all 30 oscillators simultaneously, and the adjacency

matrices were gradually filled in combinations of 4 oscilla-

tors. While this entails an assumption that synchronization

was stable, such assumption is corroborated by the very high

test-retest agreement observed among the 5 measurement

blocks acquired for each coupling resistor value. Yet,

unavailability of simultaneous recordings meant that it was

impossible to study large-scale dynamical phenomena, such

as testing for standing and travelling waves, which therefore

need to be considered in future work.20,32,34 The coupling re-

sistor values were sampled in a geometric progression, pick-

ing off-the-shelf available values. While this was adequate

for an overview of synchronization properties, future studies

should fine-tune the sweep to specific areas of interest, for

example to “zoom in” the intervals where highest clustering

was observed. On the same note, biasing resistors were ini-

tialized arbitrarily, and further work is needed to systemati-

cally determine their effect on the emergence of clusters.

Finally, while to the author’s knowledge the network size

was larger than all pre-existing investigations on electronic

chaotic networks, it was still relatively small in comparison

to numerical simulations. In consideration of the small foot-

print and low cost of this oscillator, future experimental stud-

ies on much larger networks appear now motivated.

The observation of reproducible emergence of cluster

synchronization of phase and amplitude together with the im-

mediate tunability of coupling and biasing resistors confers

particular relevance to this setup for modelling experiments in

computational neuroscience and biology. Modularity is a
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highly conserved feature of biological networks, wherein it

reduces the implementation cost and increases robustness and

evolutionary flexibility, and the role of dynamical processes in

its emergence remains to be elucidated.70 With reference to

brain networks in particular, there is a pressing need for a flex-

ible computational platform where dynamical properties and

structural connectivity can be flexibly manipulated, and their

effect on the emergence or degeneration of large-scale func-

tional network properties such as modularity and small-

worldness be determined.11,70,71

V. CONCLUSIONS

This undemanding experimental setup, consisting of a

ring of resistively coupled single-transistor oscillator cir-

cuits, produced a particularly rich set of synchronization phe-

nomena. As coupling strength was increased, gradual

transition to phase and complete synchronization was

observed. Owing to the large network size enabled by the

simplicity of the circuit, spatial synchronization gradients

and the formation of multiple clusters were observed.

Clustering was most apparent at intermediate coupling val-

ues for phase and amplitude, and reflected the consequence

of oscillator differences as demonstrated by measurements

on multiple boards and following component permutations.

Ring partitioning had a limited effect, but addition of long-

distance connections obliterated the clusters on which these

impinged. While quantitative agreement with numerical sim-

ulations was limited, the main qualitative features were

reproduced. These results demonstrate the remarkable gener-

ative potential of networks of single-transistor oscillators

and suggest that they represent a highly viable experimental

setup to investigate the emergence of complex synchroniza-

tion patterns in dynamical networks.
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In this paper, the topographical relationship between functional connectivity (intended as

inter-regional synchronization), spectral and non-linear dynamical properties across cortical areas

of the healthy human brain is considered. Based upon functional MRI acquisitions of spontaneous

activity during wakeful idleness, node degree maps are determined by thresholding the temporal

correlation coefficient among all voxel pairs. In addition, for individual voxel time-series, the

relative amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations and the correlation dimension (D2), determined

with respect to Fourier amplitude and value distribution matched surrogate data, are measured.

Across cortical areas, high node degree is associated with a shift towards lower frequency activity

and, compared to surrogate data, clearer saturation to a lower correlation dimension, suggesting

presence of non-linear structure. An attempt to recapitulate this relationship in a network of single-

transistor oscillators is made, based on a diffusive ring (n¼ 90) with added long-distance links

defining four extended hub regions. Similarly to the brain data, it is found that oscillators in the

hub regions generate signals with larger low-frequency cycle amplitude fluctuations and clearer sat-

uration to a lower correlation dimension compared to surrogates. The effect emerges more

markedly close to criticality. The homology observed between the two systems despite profound

differences in scale, coupling mechanism and dynamics appears noteworthy. These experimental

results motivate further investigation into the heterogeneity of cortical non-linear dynamics in

relation to connectivity and underline the ability for small networks of single-transistor oscillators

to recreate collective phenomena arising in much more complex biological systems, potentially

representing a future platform for modelling disease-related changes. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4914938]

Understanding brain function requires considering two

properties that are increasingly deemed fundamental: (1)

structural connections among cortical regions and, conse-

quently, activity synchronization are architected so that a

minority of areas have a disproportionately high number

of connections, including long-distance connections, con-

ferring them the role of “hubs”; (2) brain circuits are

somehow attuned so that their collective operation takes

place preferentially close to the “point of criticality”, that

is, fluctuating around order-to-chaos transition, which

may confer specific computational advantages. Previous

studies have shown that these properties can be inferred

from time-series acquired using functional MRI during

idle wakefulness, representing intrinsic or “spontaneous”

brain activity. However, not much is known regarding

whether the known differences in connectivity among

cortical regions are topographically associated with gen-

eration of activity having diverse non-linear dynamical

properties, particular with regards to hallmarks of

possible chaoticity. Here, we addressed this question and

found that the cortical areas that are more intensely

synchronized with other regions tend to generate activity

with stronger low-frequency fluctuations and more evi-

dent non-linear structure than the others. We speculated

that this could indicate a shift of the underlying neural

activity towards chaos and went on to test this hypothesis

indirectly by studying a simple network of electronic

oscillators, in which, despite profound structural and dy-

namical differences, a similar relationship was observed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The brain is a complex non-linear system characterized

by non-trivial topological and dynamical properties. Its

structural connectivity exhibits small-world and scale-free

organization that hinges around “cortical hub” regions.

These regions, including precuneus, superior-lateral parietal,

and medial frontal cortex, are heavily interconnected and

hypothesized to subserve high-order cognitive processes.1–4

Further, the brain plausibly operate collectively as a thermo-

dynamic system close to a phase transition corresponding to
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instability between laminar and chaotic flow. As such, it can

rapidly explore different dynamical regimes, generating ava-

lanches of activity that propagate across the entire

network.5–7

Based on realistic models of structural connectivity,

numerical simulations predict the emergence of functional

connectivity (activity synchronization between regions) in

the form of discrete “resting-state” networks (RSNs), such

as the “default-mode network” and “fronto-parietal

network.”7–10 These networks have been detected by means

of independent component analysis of blood oxygen level

dependent (BOLD) time-series recorded using functional

MRI during awake idleness (resting-state), whose fluctua-

tions primarily represent spontaneous neural activity.11,12

Graph-based analyses of BOLD signal synchronization have

also confirmed high node degree of functional connectivity

(representing a measure of “synchronization density”) in the

aforementioned cortical hub regions, in broad agreement

with the underlying structural connectivity.13–16

The temporal resolution of BOLD recordings is

constrained to the order of seconds by the underlying neuro-

vascular response and measurements are contaminated by

non-neural physiological noise, which is often subject to

aliasing due to limited sampling rate.17,18 Despite these

severe limitations, the temporal variance of BOLD time-

series is sufficiently representative for reliable identification

of the RSNs, possibly as a consequence of scale-free activity

with 1/fb-like power spectrum, and as such plausibly con-

tains information also about non-linear dynamics of the

underlying neural activity.17,19

A current question is whether there are observable

non-linear dynamical and spectral properties of BOLD fluc-

tuations which reflect the local influence of connectivity

on temporal dynamics. Understanding the topographical

relationship between brain connectivity and regional

non-linear dynamics is relevant both theoretically and for the

development of neuropsychiatric disease biomarkers, and,

despite the above limitations, functional MRI may be well-

suited for addressing this issue in virtue of its high spatial

resolution.20

Point-process modelling of BOLD time-series has been

remarkably successful in providing a compact representation

of RSN emergence and enabling explicit demonstration of

collectively critical oscillation.21,22 Evidence that the brain

operates close to phase transition to chaos confers relevance

to well-established univariate measures of dynamical non-

linearity, such as the correlation dimension (D2) and the

largest Lyapunov exponent, which to date have been infre-

quently applied to functional MRI time-series.23,24

Characterization of spectral features is also important given

that phase transitions are generally associated with profound

changes in the spectral moments of oscillatory variables.25–27

Recent increases in the sampling rate of functional MRI

have made it possible to study inter-regional spectral differ-

ences, often represented with power-law frequency scaling

coefficients or relative Fourier amplitudes of low frequencies

(typically <0.1 Hz).19,28,29

At the same time, the fact that realistic RSNs emerge

even in highly simplified simulation scenarios, for example,

from networked phase (Kuramoto) oscillators or discrete

excitable units, raises the intriguing possibility of recapitulat-

ing some dynamical phenomena underlying brain function

in other physical systems, where direct manipulation of con-

nectivity is possible and causal relationships between

connectivity and non-linear dynamics can be explored

experimentally.8–10,30

In particular, it has recently been shown that single-

transistor oscillators can exhibit strikingly complex activity

depending on an easily tunable control parameter (DC volt-

age source series resistance), oscillating periodically, chaoti-

cally, or close to criticality.31 An experimental investigation

of a ring of 30 diffusively coupled such oscillators, each

consisting of a bipolar junction transistor, three reactive

components and a resistor, has furthermore demonstrated the

spontaneous formation of multi-scale community structure

as a function of coupling strength, with elements of

similarity to the modular organization observed in brain net-

works.32 While that study was conducted for an elementary

structural connectivity scenario (a ring), it is possible to

construct arbitrarily complex networks. Coupled single-

transistor oscillators therefore represent an undemanding

experimental platform with which one may attempt to recap-

ture associations between brain connectivity and non-linear

dynamics observed through BOLD time-series either empiri-

cally or in numerical simulation.

In this study, the topographical correspondence between

functional connectivity (node degree), spectral and non-linear

dynamical features (relative amplitude of low-frequency fluc-

tuations, correlation dimension D2 and its saturation dD2

across embedding dimensions) across cortical regions of the

healthy human brain was empirically assessed. A highly sim-

plified model of brain connectivity was also implemented in

the form of single-transistor oscillators arranged as a ring with

superimposed long-distance links creating four extended

hubs. The relationship between connectivity and non-linear

dynamics in this network was evaluated for different dynami-

cal regimes (close to criticality, chaotic) and compared to

results from brain data.

II. FUNCTIONAL MRI METHODS

A. Data acquisition

Brain data from 10 young unrelated healthy participants

were downloaded from the repository of the Human

Connectome Project.33 The participants were scanned at

Washington University on a 32-channel 3.0 T unit (Skyra

Connectome, Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany), following

provision of written informed consent and in accordance to

study procedures approved by the institutional review board

(Ref. 201204036).

For each participant, 1200 resting-state functional

volumes sensitized to the BOLD contrast were acquired

twice, with RL and LR phase encoding direction, using a

gradient-echo echo-planar sequence having multiband factor

¼ 8, TR¼ 720 ms (corresponding to sample rate� 1.4 Hz),

TE of ¼ 33.1 ms, flip angle¼ 52�, 104� 90 matrix size, 72

slices, 2 mm isotropic voxel size, bandwidth¼ 2290 Hz/pixel,

echo spacing¼ 0.58 ms, and duration �14 min.34
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As prescribed by the “minimal preprocessing” protocols

for BOLD data, the following spatial operations were

performed: gradient distortion correction, rigid-body realign-

ment, field-map processing and brain masking; it was

decided to avoid using ICA-FIX denoised images due to the

potentially complex effect of this filtering method on non-

linear signal features.35

For the purpose of spatial normalization and segmenta-

tion of tissue compartments, a volume T1-weighted 3D series

was also acquired, having TR¼ 2400 ms, TI¼ 1000 ms,

TE¼ 2.1 ms, flip angle¼ 8�, 224� 224 mm field-of-view,

and 0.7 mm isotopic voxel size. This volume was segmented

using the SPM8 software.36

To avoid biasing subsequent analyses, very slow and

potentially large fluctuations of implausible neural origin

(coil heating, electronics drifts, head movement, etc.) were

removed from all BOLD time-series by fitting an order-4

polynomial. Subsequent temporal filtering steps reflect the

different requirements of linear (graph-based connectivity

modelling, Fourier amplitude measurement) and non-linear

analyses (correlation dimension).

B. Data analysis: Linear analyses

For linear analyses, low-pass filtering was applied

through a Butterworth bank of order 4 and f�3 dB¼ 0.35 Hz

(i.e., half the Nyquist frequency). The 6 head movement vec-

tors (3 translation and 3 rotation), their first temporal deriva-

tive and the average signal in white matter (segmentation

threshold 0.9) and in ventricles were then removed by linear

regression; prior to entering the regression, these nuisance

time-series were temporally filtered as above. Spatial

smoothing with a Gaussian kernel having half-maximum

width of 6 mm was performed, then the time-series were

rescaled to relative change with respect to mean voxel inten-

sity and the temporal standard deviation r was measured to

quantify overall BOLD fluctuation amplitude.

Node degree, thereafter referred to with k and rescaled

to unity integral, was calculated by linear correlation across

all pairs of brain voxels (approx. 2� 105), adaptively deter-

mining the correlation threshold to yield a fixed network

completeness of 2.5%; an optimized parallel implementation

of linear correlation in C code provided in Ref. 37 was

utilized.

The relative amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations,

representing a commonly used index of BOLD spectral con-

tent, was calculated in relative terms dividing the average of

magnitude Fourier amplitudes in the 0.005–0.1 Hz range by

that for the 0.1–0.3 Hz range, i.e., as hYj0:005–0:1Hzji=
hYj0:1–0:3Hzji; this approach was preferred to determination

of the spectral scaling exponent b as it is more parsimonious

with respect to assumptions on the underlying

distribution.19,28

C. Data analysis: Correlation dimension and
non-stationarity

Non-linear analysis was performed, independently for

each voxel time-series, using the TISEAN software version

3.0.1 (Max-Planck-Institut f€ur Physik komplexer Systeme,

Dresden, Germany), maintaining default settings unless oth-

erwise specified.38–40 This particularly computationally

demanding analysis was run partially on a Linux computing

cluster at the University of Trento and partially on an in-

house Cray XD1 system (Cray, Inc., Seattle, WA, USA). For

this analysis, following Ref. 41, we refrained from applying

temporal low-pass filtering (which would enhance autocorre-

lation) or removing linear covariance with movement vectors

and tissue-average signals; spatial smoothing as indicated

above had to be retained to attain sufficient signal-to-noise

ratio.

Instead, non-linear noise reduction was performed by

means of orthogonal projection onto a 2-dimensional mani-

fold using a special metric, setting embedding dimension

m¼ s/2, where s corresponds to the first minimum of the

time-lag mutual information, determined as indicated

below.42,43 Prior to this operation, to avoid bias in subse-

quent surrogate generation, time-series were windowed min-

imizing zeroth- and first-order end-to-end mismatch power

(resulting median length 1080 points).38–40 After filtering,

surrogate time-series were generated using an iterative

method which largely preserves temporal autocorrelation

and value distribution, by iteratively filtering towards the

desired Fourier amplitudes and rank-ordering the value

distribution.44 All subsequent operations were performed

identically and independently on the measured and surrogate

time-series.

Time-delay embedding in y(t)¼ [y(t), y(tþ s)…

y(tþ (m� 1)s)] was performed.45 Embedding delay s was

determined as the first minimum of the time-lag mutual in-

formation, searching within 620 frames to reject shallow

local minima.46 Embedding dimension m was then chosen

applying the false nearest neighbours method, empirically

setting escape factor of 6 and iteratively increasing dimen-

sion until there were <5% false nearest neighbours or higher

dimensions could not be calculated due to lack of neigh-

bours.47 The effect of temporal autocorrelation was reduced

by assuming a Theiler window w corresponding to the first

maximum of the average space-time separation plot.48,49

The correlation dimension curves D2(m,e), representing

the local slopes of the correlation sum C(m,e), were there-

after calculated by means of an efficient box-assisted search

implementation of the Grassberger-Procaccia algorithm, for

embedding dimensions 1 to 2m (overembedding).38–40,50 As

the large number of time-series rendered visual inspection of

the D2(m,e) curves impractical, the scaling range [e0,e00] was

determined automatically using sequential quadratic pro-

gramming according to the following two procedures. These

additional processing steps were completed using scripts

developed in-house in the MatLab language (MathWorks,

Inc., Natick, MA, USA) and freely available upon request.

Procedure #1 had two degrees of freedom and consisted

of maximising the F-value for a horizontal segment between

length scales [e0,e00], subject to the constraints log(e00)
� log(e0)� 1, log(e00)� log(e0)� 3, e00 �max[e], e0 �min[e]
(representing the intersection of the e ranges of all D2

curves). To improve convergence, 20 restarts were per-

formed from log-equispaced segments between min[e],
max[e], and D2(m,e) curves were smoothed with a n¼ 10
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median filter. To investigate saturation of D2(m,e) with

embedding dimension m, this procedure was applied to the

overembedding range [m,2 m], yielding D2 and dD2 , repre-

senting, respectively, the median D2 value in the chosen scal-

ing range and the corresponding 5%–95% confidence

interval of D2 points from all curves; homologous measures

for the surrogates are referred to with D̂2 and dD̂2 .

Procedure #2 had only one degree of freedom and

implied a fixed scaling range length assumption, log(e00)
� log(e0)¼ 1.4, predicated on the median segment length

obtained with procedure #1. This procedure minimized the

median span of D2 values observed across the (over)embed-

ding dimensions [m,2m] within the selected scaling range.

The same curve smoothing and restarts as above were

applied, and resulting median and confidence intervals are

referred to as D02 and dD02 for the measured time-series, D̂
0
2

and dD̂
0
2 for the surrogates; the constraints were

log(e00)��1, reflecting the fact that above this length

scale D2 curves decayed rapidly, and log(e00)� 1.4

�med{min[log(e)]}, representing the shortest length scale

for which at least half of curves were defined.

For stationary and purely stochastic BOLD activity, no

systematic difference is expected between measured time-

series and Gaussian linear surrogates. On the other hand, in

the presence of an underlying self-similar attractor, one

expects only for the measured time-series some evidence of

saturation of D2(m,e) in the overembedding range [m,2m],

from which D2 < D̂2 and dD2 < dD̂2 .

Fourier surrogates do not represent non-stationarity

effects and systematic difference with respect to measured

time-series may therefore be driven by non-stationarity

rather than non-linearity.38 To informally test for inhomoge-

neous non-stationarity across cortical regions, the unfiltered

time-series were subdivided in segments and the normalized

median cross-forecast error (CFE) based on a locally zeroth-

order model was calculated.51 The embedding dimension

was fixed to 4 and two settings were considered: #¼ 12 seg-

ments with s¼ 10 frames, and #¼ 6 segments with s¼ 20

frames. The former yielded a segment length of �70 s, com-

parable with sliding window lengths previously found to be

associated with strong dynamical fluctuations of connectiv-

ity;22 the latter preserved embedding delay closer to the

median for gray matter voxels.

D. Data analysis: Topographical correlation

For correlation with node degree, the differences,

D̂2�D2 and dD̂2�dD2 (procedure #1), D̂
0
2 � D02 and

dD̂
0
2 � dD02 (procedure #2), were therefore considered, rep-

resenting two empirical measures of non-linear structure,

expected to be positive in the presence of an underlying

attractor leading to saturation of D2(m,e) with increasing

embedding dimension m. Varying levels of temporal auto-

correlation are present in BOLD time-series and determinism

is weak; hence, we strictly refrained from considering D2 ,

dD2 , D02, and dD02 values directly. We also correlated the

CFEs, relative amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations, and

BOLD% fluctuation amplitude r with node degree.

To improve anatomical contrast, parametric maps from

non-linear analysis were filtered with a n¼ 3 median filter.

All individual parametric maps were then warped to 2 mm

Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space using SPM8

and applying the normalization transformation determined

from a reference volume acquired at the beginning of each

series.36 Median maps over 10 participants and 2 phase

encoding directions were generated and Spearman rank-

order correlations were calculated over 349 automatically

generated cortical regions intersected with the group average

gray matter segmentation map (segmentation threshold of

0.3) and having approximately homogeneous volume

(2.5 6 0.4 ml, median 6 inter-quartile range, indexing an

intermediate level of anatomical detail).16 Given the clinical

and demographic homogeneity of the sample, inter-

individual correlations were not evaluated. For anatomical

interpretation of the results, reference was made to the Mai,

Paxinos, and Voss atlas.52 Only for generating 3D cortical

renderings (Figure 1), a further n¼ 3 median filtering step

was applied to the group maps, and the white matter was

masked out.

III. FUNCTIONAL MRI RESULTS

A. Linear analyses: Functional connectivity and
low-frequency fluctuations amplitude

Node degree of functional connectivity (k, Figure 1(a))

was consistently high in (i) precuneus, with extension to the

posterior cingulate cortex and cuneus, (ii) lateral parietal

cortex, involving the angular gyri and inferior parietal

lobules with extension to the supramarginal gyrus, and (iii)

medial prefrontal cortex, involving its ventral and dorsal

parts. Diffusely high node degree was also observed in the

middle and inferior frontal gyri. Node degree was lowest in

the paracentral lobule, extending along the precentral and

postcentral gyri and occipital poles. The distribution of node

degree was overall symmetric between the hemispheres.

The topographical heterogeneity of node degree was

reflected in the relative amplitude of low-frequency fluctua-

tions (hYj0:005–0:1Hzji=hYj0:1–0:3Hzji, Figure 1(b)):

intense synchronization was strongly associated to a shift

from white noise-like spectrum towards predominance of

low-frequency fluctuations (q¼ 0.92, p< 0.001, Figures 2(a)

and 2(b)), corresponding to stronger temporal autocorrelation.

Across regions, there was a marked negative correlation

between node degree and temporal standard deviation of the

BOLD time series (q¼�0.42, p< 0.001), which allowed

excluding the trivial hypothesis that the observed effects

were simply consequential to larger fluctuations in the high-

degree regions, leading to higher relative contribution of

noise in the others.

B. Non-linear analysis: Correlation dimension and
non-stationarity

Across regions, intense synchronization was also associ-

ated with clearer evidence of non-linear structure, obtained

comparing correlation dimension estimates for measured and

surrogate time-series. In higher-node degree areas, the
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median correlation dimension from measured time-series

was more markedly lower compared to surrogates, irrespec-

tive of the estimator used (Procedure #1, D̂2�D2: q¼ 0.52,

p< 0.001; Procedure #2, D̂
0
2 � D02: q¼ 0.55, p< 0.001,

Figures 1(c) and 2(c)). Similarly, in higher-node degree

areas, the correlation dimension curves D2(m,e) saturated to

a tighter plateau in the over-embedding range [m,2m] com-

pared to surrogates, irrespective of the estimator used

(Procedure #1, dD̂2�dD2: q¼ 0.35, p< 0.001; Procedure
#2, dD̂

0
2 � dD02: q¼ 0.52, p< 0.001, Figures 1(d) and 2(d)).

While correlation dimension differences between measured

and surrogate time-series were quantitatively small, warning

of weak determinism, they were clearly consistent across

voxels in given regions and across participants, as confirmed

by the robust topographical correlations observed on the

group median maps, on which lateral parietal and medial

frontal regions were particularly well-delineated.

The CFE calculated over 12 segments was not correlated

with node degree (p¼ 0.3); however, there was a very strong

negative correlation between the CFE calculated over 6

FIG. 2. (a) Normalized average amplitude spectra from voxels in the 20% least (red) and most (blue) connected regions, showing increased relative low-

frequency content for the latter. (b) Scatter plot of relative low frequency activity amplitude hYj0:005� 0:1Hzji=hYj0:1� 0:3Hzji vs. node degree k, normal-

ized to unity integral. (c) Scatter plot of correlation dimension difference with respect to temporal autocorrelation- and value distribution-matched surrogate

data D̂
0
2 �D

0
2 vs. node degree k; (d) corresponding scatter plot for correlation dimension saturation dD̂

0
2 � dD

0
2. Across cortical regions, high node degree

was significantly associated to larger relative amplitude of low-frequency activity (q¼ 0.92) and clearer saturation of the D2(m,e) curves with embedding

dimension, visible as lower median correlation dimension (q¼ 0.55) and a tighter plateau (q¼ 0.52) with respect to the surrogates. See Sec. II C for further

details.

FIG. 1. Three-dimensional renderings on canonical brain surface depicting the group median distribution of (a) node degree of resting-state functional connec-

tivity, representing pair-wise synchronization of BOLD time-series (k, normalized to unity integral); (b) mean Fourier amplitude of low- relative to high-

frequency fluctuations hYj0:005� 0:1Hzji=hYj0:1� 0:3Hzji; (c) correlation dimension difference with respect to temporal autocorrelation- and value

distribution-matched surrogate data D̂
0
2 � D

0
2; (d) correlation dimension saturation difference, similarly reported as dD̂

0
2 � dD

0
2. Only positive values are

shown. Areas of intense functional connectivity (a) are characterized by larger low-amplitude fluctuations (b) and clearer evidence of saturation of D2(m,e)
curves with embedding dimension, pointing to presence of non-linear structure ((c) and (d)). See Sec. II C for further details.
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segments and node degree (q¼�0.90, p< 0.001). This find-

ing suggested stronger action of deterministic dynamics in

high-node degree areas and allowed arguing against greater

non-stationarity which could have selectively biased compar-

ison with surrogates. Example time-series for representative

high- and low-node degree regions are shown in Figure 3.

IV. SINGLE-TRANSISTOR OSCILLATOR NETWORK
METHODS

A. Network topology

In an attempt to recreate experimentally the relationship

between connectivity and non-linear dynamics observed for

the brain in a different physical system of much smaller

topological scale, a network of diffusively coupled single-

transistors oscillators was realized. This consisted of a ring

of 90 nodes, to which long-distance links were added to

create four approximately equi-spaced “hub” regions: three

smaller hubs, consisting of 3 nodes each (red, green, and

blue in Figure 4(a)), were wired to a larger hub consisting of

9 nodes (yellow). The order of incidence of the long-range

connections in the larger hub was intermixed, in an analogy

to the fact that in densely connected brain regions like the

precuneus synapses with distant cortical areas (such as the

lateral parietal and medial prefrontal cortices) are formed in

a deeply intertwined manner.53

B. Oscillator circuit

The chaotic circuit (Figure 4(b)) consisted of an NPN

bipolar-junction transistor connected to two inductors and a

capacitor in a Hartley-similar configuration, i.e., with an LC

series network (C1-L1) between collector and emitter, and

an inductor (L2) between collector and base. This autono-

mous oscillator, described in detail in Ref. 31, is powered

from a 5 V DC voltage source through a variable resistor

(R1) and was realized using off-the-shelf transistors

(2N2222A), inductors of nominal values 8.2 lH (L1) and

10 lH (L2), and capacitors of nominal value 30 pF (C1). It

generates chaotic signals having approximately stable perio-

dicity but highly variable cycle amplitude and is easily

synchronized via resistive coupling at the collector node.32

Due to the presence of multiple LC networks instanced not

only by the discrete components but also by stray capacitan-

ces, junction capacitances, and other effects, diverse reso-

nance frequencies are available; while R1 is varied different

oscillation modes are visited, and chaos can ensue through

quasiperiodicity.26,27,31 By tuning R1, it is possible to obtain

oscillation that is chaotic irrespective of coupling with other

oscillators or periodic but close to phase transition to chaos.

This enables exploring the hypothesis that certain collective

phenomena appear preferentially close to the point of

criticality, as found for the emergence of functional from

structural connectivity in some simulations of brain

dynamics.5–7,9,10

C. Network implementation

The ring was materially constructed by cascading three

STRANGE-1 boards (Figure 4(c)), each harbouring 30 oscil-

lators, which were used in a recent study where formation of

complex community structure was demonstrated and where

the addressing and readout circuitry is described in greater

detail.32 Here, to allow cascading the three boards, the initial

chain consisting of an OPA633KP video buffer (Texas

Instruments, Inc., Dallas, TX, USA) and DG506B multi-

plexer (Vishay Electronic GmbH, Selb, Germany) was

extended with LT1227 addressable buffers (Linear

Technology, Inc., Milipitas, CA, USA); with respect to Ref.

32, the present setup also included attenuation by a factor of

2 to reduce slew rate and limit parasitic low-pass filtering

effects.

Following preliminary experiments, the coupling resist-

ance between neighbours (R2 and R3 in Figure 4(b)) was set

FIG. 3. Example average BOLD time-series (yðtÞ, expressed as percent change) from an arbitrarily chosen resting-state fMRI session for three representative

high-node degree ((a) angular gyrus, (b) medial prefrontal cortex, and (c) precuneus) and low-node degree ((d) pre/post central gyri, (e) paracentral lobule, and

(f) occipital pole) regions. Time-series were extracted from 4 ml spheres intersected with the parenchyma and filtered as described in Sec. II C. Increased regu-

larity of BOLD fluctuations in the high-node degree regions is clearly noticeable.
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to RC¼ 750 X, which allows diffusion of synchronization

over intermediate distances (see Figure 5) and represents an

intermediate value in the range considered in Ref. 32.

Measurements were conducted with R1 (DC voltage source

series resistor) set for chaotic oscillation or periodic oscilla-

tion close to the point of criticality; to obtain the desired

oscillation mode irrespectively of component tolerances, R1

could not be set uniformly but was iteratively tuned in ran-

dom node order with RC¼RL¼1. Resulting values were

median 1180 X (range 410 X, 1960 X) for chaotic oscillation

and 790 X (390 X, 1620 X) for periodic oscillation close to

the point of criticality. These intervals do not closely align to

FIG. 4. (a) Network topology for oscil-

lator coupling, including long-distance

links establishing nodes 8–10 (red),

48–50 (green), and 70–72 (blue) and

nodes 25–33 (yellow) as “extended

hubs,” representing an analogy to the

highly connected cortical regions. (b)

Circuit diagram of the chaotic oscilla-

tor, where R1 is the DC voltage source

series resistor, R2 and R3 implement

coupling with neighbouring nodes

(value set to RC), and the dashed resis-

tor (value set to RL) represents the

long-distance link instanced only for

nodes in the hub regions. (c)

Experimental setup, based on three

STRANGE-1 boards32 with additional

wiring for node addressing during

readout and long-distance connections.

FIG. 5. Weighted adjacency matrices

and corresponding average synchroni-

zation k for oscillators tuned (a) close

to criticality and (b) chaotically. The

long-distance structural links (RL¼ 40

X) created “islands” of synchroniza-

tion among the hub regions and

increased their average synchroniza-

tion. Red, yellow, green, and blue

shading corresponds to nodes 8–10,

25–33, 48–50, and 70–72, respectively

(see Figure 4(a) for network diagram).
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Ref. 31 principally due to inter-oscillator coupling, parasitics

in the variable resistor, and loading by the buffer amplifier.

The coupling resistance for long-distance links was

empirically set to RL¼ 40 X; this low value accounted for

the fact that observed synchronization strength for a given

resistance was significantly weaker for distant nodes than

neighbours, plausibly due to radiation by the 60 cm-long

coupling cable, which consisted of ten 0.9 mm isolated wires

connected in series to 2.2 nF capacitors at each end, provid-

ing a self-resonance frequency� 8.5 MHz. Additional meas-

urements were performed with RL¼ 80 X and 160 X.

D. Data acquisition

To eliminate the possibility of bias due to inherent dif-

ferences between nodes unrelated to connectivity, 6 acquisi-

tions were performed for each condition, rotating the

network graph along the physical ring to change the physical

nodes corresponding to each hub, while maintaining the rela-

tive locations of the nodes on the “logical” graph unvaried.

Six rotations were performed, assigning the larger (yellow)

hub to physical nodes 5–13, 25–33, 35–43, 55–63, 65–73,

and 85–3.

Waveforms were recorded in 100 ls (50 000 points)

windows at 500 MSample/s 8-bit precision using an

LC534AM oscilloscope (LeCroy, Inc., Chestnut Ridge, NY,

USA) equipped with �10 field-effect transistor active probes

minimizing distortion (AP020, LeCroy Inc.). There were

approximately 60–70 time-points per cycle. Gain and offset

were set to 200 mV/div and� 300 mV, with AC coupling

and 25 MHz bandwidth limiting. The complete datasets are

available upon request.

The experiment was controlled through a script running

under MatLab 2012a (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA),

which ran on a Linux host and was interfaced to the oscillo-

scope via IEEE488 and to the readout multiplexers via RS232.

Each acquisition consisted of 1980 runs in random order, each

one simultaneously sampling four addressed nodes.

E. Data analysis

To determine synchronization of cycle amplitude fluctu-

ations as in Ref. 32, waveforms were smoothed through a

running average window over 6 ns (3 samples) and local

maxima were extracted over a 60 ns (30 samples) window.

Corresponding values were interpolated via cubic spline and

synchronization was quantified by means of normalized

mutual information, defined according to

NMIij ¼ Iij=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
HiHj

p
;

where Hi and Hj represent the entropies of time-series from

nodes i and j, and Iij their mutual information.54,55 The

average synchronization of each node was calculated with

ki ¼
P90

j¼1 NMIij=90; this approach, common in literature on

weighted networks, was preferred to canonical node degree

as it does not involve assumptions for graph binarization.56

The relative amplitude of low-frequency oscillations

was measured similarly to BOLD data, but in this case as the

average absolute Fourier amplitude in the 0.3–1.9 MHz range

with respect to the 1.9–3.5 MHz range; these ranges were

empirically chosen as cycle amplitude fluctuations for nodes

outside the hub regions peaked at �1.9 MHz (see Sec. V A).

To avoid autocorrelation effects introduced by interpola-

tion, the correlation dimension was calculated directly on the

recorded time-series using the same methods as for the

BOLD signal rather than on interpolated cycle amplitude

(see Sec. II C), but setting for Procedure #2 log(e00)� log(e0)
¼ 1.5, e00 �max[e], and e0 �min[e] and minimizing directly

the overall 5%–95% confidence interval. To limit computa-

tional load, time-series were truncated at 25 000 points;

further, while during each acquisition 88 time-series were

recorded for each node, non-linear analysis was performed

only for 10 per node, and the median was taken over the 10

time-series and 6 graph rotations.

V. SINGLE-TRANSISTOR OSCILLATOR NETWORK
RESULTS

A. Synchronization and low-frequency content of
cycle amplitude fluctuations

Long-distance structural links increased synchronization

(functional connectivity) among the hub regions and obliter-

ated smaller clusters which formed spontaneously. Close to

criticality as well as with chaotic oscillation, these links cre-

ated “islands” of synchronization among the hub nodes and

pervasively increased synchronization between them and the

entire network (Figure 5); this bears an immediate analogy

to the effect of structural connectivity on functional connec-

tivity in the brain. The consequence was a marked increase

in average synchronization k for the hub regions, which was

statistically significant with both oscillator settings (supple-

mentary Table I;57 p< 0.001).

For oscillation close to criticality and in the absence of

long-distance structural links, cycle amplitude fluctuations

were small and plausibly related primarily to frequency mis-

match between the nodes; by contrast, large low-frequency

fluctuations arose in the hub regions, suggesting that the

long-distance links locally caused transition to chaos (Figure

6). When the DC voltage series resistance (R1) was set for

chaotic oscillation, as expected global chaoticity was

observed over the entire ring irrespective of connectivity

(traces not shown).

In both conditions, the spectral content of cycle ampli-

tude fluctuations depended on connectivity. Close to critical-

ity, for nodes outside the hubs, most power was concentrated

around �1.9 MHz, with a 1/fb-like tail observed at much

lower frequencies; by contrast, analogously to observations

for the brain, inside the hub regions activity shifted towards

�1 MHz (Figure 7(a)). Albeit at slightly different frequen-

cies, a similar effect was observed for globally chaotic

oscillation (Figure 7(b)). The graded relationship between re-

gional synchronization and relative low-frequency amplitude

observed for the brain was found also here, in that increasing

the long-distance link coupling resistance brought about a

correspondingly weaker frequency shift (the amplitude ratio

inside the hub regions was 4.2, 2.4, and 1.6 for RL¼ 40, 80,

and 160 X, respectively, see supplementary Table I57).
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B. Correlation dimension

As observed for the brain, intense functional connectiv-

ity (average synchronization) was associated with greater

evidence of non-linear structure. When the oscillators were

tuned close to criticality, for nodes within the hub regions

compared to the others, the correlation dimension was more

markedly lower than the surrogates and the corresponding

curves converged to a tighter plateau in the over-embedding

range [m,2m] (Figure 7(a)); both effects were statistically

TABLE I. Conceptual comparison of the in-vivo and in-silico experiments: despite profound physical and scale differences (points #1-#7), the systems share

two key structural and dynamical aspects (points #8 and #9) leading to a consonant observation (point #12).

Nos. In-vivo experiment In-silico experiment

1 System type Biological (electrochemical), natural Analog electronic, artificial

2 Network size �200 000 nodes (voxels), each representing �105–107

neurons

90 nodes (discrete oscillators)

3 Oscillators Non-identical (after neuron phenotype, local

biochemical environment, etc.)

Non-identical (after manufacturing tolerances in

inductors, capacitor, and transistor)

4 Measured variable Ensemble average neural activity, convolved with

hemodynamic response (via fMRI scanning)

Voltage (via active oscilloscope probe)

5 Spatiotemporal scale lm, ms (observed scale: mm, s) cm, ls

6 Time-series length 1200 points (864 s, 1.4 Sa/s) 50 000 points (100 ls, 500 MSample/s)

7 Coupling mechanism Unidirectional, non-linear, delayed, and refractory

(synapses)

Linear diffusive, instantaneous (resistors)

8 Operating point Widely hypothesized to be close to criticality following

evolutionary adaptation

Manually tuned close to criticality via DC

voltage source series resistors

9 Connectivity topology Adaptive, abundant short-range connections (i.e.,

“U-fibres” among nearby cortical regions) supple-

mented with fewer long-range connections (i.e., associ-

ation and projection fibres) hinged around preferentially

interconnected “hub” cortical regions

Hardwired, abundant short-range connections

(i.e., links between neighbours according to ring

topology) supplemented with fewer long-range

links, forming four preferentially interconnected

“extended hub” regions

10 Activity in weaker-connected regions Seemingly stochastic Periodic

11 Activity in “hub” regions Possibly chaotic Chaotic

12 Observed correlation dimension (D2) Lower and saturating to a tighter plateau with respect to

surrogates in the known “hub” cortical regions com-

pared to the others

Lower and saturating to a tighter plateau with

respect to surrogates in the hardwired “extended

hub” regions compared to the other nodes

FIG. 6. Continuous signal (gray) and interpolated cycle amplitude (red) for representative nodes, having DC voltage series resistance set for periodic oscilla-

tion close to criticality, with (#9, 29, 49, 71) and without (#17, 40, 60, 85) long-distance links (RL¼ 40 X). In the hub regions, chaoticity was manifest as large,

low-frequency cycle amplitude fluctuations, whereas outside cycle amplitude was approximately constant (periodic oscillation).
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significant irrespective of the estimator used (supplementary

Table I;57 p< 0.001) and represented the fact that phase ran-

domization had a greater impact on the chaotic time-series

than on the periodic ones, as the latter had much more

concentrated spectral content. The correlation dimension for

the measured time-series (considered also directly here in

virtue of the stronger determinism with respect to the brain

time-series) was markedly higher for nodes inside (median

1.8; range 1.8, 1.9) than outside (1.3; 1.1, 1.5) the hub

regions (supplementary Table I;57 p< 0.001), providing

further evidence of transition to chaos.

When the oscillators were chaotically tuned, the corre-

spondence between connectivity and non-linear structure

became much weaker (Figure 7(b)): for nodes inside com-

pared to outside the hubs, the correlation dimension curves

still converged more tightly with respect to surrogates, but

there was no significant difference in the correlation dimen-

sion (supplementary Table I57). This implies that the effect

of connectivity on non-linear dynamics was stronger when

the system was tuned close to criticality.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Correspondence between synchronization,
spectral content, and non-linear dynamics in
resting-state brain activity

While spatiotemporal coherencies underlying RSNs are

knowingly driven by low-frequency activity <0.1 Hz, in

itself, this does not imply that the intensity of these fluctua-

tions is topographically related to “overall strength” of func-

tional connectivity (activity synchronization), particularly

given that using approaches like independent component or

seed-based analysis discrete anti-correlated or even asyn-

chronous RSNs are found.7,11,12,22,58 Using a graph-based

model of inter-regional synchronization, we were able to

show strong coupling between node degree and relative am-

plitude of low-frequency activity, more explicitly than previ-

ous studies which considered individual RSNs rather than a

holistic representation of the functional connectome.59,60

Spontaneous brain activity during awake idleness generates

BOLD signals that have approximately white noise-like

spectrum for weakly connected (synchronized) regions and

display a gradual shift towards low-frequency fluctuations

(e.g., pink, red or brown noise), corresponding to increased

temporal autocorrelation, in stronger-connected areas such

as precuneus, lateral parietal, and medial frontal cortex. The

observed distributions of node degree and relative Fourier

amplitude of low-frequency activity are in close agreement

with existing reports considering the two parameters

separately and are unlikely to be driven primarily by

noise.13–16,18,28,29,37,61

This spectral heterogeneity points to different dynamics

of underlying neural activity. Even though BOLD signals are

not well-suited for non-linear dynamical analysis due to

short time-series length, undersampling, physiological noise,

and confounds from neurovascular coupling, we attempted

FIG. 7. Spectral and non-linear dynamical measures for oscillators tuned (a) close to criticality and (b) chaotically. From left to right: (i) Normalized average

amplitude spectra from nodes with (blue) and without (red) long-distance links, demonstrating shift to lower frequency activity in the hub regions; (ii) corre-

sponding plot of relative average Fourier amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations; (iii) correlation dimension difference with respect to temporal autocorrela-

tion- and value distribution-matched surrogate data D̂
0
2 � D

0
2, (iv) correlation dimension saturation difference, similarly reported as dD̂

0
2 � dD

0
2. Red, yellow,

green, and blue shading corresponds to nodes 8–10, 25–33, 48–50, and 70–72, respectively (see Figure 4(a) for network diagram). In the hub regions, increased

relative intensity of low-frequency activity is observed, alongside lower median correlation dimension saturating to tighter plateau with respect to the surro-

gates (p< 0.001 for all comparisons in (a), see supplementary Table I57 for details); the effect is stronger close to criticality.
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to generate voxel-based maps of the correlation dimension

(D2) which, with reference to surrogate data, yielded greater

evidence of saturation with increasing embedding dimension

in the highly synchronized regions. We conjecture that this

result could present evidence of non-linear structure repre-

senting low-dimensional chaos emerging as a function of

high connectivity, over a “baseline” of stochastic activity

which is preponderant in low-connectivity regions.

Non-linear analyses were only interpreted in respect to

identically and independently analyzed surrogate data, which

allow making relatively unconfounded inferences of non-

linearity even for noisy physiological time-series as in Ref.

62, irrespective of the specific non-linear measure chosen;38

furthermore, two different D2 determination procedures

(having one or two degrees of freedom) were found to yield

convergent findings, consistent across participants and vox-

els. Nevertheless, this inference of non-linear structure

should be interpreted cautiously due to weak determinism

compared to other studies conducted on other, non-

biological physical systems yielding longer, more densely

sampled and less noisy time-series representing a

more favourable scenario for non-linear analysis, such as in

Ref. 63.

Our findings are well in line with the previous studies

which had already established that the temporal fluctuations

in BOLD time-series cannot be fully attributed to linear

stochastic processes and suggested the action of low-

dimensional chaotic attractors. However, to the authors’

knowledge, existing studies considered either a small set of

voxels from predetermined regions of the visual cortex or

spatiotemporal decomposition and did not establish a topo-

graphical relationship with connectivity.64,65

B. Source(s) of low-frequency BOLD activity

Neural events unfold on the scale of milliseconds and

the mechanisms underlying generation of spatiotemporally

correlated scale-free-like activity including significant power

at <0.1 Hz remain incompletely understood.19 It is generally

agreed that they represent the lowest-frequency end of broad

spectra (equivalently, amplitude envelope of much higher

frequency oscillations) generated by collective non-linear

neural dynamics, which emerge either spontaneously or

tracking external sensory stimulation, and are filtered

through the hemodynamic response.7,17,58 Low-frequency

BOLD fluctuations are predicted to arise in a remarkably

diverse set of simulation scenarios, comprehensively

reviewed in Ref. 7, irrespective of whether regional activity

is represented through realistic spiking models, mean-field

models, or simplified systems such as Kuramoto and

Wilson-Cowan oscillators. These models yield synthetic

low-frequency BOLD time-series which, to varying accuracy

levels, predict functional connectivity from structural con-

nectivity through diverse dynamical phenomena including

synchronization of chaotic activity, reverberation, meta-

stability, and noise-induced exploration of “ghost”

attractors.7,8,30,66

Our experimental observations of stronger low-

frequency activity and non-linear structure in highly

synchronized (high node degree) cortical areas, if confirmed

with higher-temporal resolution techniques such as magneto-

encephalography, may help set further constraints to the

validity of these models beyond the prevalent Pearson

coefficient-based comparison of functional connectivity mat-

rices.6–10,58 To our knowledge, across existing simulation

studies elements of this correspondence have been reported

heterogeneously. For example, in Ref. 66, it was demon-

strated that, for an optimal parameter set, in a network of

Wilson-Cowan oscillators slow fluctuations emerge in the

level of synchronization between communities even when

the activity of each neural population does not individually

show this modulation, thus establishing an explicit mecha-

nism coupling connectivity and low-frequency activity. In

Ref. 8, Kuramoto oscillators with weak and delayed cou-

pling, having a working point such that synchronization is

limited to clusters but not global, were found to generate

large fluctuations in the frequency range that the BOLD sig-

nal can track through hemodynamic coupling; by contrast,

regular activity with spectral power concentrated at higher

frequencies leads to small and irregular BOLD fluctuations.

In Ref. 67, meso-scale modelling of two neural populations

reproduced substantial changes of spectral scale invariance

as a function of excitatory/inhibitory input and density of

long-range connections.

C. Analogy between brain and single-transistor cha-
otic oscillator networks

In this study, recourse to an experimental network of

single-transistor chaotic oscillators enabled demonstrating an

instance of causal relationship between connectivity and cha-

oticity, wherein insertion of long-distance links incident on

extended hub regions locally resulted in emergence of chaos

and generation of stronger low-frequency activity selectively

for oscillators within the hubs. Supported by the evidence

discussed above, we conjecture that a similar relationship

could also hold true for the brain.

At least at face value, homology between the brain and

chaotic oscillator findings is noteworthy. As summarized in

Table I, there are profound differences between the two sys-

tems, particularly in terms of network size (�1011 neurons

vs. �102 nodes), complexity of connectivity (human connec-

tome vs. ring with short-cuts), coupling mechanism (synap-

ses vs. resistors), and temporal sampling; however, the two

systems share the fact that some network regions are hard-

wired as densely connected “hubs,” and that nodes are tuned

to operate close to criticality. It should also be noted that the

chaotic oscillators generated signals at frequencies much

higher than those recorded for the brain; while operation on

the same temporal scale could have been desirable for ease

of comparison, for the chosen circuit this would have

implied impractically large values for the reactive

components.

The relationship between connectivity and non-linearity

was strongest when the single-transistor oscillators were

tuned close to transition to chaos, recalling simulations of

collective brain dynamics at criticality.5,6,9 Though the spec-

tral content was unavoidably different with respect to the
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BOLD time-series and the frequency windows were, in both

cases, determined arbitrarily rather than based on theoretical

assumptions, the observed shift in spectral content toward

lower frequencies depended on long-distance connection

strength, clearly recalling the graded relationship found with

respect to node degree in the brain.

On the basis of previous experimental investigations of

this chaotic circuit, it appears plausible that quasiperiodicity

effects are involved in the transition to chaos: as the experi-

mental oscillators under consideration were non-identical

due to large manufacturing tolerances, dynamical and spec-

tral differences could induce activity at non-trivial frequency

ratios. Owing to diffusive coupling and transistor non-

linearity, coupled oscillators could mutually influence each

other in a complex manner reflecting the absence of an invar-

iant manifold.68 Close to criticality, this can lead to chaos as

also observed for other physical systems.26,27 While the two

variables were not independently manipulated in this experi-

ment, the effect is plausibly related to node degree as well as

topological distance. Coupling to a larger number of oscilla-

tors (3 instead of 2) generating non-identical spectra inher-

ently promotes transition to chaos. At the same time,

because in the absence of long-distance connections neigh-

bouring oscillators tend to form extended synchronized com-

munities, direct coupling with a distant node generating a

highly uncorrelated signal is likely to have greater impact on

dynamics than coupling with a closer node with respect to

which activity is already partially synchronized.32

D. Relevance of experimental physical models and
connectivity—Non-linear dynamics correspondence
in other networks

Experimental physical modelling in analog electronic

circuits has potential to play a complementary role with

respect to numerical simulations of brain dynamics. Through

the presence of complex non-idealities, device tolerances

and dynamical noise experimental systems such as transistor

oscillators readily capture the reality that networks of identi-

cal oscillators are never encountered in living organisms,

while being inherently free from temporal and magnitude

discretization.68 Further, while in the present proof-of-con-

cept study the network was realized with discrete compo-

nents, much higher-density implementation in CMOS

technology is possible and currently under development. As

the number of nodes is elevated	102, the level of computa-

tional complexity represented per area and power in analog

circuits can vastly exceed the capability of realistic sequen-

tially run numerical simulations.69

While more limited literature is available regarding the

impact of network topology on chaoticity rather than on syn-

chronization, indirect support for the view that chaos can

ensue as a consequence of certain connectivity features is

found throughout disparate reports.68,70,71 Simulations of

elementary systems and artificial neural networks under

diverse scenarios highlight that the probability of phase

transition to chaos tends to increase with network size, topo-

logical complexity and heterogeneity.72–77 In particular,

insertion of long-distance shortcuts according to small-world

topology leads to chaos even in networks that cannot other-

wise be chaotic.78–81

At the same time, in-vitro recordings of neuronal cul-

tures on substrate-integrated multi-electrode arrays, indexing

mesoscale activity in networks of �104–105 neurons,

demonstrate the emergence of self-organized small-world

functional connectivity during culture maturation. It has sep-

arately been shown that the prevalence of chaotic activity in

these cultures gradually increases as the number of active

sites grows, in turn suggesting that the gradual formation of

a dense and complex network promotes the emergence of

chaos.82,83

E. Potential clinical relevance and study limitations

Elucidating the relationship between connectivity, spec-

tral and non-linear dynamical features in the brain is poten-

tially relevant to early diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease. It is

an increasingly common neurodegenerative dementia,

preferentially targeting the cortical hubs through heightened

accumulation of toxic protein isoforms following intense

synaptic metabolism.84 While functional connectivity is sig-

nificantly reduced in the precuneus and lateral parietal

regions already in pre-symptomatic phases, the detectable

alterations are inadequate for individual-case diagnosis;

however, loss of synchronization may be accompanied or

even preceded by changes in spectral and dynamical fea-

tures, deeper understanding of which could be of substantial

diagnostic benefit.23,24,85 A recent finding of reduced ampli-

tude of low-frequency fluctuations in the precuneus gradu-

ally tracking disease progression (connectivity loss) from

cognitive normality to dementia is remarkably in agreement

with the relationship between long-distance link strength and

spectral shift observed here across regions of the healthy

brain and for the networked chaotic oscillators.86

The present study has limitations that need considera-

tion. First, while an empirical topographical correlation

between functional connectivity and non-linearity was estab-

lished, structural connectivity of the brain was not explicitly

considered. Future work will need to address the question of

whether functional connectivity, or structural connectivity as

measurable using techniques diffusion-spectrum imaging, is

more closely associated to heterogeneity of spectral content

and non-linearity. The impact of node degree versus topolog-

ical centrality also deserves further investigation. While in

this work geodesic mapping was not performed, node degree

of short- and long-range connectivity is significantly coupled

across cortical regions; this incidentally also allays concerns

over the impact of short-range correlation introduced by spa-

tial Gaussian smoothing of the time-series.87

Second, only one spatiotemporal window (the one

accessible to functional MRI) was considered, and it is nec-

essary to determine whether the observed relationship also

holds at finer temporal resolution (1 ms vs. 1 s scale) and on

the microscopic and mesoscopic levels. This will help clarify

if the observed relationships are generalizable rather than

“epiphenomena” of specific experimental settings.

Third, the combined effects of non-stationarity, noise,

geometric filtering, undersampling, and limited BOLD
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time-series length require deeper investigation, e.g., by

means of synthetic data. While the temporal resolution

(0.7 s) was higher than the majority of current resting-state

functional MRI studies, it remains orders of magnitude away

from the temporal scale of the underlying processes, and the

results should be confirmed using emerging functional MRI

datasets that have even higher temporal resolution (0.1 s) and

correspondingly longer time-series length (>4000 points).88

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has reported a topographical relationship

across cortical areas of the healthy human brain between the

node degree of functional connectivity, relative intensity of

low-frequency activity, and evidence of non-linearity. High

node degree was strongly associated with shift towards low-

frequency activity (<0.1 Hz) and, although less markedly,

also with evidence of non-linear structure, in the form of

clearer saturation to a lower correlation dimension compared

to Fourier amplitude and value distribution-adjusted surro-

gate data. Despite profound differences in scale, connectivity

complexity, dynamics, and coupling mechanism, analogous

effects were observed in a network of diffusively coupled

single-transistor oscillators: at criticality, increased connec-

tivity for nodes wired as extended hubs locally lead to chaos

and associated large low-frequency cycle amplitude fluctua-

tions. In accord with recent numerical results, we conjecture

that a similar phenomenon could take place also in the brain.

The observed homology between brain and single-transistor

oscillator findings in our view motivates further investigation

to better delineate the validity of networked chaotic oscilla-

tors as potential physical models of brain dynamics in health

and disease.
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A novel chaotic oscillator based on \cross-coupled" inverter rings is presented. The oscillator

consists of a 3-ring to which higher odd n-rings are progressively coupled via diodes and pass

gates; it does not contain reactive or resistive elements, and is thus suitable for area-e±cient
implementation on a CMOS integrated circuit. Numerical simulation based on piece-wise linear

approximation predicted the generation of positive spikes having approximately constant pe-

riodicity but highly variable cycle amplitude. Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit

Emphasis (SPICE) simulations and experimental data from a prototype realized on 0.7�m
technology con¯rmed this ¯nding, and demonstrated increasing correlation dimension (D2) as

5-, 7- and 9-rings were progressively coupled to the 3-ring. Experimental data from a ring of

24 such oscillator cells showed phase synchronization and partial amplitude synchronization

(formation of small clusters), emerging depending on DC gate voltage applied at NMOS
transistors implementing di®usive coupling between neighboring cells. Thanks to its small area,

simple synchronizability and digital controllability, the proposed circuit enables experimental

investigation of dynamical complexity in large networks of coupled chaotic oscillators, and

may additionally be suitable for applications such as broadband signal and random number
generation.
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1. Introduction

Owing to their disparate potential applications, chaotic oscillators have been subject

to increasing research interest over the last decade. For example, chaotic oscillators

represent an e±cient means to generate broadband signals for masking and jamming

communications even at very high frequencies, and synchronized chaotic oscillators

may represent a viable substrate for physical layer secure communication.1–6 Owing

to their extreme sensitivity to small °uctuations, chaotic oscillators, either in isola-

tion or coupled in small networks, are also suitable to generate high-quality random

numbers for cryptographic applications.7,8 Furthermore, it has been shown that

chaotic systems can provide good solutions to speci¯c mechatronic problems, such as

improving the e±ciency of stirring and washing actuators.9,10

More generally, elucidating the relationships between structural connectivity,

synchronization and dynamics in nonlinear systems, of which coupled electronic

chaotic oscillators represent a prototypical example, is necessary to further our un-

derstanding of collective phenomena in rather diverse areas of physics and biology.

While phase (Kuramoto) oscillators are remarkably successful at modeling some very

complex processes such as emergence of the low-frequency neural activity °uctua-

tions considered in functional MRI studies, other important e®ects such as remote

synchronization and synchronization-driven phase transitions probably become

more apparent with oscillators having also variable cycle amplitude, for example the

Stuart–Landau equation.11–16 Particularly in this regard, the experimental study of

coupled chaotic oscillators can be an important complement to numerical simulation.

Physically-realized electronic chaotic oscillators are inherently free from issues re-

lated to equation sti®ness and time/accuracy tradeo® (choice of solver order and

step); further, they readily capture elemental nonidealities (i.e., parasitic e®ects),

parametric heterogeneity (i.e., component tolerances) and dynamical noise that are

found pervasively in naturalistic scenarios and in°uence the emergence of global

properties.11,17,18

A variety of single- and multi-transistor circuits in principle capable of generating

chaotic time series having continuously variable phase and amplitude are available,

some of which entirely original such as the Lindberg–Murali–Tamasevicius oscillator,

some re°ecting modi¯cations and inheriting advantages of well-known circuits such

as the blocking oscillator (suitable for broad-band operation) or the Colpitts oscil-

lator (suitable for low-power operation) and some embodying predetermined equa-

tion systems such as the Lotka–Volterra model.19–23

Substantial literature on experimental synchronization of electronic chaotic

oscillators is also available, and the majority of experiments have so far been based

on operational ampli¯er (op-amp) or bipolar-junction transistor circuits which, de-

spite being topologically simple, are physically large when realized with discrete

components and thus limit network density to tens of nodes.24–29 There are, however,

notable exceptions such as recent experimental work demonstrating master–slave
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synchronization of two multi-scroll oscillators implemented as custom integrated

circuits.30,31 Much higher numbers of nodes are required to model large-scale phe-

nomena at su±cient level of detail, for example to implement neuromorphic struc-

tural connectivity realistically, calling for monolithic integration of an entire, large

network.

For example, a relatively simple autonomous single-transistor oscillator has re-

cently been proposed, which generates positive \spikes" having approximately

constant periodicity but highly variable cycle amplitude. The circuit has elements of

similarity to a Hartley oscillator, and includes a bipolar-junction transistor, two

inductors, a capacitor and a variable resistor; by tuning the resistor, di®erent os-

cillation regions can be explored, demonstrating transition to chaos plausibly via

overlap and interaction among non-trivially-related frequencies corresponding to

di®erent LC combinations.32

This circuit has shown considerable generative potential, in that di®usive cou-

pling on a 30-node ring network via resistors at the collector nodes supports the

gradual and separate emergence of phase and amplitude synchronization, associated

with spontaneous formation of preferentially-synchronized communities depending

on coupling strength.33 Furthermore, a 90-node ring of such oscillators tuned close to

the point of criticality and having added connections de¯ning \hub" regions has

shown selective transition to chaos contingent to local connectivity, closely recalling

observations in the human brain.34 However, because of the presence of large

inductors and capacitors, this circuit is practically ill-suited for implementation on

an integrated circuit, given that reactive elements are relatively area-consuming even

when simulated using optimized circuitry.35

Substantial literature on CMOS chaotic oscillators is available, much of which

addresses the practical need for high-quality random numbers in cryptographic

applications. While a comprehensive review is beyond the scope of this study, multi-

scroll oscillators, in the form of multiple variants of Chua's circuit and other non-

linear models implemented for example via transconductance blocks, appear to be

prevalent. Several known circuits involve one or more capacitors or poly resistors of

large value compared to parasitics, and thus have limited area e±ciency for realizing

large networks on standard CMOS processes.30,31,36–39 On the other hand, ring

oscillators are very compact structures, and are already used for random number

generation, in the form of \stochastic" variants interposing inverters and multi-

plexers to alternate induction of metastability and generation of stable states.40,41

Notably, chaos generation has also been demonstrated using two three-stage inverter

rings loaded with resistors and capacitors and coupled via diodes.42

Yet, to the author's knowledge a CMOS chaotic oscillator generating variable

phase and amplitude signals, easily synchronizable and not involving large reactive

components has not yet been described. Here, a novel chaotic circuit having such

features and based on \cross-coupled" inverter rings of di®ering length is proposed.
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2. Circuit Description and Simulation

2.1. Oscillator design

The circuit concept is predicated on the notion that transition to chaos can occur in a

nonlinear circuit due to \competition" between multiple \non-trivially-related" os-

cillation frequencies, such as experimentally observed in Refs. 32–34 for the single-

transistor chaotic oscillator whose main features we seek here to implement in a

compact CMOS circuit. This phenomenon, closely related to the notion of quasipe-

riodicity, practically ensues in experimental systems wherein activity at \nontrivial"

frequency ratios coexists, internally or due to external driving, and wherein the

amplitude, frequency and/or phase of the oscillatory components can be in°uenced

by the oscillatory variables themselves.43–50

A straightforward means to engender diverse oscillation frequencies in a CMOS

circuit consists of instancing inverter-rings having a nonidentical odd number of

stages n1 and n2; while the ratio n1/n2 is inherently rational, it can be nontrivial in

the sense that it cannot be expressed as an integer, for example, if n1 and n2 are

di®erent prime numbers. Here, we chose to consider coupled n-rings of inverters,

where n was set to the smallest odd primes, e.g., 3, 5 and 7. To obtain chaoticity,

di®erent n-rings are \cross-coupled" as shown in Fig. 1(a). Following preliminary

simulations and experimentation with inverters realized using discrete components,

not discussed here for brevity, it was chosen to implement cross-coupling according

to an \N" pattern by means of three \diodes" linking (i) the inputs of two arbitrarily-

chosen inverters, (ii) their outputs and (iii) the input of the inverter in the lower

n-ring to the output of the inverter in the higher n-ring. Each ring is coupled, at the

same inverter, to all lower n-rings.

The resulting circuit implements an autonomous oscillator which is continuous in

signal amplitude and time, free from discrete reactive components and digitally-

controllable by means of enabling/disabling the coupling diodes using pass gates. It

should be pointed out that the notion of generating chaos through coupling non-

identical inverter rings via diodes has been previously investigated, however in a

form where two 3-rings are loaded and mismatched via capacitors and resistors.42

Further, the inverter con¯guration resulting from the addition of the coupling diodes

is reminiscent of that of cross-coupled inverters previously utilized to implement a

cubic-like nonlinearity for Chua's circuit and morphable logic gates.38,51

2.2. Simpli¯ed numerical model

It is hereby numerically shown by virtue of an example that cross-coupling 3-, 5- and

7-rings can give rise to chaos even when the nonlinearity is constrained to Heaviside

step functions and ramp functions, respectively de¯ned as

HðxÞ ¼ 1; for x > 0

0; for x � 0

�
ð1Þ
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and

RðxÞ ¼ xHðxÞ : ð2Þ
Approximating an inverter as a transconductance block (Fig. 1(b)) one has

io ¼ vaGi ; ð3Þ
where io denotes output current, va is the input voltage and Gi is the transcon-

ductance, with Gi < 0.52 In experimental circumstances, output voltage swing is

limited by the DC supply voltage, e.g., to� Vs, which avoids divergence to arbitrarily

high voltage and can be represented rewriting Eq. (3) as

io ¼ Gi½RðvaÞHðVs þ voÞ � Rð�vaÞHðVs � voÞ� : ð4Þ
An input capacitor C needs to be added representing gate capacitance, leading to

nonzero input current.

Fig. 1. Numerical simulation by piece-wise linear approximation: (a) Oscillator circuit consisting of

3-ring coupled to 5- and 7-rings (b) Inverter cell as capacitor and voltage-controlled current source (see

Eq. (4)); (c) Diode as voltage-controlled current source (see Eq. (5)); (d) Simulated time-series for node va1:
Instantaneous voltage vðtÞ, spline-interpolated cycle (maxima) amplitude v̂ðtÞ and corresponding spectra

jY ðfÞj; jŶ ðfÞj; (e) zero temporal-derivative Poincar�e section of cycle amplitude for maxima n versus n� 1.
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Approximating a diode from va to vb as a piece-wise resistor (Fig. 1(c)) of con-

ductance Gc above Vt, zero otherwise, we have

id ¼ GcRðva � vb � VtÞ : ð5Þ
The circuit can thus be expressed as the following system of ordinary di®erential

equations:

dva1
dt

¼ Gi

C
½Rðva3ÞHðVs þ va1Þ � Rð�va3ÞHðVs � va1Þ�

�Gc

C
½Rðva1 � vb1 � VtÞ þ Rðva1 � vb2 � VtÞ þ Rðva1 � vc1 � VtÞ

þRðva1 � vc2 � VtÞ�
dva2
dt

¼ Gi

C
½Rðva1ÞHðVs þ va2Þ � Rð�va1ÞHðVs � va2Þ�

�Gc

C
½Rðva2 � vb2 � VtÞ þ Rðva2 � vc2 � VtÞ�

dva3
dt

¼ Gi

C
½Rðva2ÞHðVs þ va3Þ � Rð�va2ÞHðVs � va3Þ�

dvb1
dt

¼ Gi

C
½Rðvb5ÞHðVs þ vb1Þ � Rð�vb5ÞHðVs � vb1Þ�

þ Gc

C
½Rðva1 � vb1 � VtÞ � Rðvb1 � vc1 � VtÞ � Rðvb1 � vc2 � VtÞ�

dvb2
dt

¼ Gi

C
½Rðvb1ÞHðVs þ vb2Þ � Rð�vb1ÞHðVs � vb2Þ�

þ Gc

C
½Rðva1 � vb2 � VtÞ þ Rðva2 � vb2 � VtÞ � Rðvb2 � vc2 � VtÞ�

dvb3
dt

¼ Gi

C
½Rðvb2ÞHðVs þ vb3Þ � Rð�vb2ÞHðVs � vb3Þ�

dvb4
dt

¼ Gi

C
½Rðvb3ÞHðVs þ vb4Þ � Rð�vb3ÞHðVs � vb4Þ�

dvb5
dt

¼ Gi

C
½Rðvb4ÞHðVs þ vb5Þ � Rð�vb4ÞHðVs � vb5Þ�

dvc1
dt

¼ Gi

C
½Rðvc7ÞHðVs þ vc1Þ � Rð�vc7ÞHðVs � vc1Þ�

þ Gc

C
½Rðva1 � vc1 � VtÞ þ Rðvb1 � vc1 � VtÞ�

dvc2
dt

¼ Gi

C
½Rðvc1ÞHðVs þ vc2Þ � Rð�vc1ÞHðVs � vc2Þ�

þ Gc

C
½Rðva1 � vc2 � VtÞ þ Rðva2 � vc2 � VtÞ þ Rðvb1 � vc2 � VtÞ

þRðvb2 � vc2 � VtÞ�
dvc3
dt

¼ Gi

C
½Rðvc2ÞHðVs þ vc3Þ � Rð�vc2ÞHðVs � vc3Þ�

dvc4
dt

¼ Gi

C
½Rðvc3ÞHðVs þ vc4Þ � Rð�vc3ÞHðVs � vc4Þ�

dvc5
dt

¼ Gi

C
½Rðvc4ÞHðVs þ vc5Þ � Rð�vc4ÞHðVs � vc5Þ�

dvc6
dt

¼ Gi

C
½Rðvc5ÞHðVs þ vc6Þ � Rð�vc5ÞHðVs � vc6Þ�

dvc7
dt

¼ Gi

C
½Rðvc6ÞHðVs þ vc7Þ � Rð�vc6ÞHðVs � vc7Þ�

;

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð6Þ
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where va, vb and vc denote the node voltages at the nodes within the 3-, 5- and 7-rings

respectively. This system was integrated by means of the Adams–Bashforth–Moulton

variable-order method, for t < 5ms, setting absolute tolerance 10�6 and relative tol-

erance 0.002, and the resulting time-series at va1 was saved and interpolated at ¯xed

2-ns steps.53 It is worth pointing out that a similar integration method has been suc-

cessfully utilized to control the step size in simulations exploring the frequency scaling

behavior ofChua's circuit.54 For exempli¯cation purpose only andwithout reference to

a speci¯c implementation process, the constants were arbitrarily set as follows

Vs ¼ 2:75V (corresponding to a positive DC supply voltage of 5.5V in ground-

referenced con¯guration), Vt ¼ 1:4V, Gi ¼ �2:2� 10�6 ��1, Gc ¼ 1:4� 10�6 ��1

and C ¼ 10�13 F.

Generation of cycles having approximately constant periodicity but large am-

plitude variation, particularly in terms of voltage maximum (high maximum/mini-

mum variance asymmetry) was observed; this was qualitatively similar to the output

of the single-transistor oscillator considered in Refs. 32–34. Inference of chaoticity

was corroborated by observation of continuous spectral content, superimposed to

discrete frequencies on the amplitude spectra of both instantaneous voltage and

cubic-spline interpolated cycle amplitude ðjY ðfÞj; jŶ ðfÞjÞ, and by observation of

geometric structure on the zero-temporal derivative Poincar�e section for maxima of

subsequent cycles (Figs. 1(d) and 1(e)). The corresponding correlation dimension,

computed using the Grassberger–Procaccia method as detailed in Sec. 3.3, was D2 ¼
2:1� 0:1 (median� interquartile range).

To gain further insight into the dynamics, the spectrum of Lyapunov exponents

was calculated using the Sano and Sawada method, given same embedding para-

meters, yielding �1 ¼ 0:032� 0:001, �2 ¼ �0:002� 0:002 and �3 ¼ �0:12� 0:02,

thus indicating chaotic (but not hyperchaotic) oscillation.55 Reassuringly, the cor-

responding estimate of the Kaplan–Yorke dimension DKY ¼ 2:3� 0:03 was compa-

rable with the correlation dimension, and the maximal Lyapunov exponent

estimated with the method of Kantz � ¼ 0:036� 0:002 was broadly in agreement

with �1.
56,57 Altogether D2 and DKY con¯rmed an attractor dimension signi¯cantly

smaller than the number of dynamical variables (15).

Notably, in Ref. 42 piece-wise linearity assumptions analogous to those embedded

in Eqs. (4) and (5) allowed deriving exact expressions for the Poincar�e map and its

Jacobian matrix and thereafter determining the route-to-chaos mechanism. Here,

due to presence of a considerably larger number of diodes (9 versus 2) and saturation

for the inverters, the system is considerably less favorable to treat analytically and a

route map was not constructed. The exact chaos-generation mechanism therefore

requires future clari¯cation.

As detailed in the next subsection, turning the idealized system represented in

Fig. 1 and Eqs. (1)–(6) into a physically-realizable circuit involved the following
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translation:

(i) For the inverter cells (corresponding to the terms with Gi=C in Eq. (6)), a

complementary MOS pair connected as inverter was instanced in place of

the voltage-dependent current source and capacitor corresponding to Eq. (4)

(Fig. 2(a) versus Fig. 1(b)).

(ii) For the diode cells (corresponding to the terms with Gc=C in Eq. (6)), a com-

plementary MOS pair connected in parallel as a diode was instanced in place of

the voltage-dependent current source corresponding to Eq. (5), with additional

pass gates to enable and disable the connection (Fig. 2(b) versus Fig. 1(c)).

Theoretically, the main di®erence is that realistic MOS models do not behave like

elementary step and ramp functions, but exhibit more complex nonlinearity as

saturation is approached.52

2.3. SPICE simulations

Prior to experimental CMOS implementation of the circuit, a more realistic account

of circuit behavior was sought by means of Simulation Program with Integrated

Circuit Emphasis (SPICE) simulations (LTSpice v. 4.19; Linear Technology Corp.,

Milipitas CA, USA) performed based on the level-3 MOSFET model and SS-corner

parameters representative of a current 0.7�m commercial digital CMOS process

(Fig. 2, further details in Sec. 3.1). While other studies have performed a detailed

experimental and numerical characterization of the performance of a multi-scroll

oscillator across process corners, here for brevity a corner analysis was not performed,

as the focus was on demonstrating a novel oscillator topology rather than optimizing

a speci¯c implementation; the SS-corner parameters were selected for simulation

during preliminary activities, and an analysis of the performance of this oscillator

across all process corners will have to be performed in future work.30,58

Transient simulations were performed up to 2.5ms, setting truncation tolerance

10�4 and relative tolerance 10�6. Representing routing parasitics, etc., a 20-fF ca-

pacitance was uniformly added at each inverter input; this value should be cautiously

considered as arbitrary, given that detailed parasitic extraction was not performed.

Unless otherwise noted, we set DC supply voltage VDD ¼ 5:5V and coupling voltage

VC ¼ 0V (a single oscillator cell only was simulated), stored the time-series at the

PAD node (tracking voltage corresponding to va1 in Eq. (6)) assuming a load resistor

of 2.2 k� to ground and enabled the pass gates corresponding to the diodes having

gate length 5�m (\weak coupling"; see Sec. 3.1). Frequent instances of intermittency

and \pseudo oscillation death", consisting of sudden transition to very low-ampli-

tude activity were observed; as these were neither expected nor replicated experi-

mentally, they are interpreted as warning of the limited accuracy of SPICE

simulation of chaotic circuits, as already found and discussed in greater detail

elsewhere.32,59,60
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As expected, the 3-ring operating in isolation generated a periodic waveform

having median� interquartile range D2 ¼ 1:1� 0:1, and progressively connecting

the 5-, 7- and 9-rings lead to a gradual increase of correlation dimension, with

D2 ¼ 1:8� 0:5, 2:1� 0:3 and 2:7� 0:3 respectively, and correspondingly higher

geometric complexity on the Poincar�e sections (data not shown). Here, it was noted

that there was limited di®erence between the signals generated including a 9-ring or

an 11-ring, for whichD2 ¼ 2:6� 0:2, hence the former was preferred for experimental

implementation owing to its smaller size. Furthermore, introducing additional 13-,

17- and 19-rings had limited e®ect, plausibly due to limited dynamic range, respec-

tively yielding D2 ¼ 2:8� 0:5, 2:6� 0:5 and 2:7� 0:3; hence it was decided for the

purpose of the present study not to implement rings with n > 9.

For the con¯guration with 5-, 7- and 9-rings, the correlation dimension increased

with supply voltage VDD, yielding D2 ¼ 1:0� 0:9, 1:9� 1:0, 2:3� 0:4 and 2:7� 0:3

for VDD ¼ 2:5, 3.5, 4.5 and 5.5V; hence it was decided to operate the prototype at the

maximum tolerable voltage, i.e., VDD ¼ 5:5V.

The importance of the \N"-shaped coupling structure was underlined by ob-

serving that coupling with one diode only resulted in a signi¯cantly lower correlation

dimension, D2 ¼ 1:7� 0:6.

3. Ring Network: Data Acquisition and Analysis

3.1. Circuit implementation and test board fabrication

A prototype implementation was realized on a standard digital 0.7 �m, 1-poly

2-metal CMOS process (C07-D; ON Semi. Inc., Phoenix AZ, USA), performing

full-custom design under L-Edit 8.30 (Tanner EDA Inc., Monrovia CA, USA).

The inverters were implemented with long-gate MOSFETs, having gate dimen-

sions 3�m/15�m (width/length) and 1�m/15�m for PMOS and NMOS respec-

tively, which inherently limited oscillation frequency to < 5MHz for the 3-ring

(Fig. 2(a)). The diodes were implemented as parallel PMOS and NMOS devices,

having two sets of gate dimensions yielding di®erent coupling strength: For weak

coupling 3�m/5�m and 1�m/5�m, for strong coupling 3�m/1�m and 1�m/1�m.

The two diodes were connected via complementary pass gates, having gate dimen-

sions 6�m/1�m and 2�m/1�m, controlled by separate enable signals referred to as

ENA/nENA (weak coupling) and ENB/nENB (strong coupling; Fig. 2(b)). To

enable o®-chip readout of voltage at the node corresponding to va1 in Eq. (6),

an NMOS in source-follower con¯guration was instanced, having gate dimensions

50�m/1�m (divided in ¯ve branches) and connected to a passive pad (electrostatic

discharge protection only). Further, to implement di®usive coupling according to a

ring network (see below) an NMOS connecting the same node between adjacent

oscillator cells was instanced, with its gate connected to externally-supplied DC

coupling voltage VC (Fig. 2(c)). The resulting oscillator layout and cell micrograph
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are shown respectively in Figs. 3 and 4(a); as demonstrated in Fig. 4(b), a ring of

24 oscillator cells was realized. Following Refs. 33 and 34 a ring network was chosen

as it is one of the simplest topologies on which emergence of complex synchronization

patterns can be observed, particularly with reference to formation of preferentially-

synchronized communities; this e®ect exempli¯es the capability of rings to give rise

to complex morphologies in biological systems through emergence of patterns not-

trivially determined by structure (representing a form of \symmetry breaking").61

A test board was designed (Fig. 4(c)), wherein the source of the follower NMOS in

each oscillator cell was loaded with a 2.2 k� resistor to ground and directly connected

to the input of a high-bandwidth, high-impedance, low-capacitance bu®er stage

powered at 6V (TSH344; STMicroelectronics S.p.A., Agrate Brianza, Italy). Four

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 2. CMOS implementation of the chaotic oscillator circuit: (a) Inverter cell; (b) dual diode-pass gate

cell; (c) entire oscillator. Gate dimensions are expressed as width/length (�m). In (b) signals ENA and

ENB enable \diodes" of di®ering strength (weak and strong; corresponding gate lengths for NMOS/

PMOS: 5�m and 1�m). In (c), superscripts 1–3 denote three sets of ENA/ENB signals, respectively
controlling coupling of the 3-ring with the 5-, 7- and 9-rings; DC control voltage VC controls di®usive

coupling between neighboring oscillators via Cn�1 and Cnþ1. The circuit does not include any discrete

resistors or reactive components.
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Fig. 3. Layout design of the oscillator cell, dimensions 560�m� 170�m. Dark green: Active implant;

Light green: n-well; Red: Poly; Purple: pþ-select; Blue: Metal 1 (bottom); Gray: Metal 2 (top); Black:
Contact; Yellow: Via (color online).

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 4. Prototype implementation: (a) Oscillator cell micrograph (2-metal, 1-poly, 0.7�m n-well process;

cell size 560�m� 170�m), (b) Die top-view (size 2:2mm� 2:2mm) and (c) packaged IC specimen

assembled on test board connected to instrumentation (color online).
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low-crosstalk, low-resistance multiplexers (ADG1606; Analog Devices Inc., Norwood

MA, USA) were also installed to route the bu®ered oscillator outputs to four oscil-

loscope channels (see Sec. 3.2; attenuated by a factor of 0.825 typ.), alongside digital

bu®ers (ULN2003) for the ENA[3:1] and ENB[3:1] signals controlling coupling of the

5-, 7- and 9-rings to the 3-ring.

3.2. Measurements

The test setup was controlled via an IEEE488 bus by programs written in MatLab

2012a (MathWorks Inc., Natick MA, USA) running under CentOS Linux 6.0. The

device-under-test and supporting electronics were powered though a programmable

power supply (6627A; Agilent Inc., Santa Clara CA, USA) which also provided the

adjustable DC coupling voltage VC , and digital control lines were driven by a pro-

grammable I/O controller (Digital488/80A; IOtech Inc., Cleveland OH, USA).

Output signals were connected via 50-� lines to a digital sampling oscilloscope

(WavePro 640; LeCroy Inc., Chestnut Ridge NY, USA) and digitized for 500�s at

500MSa/s, 8-bit, with gain 250mV/div, o®set �990mV, DC coupling and 25MHz

bandwidth limitation.

As observed in Ref. 33 for discrete components, device tolerances can play a

substantial role driving emergence of di®erent synchronization patterns across

nonidentical device specimens. Here, ¯ve integrated circuits and test boards were

realized, thereafter referred to with �–". For each specimen, measurements for each

set of coupling voltage and oscillator mode settings were repeated ¯ve times in fully

randomized order; within each block, approximately 66 runs were performed, each

one sampling a di®erent combination of four outputs until all pairs were covered.

To determine the e®ect of cross-coupling the 3-ring to the 5-, 7- and 9-rings (as in

Sec. 2.3) separately with strong and weak diodes for isolated oscillator cells,

seven blocks were acquired with VC ¼ 0V. To determine the e®ect of coupling

between neighboring oscillator cells, two sets of 46 blocks were acquired setting

VC ¼ 1:0; 1:1; . . . ; 5:5V separately enabling weak coupling between the 3-ring and

the 5- and 7-rings only, and between the 3-ring and the 5-, 7- and 9-rings.

3.3. Data analysis

Data analyses were performed using the TISEAN software version 3.0.0 (Max-

Planck-Institut für Physik komplexer Systeme, Dresden, Germany) and custom-

written code developed in MatLab 2012a and run on an in-house Cray XD1 system

(Cray Inc., Seattle WA, USA).62–64

For nonlinear dynamical analysis, limited to 12,500 points to contain computa-

tional load, geometric noise reduction was performed via orthogonal projection onto

a two-dimensional manifold using a special metric, setting embedding dimension

m ¼ �=2, where � represents the ¯rst minimum of time-lag mutual information.65,66
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The ¯ltered time-series were embedded using the time-delay method as

yðtÞ ¼ ½yðtÞ; yðtþ �Þ . . . yðtþ ðm� 1Þ�Þ�. The embedding delay � was set to the ¯rst

time-lag mutual information minimum, rejecting shallow minima within

� 20 points.67 The embedding dimension m was determined via the false nearest

neighbors method with escape factor 4, as the lowest dimension for which < 5% false

nearest neighbors were found or as the highest dimension for which su±cient

neighbors could be found.68 To limit the e®ect of temporal autocorrelation, the

Theiler window w was set to twice the lag corresponding to the ¯rst maximum of the

average space-time separation plot.69,70

The Grassberger–Procaccia algorithm was thereafter applied for embedding

dimensions 1 to 2m to derive the local slopes of the correlation sum Cðm; "Þ, corre-
sponding to the correlation dimension curves D2ðm; "Þ.71 As in Ref. 34, the scaling

range was determined from the D2ðm; "Þ curves smoothed with a n ¼ 10 median

¯lter, by means of sequential quadratic programming aiming to maximize the

F-value for a horizontal segment between length scales [" 0, " 00], subject to

the following constraints: logð" 00Þ � logð" 0Þ � 1, logð" 00Þ � logð" 0Þ � 3, " 00 � max½"�,
" 0 � min["]. Twenty restarts were performed from log-equispaced segments between

min["] and max["]. For each signal, the correlation dimension D2 was determined as

the median within the [" 0; " 00] range for overembedding dimensions [m, 2m].

As in Refs. 33 and 34 synchronization between time-series was quanti¯ed by

means of normalized mutual information (NMI), de¯ned as NMIij ¼ Iij=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
HiHj

p
,

where Hi and Hj are the marginal entropies of time-series from nodes i and j and Iij
represents their mutual information.72,73 NMI was calculated for instantaneous

voltage time-series, representing the combined e®ect of phase and amplitude syn-

chronization. Further, after temporal convolution with a Gaussian ¯lter having � ¼
4 the e®ect of amplitude synchronization was extracted by means of cubic-spline

interpolating individual cycle amplitudes (maxima), and the corresponding adja-

cency matrix was computed. As in Ref. 33, to determine the decay of synchronization

with topological distance d ¼ 1 to 12 between nodes on the ring, a symmetric con-

stant-diagonal matrix B was de¯ned with bij ¼ minðji� jj; 24� ji� jjÞ and the

median was taken over its unique elements.

4. Experimental Results

4.1. E®ect of cross-coupling with higher n-rings

In accord with the SPICE simulations (Sec. 2.3), progressively coupling the 5-, 7- and

9-rings to the 3-ring led to the generation of signals characterized by positive

\spikes", having approximately constant periodicity and increasingly variable cycle

(maxima) amplitude. Correspondingly, geometric structure of increasing complexity

appeared on the Poincar�e plots. Detailed consideration of instantaneous voltage vðtÞ
and spline-interpolated cycle amplitude v̂ðtÞ time-series and associated amplitude
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spectra demonstrated gradual replacement of discrete peaks with continuous con-

tent, concentrated in the < 5MHz range for vðtÞ and < 2MHz for v̂ðtÞ (Fig. 5).
The experimental correlation dimension estimates (pooled across all 24 nodes and

5 IC specimens) agreed well with the SPICE simulations, having median�
interquartile range D2 ¼ 1:1� 0:0, 1:8� 0:1, 2:2� 0:3 and 2:5� 0:6 respectively for

the 3-ring alone, and with the 5-, 7- and 9-rings coupled via the weaker diodes (ENA,

5�m gate length); coupling via the stronger diodes (ENB, 1�m gate length) lead to a

more constrained increase of dimensionality, with D2 ¼ 1:1� 0:0, 2:1� 0:2 and 2:1

�0:7 (Fig. 6(a)). For further analyses, two conditions were chosen, with weak cou-

pling: 3-ring with 5- and 7-rings (red), and 3-ring with 5-, 7- and 9-rings (blue). For

the former, the correlation dimension followed a biphasic relationship to inter-

oscillator coupling voltage VC , peaking at D2 ¼ 3:1 for VC ¼ 2:3V and at D2 � 3:0

for VC � 4V, and decreasing towards D2 � 2:2 for lower and higher VC values; by

contrast, for the latter a monophasic relationship appeared, with correlation di-

mension peaking at D2 ¼ 3:3 for VC ¼ 2:2V then steadily decreasing with increasing

coupling strength until D2 � 1:6 (Fig. 6(b)). This di®erence highlighted that

inserting higher n-rings did not only have the e®ect of systematically increasing

correlation dimension, but also in°uenced the e®ect of interoscillator coupling on

correlation dimension in a nontrivial manner.

Fig. 5. Representative experimental time-series from an uncoupled (VC ¼ 0V) oscillator cell for (a) 3-ring

alone, (b)–(d) 5-, 7- and 9-rings progressively added. Top charts, black: Instantaneous voltage vðtÞ, red:
Spline-interpolated cycle amplitude v̂ðtÞ. Middle charts: Corresponding amplitude spectra for instanta-

neous voltage jY ðfÞj. Bottom charts: Corresponding zero temporal-derivative Poincar�e sections of cycle
amplitude maxima n versus n� 1 (2.5-ms span). As higher n-rings are added, gradually more complex

structure and broader spectra appear (color online).
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4.2. Phase and amplitude synchronization

Consideration of instantaneous voltage vðtÞ time-series for two representative

neighbors demonstrated the occurrence of phase synchronization: While for

VC < 1:5V no synchronization was observed, in the example waveform shown al-

ready at VC � 2:5V almost complete phase synchronization was evident, even

though cycle amplitudes remained largely decoupled (Fig. 7(a)). The spline-inter-

polated cycle (maxima) amplitude v̂ðtÞ remained largely uncorrelated for VC < 3V,

then became increasingly synchronized for higher VC values; complete amplitude

synchronization, however, was not attained even at VC ¼ VDD ¼ 5:5V (Fig. 7(b)).

Charts of NMI between neighbor nodes versus coupling voltage VC con¯rmed

these observations. NMI calculated on the instantaneous time-series, representing

both phase and amplitude synchronization e®ects, gradually increased with an ap-

proximately linear trend for VC > 2V, in a similar manner irrespective of whether the

9-ring was connected or not; synchronization ensued di®usely, with a considerably

weaker e®ect of topological distance d than VC (Fig. 6(c)). Corresponding weighted

adjacency matrices for a representative specimen (") are shown in Fig. 8(a); though

the e®ect was relatively weak, preferential synchronization among abutted oscillator

cells (01–09 and 13–21 in Fig. 4(b)) was visible, particularly at VC ¼ 2:5, 4 and 4.5V,

warning of spurious coupling via the substrate.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 6. Synchronization and dynamical parameters: (a) Correlation dimension (D2, median� 95%

con¯dence interval) as function of ring coupling (3-ring alone, 5-, 7- and 9-rings progressively added; red
and blue identify the settings for same trace colors in panels (b)–(f)) and diode strength (weak: ENA,

strong: ENB; diode PMOS/NMOS gate lengths 5�m and 1�m respectively; see Fig. 2); (b) Correlation

dimension versus coupling voltage (VC); (c) and (d) Synchronization, measured as NMI versus VC , re-
spectively for instantaneous voltage and interpolated cycle (maxima) amplitude; (e) and (f) Inhomoge-

neity of synchronization between neighbors versus VC , quanti¯ed as interquartile range divided by the

median, respectively for instantaneous voltage and interpolated cycle amplitude (Q, Q; median�
interquartile range). See Secs. 4.1 and 4.2 for more details.
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By contrast, the relationship among coupling voltage VC , presence of the 9-ring

and NMI calculated on the spline-interpolated cycle (maxima) amplitude was more

complex. Without the 9-ring, synchronization increased slowly between VC ¼ 3V

and 4.5V, then increased faster up to � 0.2 for neighbor nodes (d ¼ 1) for

VC ¼ 5:5V; with the 9-ring, amplitude synchronization clearly ensued only for

VC > 4:5V and increased much more rapidly up to � 0:3 ðd ¼ 1Þ for VC ¼ 5:5V

(Fig. 6(d)). Consideration of the corresponding weighted adjacency matrices

revealed a striking di®erence: Formation of communities was readily observed

without (Fig. 8(b)) but not with (Fig. 8(c)) the 9-ring, reinforcing the notion that

insertion of this element had a profound e®ect on the collective behavior of the

coupled oscillators.

Given the small size of the overall network and observed communities (typically

restricted to preferentially synchronized pairs of nodes), standard modularity metrics

such as the one used in Ref. 33 were deemed poorly suitable, hence an informal

measure of preferential synchronization between seemingly arbitrary pairs of oscil-

lators, referred to as Q for instantaneous voltage and Q̂ for interpolated cycle am-

plitude, was obtained by dividing the interquartile range of the d ¼ 1 supradiagonal

by its median. For instantaneous voltage (representing both phase and amplitude

synchronization), Q peaked around VC ¼ 1:5V/2 V; visual inspection of the corre-

sponding adjacency matrices (not shown for brevity) indicated that in this region of

very weak coupling the e®ect was mostly driven by preferential synchronization

between abutted cells; outside this range, no convincing formation of communities/

preferentially-synchronized pairs was observed (Fig. 6(e)). By contrast, for inter-

polated cycle amplitude (representing amplitude synchronization only), Q̂ gradually

increased for VC > 3V and peaked around VC � 4:5V, reaching a considerably larger

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Representative experimental time-series of (a) instantaneous voltage vðtÞ and (b) spline-inter-

polated cycle (maxima) amplitude v̂ðtÞ, respectively demonstrating gradually increasing phase synchro-

nization for coupling voltage VC [1.1, 5.3] V and amplitude synchronization for VC [4.3, 5.5] V between two
arbitrarily-chosen neighboring nodes (purple, brown) having the 3-ring coupled with the 5- and 7-rings

only (corresponding to the red traces in Fig. 6) (color online).
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value without than with the 9-ring, con¯rming stronger formation of preferentially-

synchronized oscillator pairs in the former condition (Fig. 6(f)).

Detailed consideration of the weighted adjacency matrices for interpolated cycle

amplitude without the 9-ring indicated that for VC < 4:8V, community formation

was strongly in°uenced by proximity among the abutted cells. By contrast, for

VC > 4:8V a di®erent pattern gradually emerged, with formation of preferentially-

synchronized oscillator pairs that were less clearly in°uenced by IC layout design

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8. Weighted adjacency matrices representing internode synchronization (as normalized mutual in-

formation, NMI) versus coupling voltage VC from a representative IC specimen (") for (a) instantaneous

voltage and (b) interpolated cycle amplitude (3-ring coupled with 5- and 7-rings only) and (c) interpolated
cycle amplitude (3-ring coupled with 5-, 7- and 9-rings); (d) interpolated cycle amplitude from ¯ve IC

specimens (�–"), for VC ¼ 5:1V and 3-ring coupled with 5- and 7-rings only. While phase synchronization

ensues in a di®use manner, see panel (a), formation of pairs of preferentially-synchronized oscillators and
small communities is clearly observed for amplitude synchronization, much more markedly when the 3-ring

is coupled with 5- and 7-rings only, see panel (b); particularly at high coupling voltage, the topography of

preferential synchronization is di®erent across nonidentical IC specimens, see panel (d) (color online).
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(Fig. 4(b)). Comparison of the weighted adjacency matrices for VC � 5:1V across the

¯ve specimens �–" accordingly demonstrated more substantial di®erence in the

distribution of preferentially-synchronized pairs, indicating that the e®ect was

plausibly driven by random device mismatch rather than systemic e®ects of layout

(Fig. 8(d)). The same matrices, however, also highlighted consistently weaker syn-

chronization of oscillator 23; as this node included additional test structures (unused

and not described here), this ¯nding highlights high sensitivity of the network to

inhomogeneity across oscillators.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

Simulations and experimental data con¯rmed that chaotic dynamics are obtainable

by means of \cross-coupling" CMOS inverter rings of di®ering length. The resulting

signals bear substantial elements of similarity to those produced by the Hartley-like

single-transistor oscillator circuit considered in Refs. 32–34, in that generation of

cycles having approximately constant periodicity but highly variable amplitude,

manifesting as positive \spikes" with substantially larger variance for maxima than

minima, was observed.

In comparison to pre-existing CMOS chaotic oscillators, some features of the

proposed circuit appear noteworthy. While the majority of pre-existing oscillators

exhibit double- or multi-scroll dynamics, i.e., with ring-shaped trajectories encircling

and switching among a discrete number of points in phase space, for the proposed

circuit the amplitude (maxima) of successive cycles delineated on the Poincar�e

plots a pattern of increasing complexity as additional inverter rings were

connected.30,31,35–39,74,75 This highlighted a remarkable feature, namely straightfor-

ward digital controllability of dynamical complexity, not by means of digital-control

of analog variables as found in some other circuits, but more directly by means of

inserting/removing n-rings through diodes of di®ering strength.74,76 Several known

chaotic oscillators rely on switched-capacitor or clocked-pass gate elements that

introduce temporal discretization, which is in principle undesirable if the purpose

of analog electronic modeling is recapturing as realistically as possible the properties

of continuous-time naturalistic systems such as brain networks.74,75,77,78 By contrast

to such circuits and in similarity with the single-transistor oscillator studied in

Refs. 32–34 and most other discrete-component oscillators, the chaotic oscillator

proposed here does not involve any form of temporal discretization and is fully

autonomous, i.e., does not necessitate any external timing signals. Importantly, while

the virtual totality of CMOS chaotic oscillators published to date include reactive

elements of sizeable value with respect to parasitics, the circuit proposed herein does

not and as such is more suitable for high-density IC implementation, particularly if

the \stronger" set of coupling diodes is omitted; from this perspective the preliminary

observation that including rings with n > 9 did not yield tangible advantage is also

relevant.22,30,37,39,42,52,74,76–79
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Area e±ciency is key to the intended use of the circuit as a basis to realize large

networks of coupled oscillators, for instance having the purpose of experimentally

recapitulating the e®ect of complex structural connectivity on nonlinear dynamics.

The proposed circuit can also be smaller than more realistic spiking models of neural

dynamics, wherein node voltages have an immediate bio/electrochemical counter-

part.77–79 While at the level of individual elements the proposed circuit is inherently

less biologically-motivated, it retains signi¯cance insofar as certain dynamical phe-

nomena of key interest for neuroscience do not seem to be consequential to the

speci¯c equations of neural membrane potentials but are also readily replicated in

other, very di®erent nonlinear systems; an example of this indeed comes from results

obtained with the single-transistor chaotic oscillator whose features we sought to

replicate.12,15,34

The experimental data obtained di®usively coupling 24 oscillators in a ring by

means of a NMOS gates demonstrated substantial similarity to earlier observations

on a network of 30 discrete single-transistor oscillators coupled via resistors.33 As the

coupling voltage VC was increased from zero, phase synchronization gradually en-

sued, wherein time-locking of the cycles became apparent but the cycle (maxima)

amplitudes remained uncorrelated. This phenomenon is typical of coupled non-

identical chaotic oscillators, and re°ects the absence of an invariant manifold to-

gether with the e®ect of an energy transfer rate which is su±cient to maintain phases

locked but not to maintain fully aligned trajectories between systems characterized

by di®ering sets of dynamical parameters.11,12,47,80–83 Here, the energy transfer rate

was set by the coupling voltage VC , and the 24 oscillator cells were nonidentical in

virtue of CMOS production process spatial inhomogeneity, plausibly manifesting

primarily as variations of gate oxide thickness. In contrast to Ref. 33, partial (cluster)

phase synchronization, wherein oscillators spontaneously group in phase-locked

communities, was not well-evident, with the exception of observations at very low

coupling voltage, at which parasitic coupling through the substrate had a predom-

inant role.

Increasing the coupling voltage VC further lead to the appearance of complete

(phase and amplitude) synchronization, wherein energy transfer rate between

neighboring oscillators is su±cient to maintain aligned trajectories in phase space, in

spite of the absence of an invariant manifold; this is similar to observations at low

coupling resistance values in Ref. 33.11,12,47 Separate consideration of amplitude

synchronization by means of calculating spline-interpolated cycle amplitudes

revealed a complex e®ect of which n-rings were coupled to form a chaotic oscillator:

Without the 9-ring, formation of pairs and small clusters of preferentially-synchro-

nized oscillators was evident, particularly at high coupling voltage (high Q index

values); by contrast, with the 9-ring connected, higher amplitude synchronization

values were attained but the corresponding adjacency matrix was much smoother

and devoid of substantive evidence of partial synchronization.11,12,47,84–86
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The IC implementation described in the present study should be considered only

as preliminary and several improvements are mandatory before the chaotic oscillator

cell is used to realize large arrays to study dynamical properties and pattern for-

mation as, for example, in Refs. 87 and 88. First, compared to the results obtained in

Ref. 33 partial phase synchronization (community formation) was considerably

weaker. Even though a detailed comparison was not performed it appears plausible

that this may be due to more constrained mismatch between nodes, following tighter

parametric variations between oscillator cells realized on the same die compared to

oscillators realized with discrete components that have large tolerances and para-

sitics. To increase mismatch between nodes, gate area should be minimized, as the

large inverter gate areas involved in the current design e®ectively spatially averaged

out variations in gate oxide thickness. The resulting increase in oscillation frequency

may be contained by current starving, i.e., inserting current mirrors in series to the

NMOS/PMOS pairs.89–91 Redesign with this approach will likely be essential to

allow porting to a deeper submicron process without impracticably increasing os-

cillation frequency; it will provide additional area reduction and furthermore enable

continuous control of oscillation frequency, potentially separately for each ring and/

or oscillator cell. In turn this may enable extending the current design to one where

frequency mismatch leading to chaos is elicited not by coupling inverter rings of

di®ering length, but starved inverter rings with di®ering current settings; this ap-

proach may provide additional °exibility and will require further investigation by

means of SPICE simulations.

Second, there was some evidence of spurious coupling between abutted oscillator

cells, in the form of phase and amplitude synchronization, particularly at low cou-

pling voltage values. Future implementations of this design thus need to include

localized guard rings (potentially driven to higher voltage to obtain a deeper de-

pletion zone by means of an on-chip charge pump) around each cell to ensure that the

layout topography does not introduce spurious e®ects, particularly when considering

arrays having complex connectivity topology; depending on the target CMOS pro-

cess, shallow-trench isolation may also represent a viable solution.92,93

More generally, further e®orts should be directed at attempting to derive the

Poincar�e map and Lyapunov exponent analytically for this circuit, and detailed

circuit analysis should be performed to clarify the e®ects of coupling di®erent in-

verter rings using an \N"-shaped con¯guration of diodes. As in other experimental

studies in this area, it was impractical to inspect all correlation dimension curves

manually. Since presence of a convincing scaling range was not con¯rmed by visual

inspection, the D2 measurements should cautiously be assigned the status of semi-

quantitative estimates, relevant for detecting changes in the dynamics of the circuit

but not necessarily representing an unbiased account of underlying dynamics.

In conclusion, it was demonstrated that cross-coupling CMOS inverter rings of

di®ering length via diodes is a viable, and to the author's knowledge novel, way to

elicit chaotic dynamics. The realized circuit has several noteworthy features, namely
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straightforward synchronizability, digital controllability, absence of temporal dis-

cretization and small area occupancy, that make it particularly viable as a building

block enabling the experimental study of the relationship between connectivity and

dynamics in large complex networks.
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In this paper, the emergence of remote synchronization in a ring of 32 unidirectionally coupled

non-linear oscillators is reported. Each oscillator consists of 3 negative voltage gain stages

connected in a loop to which two integrators are superimposed and receives input from its preceding

neighbour via a “mixing” stage whose gains form the main system control parameters. Collective

behaviour of the network is investigated numerically and experimentally, based on a custom-designed

circuit board featuring 32 field-programmable analog arrays. A diverse set of synchronization patterns

is observed depending on the control parameters. While phase synchronization ensues globally,

albeit imperfectly, for certain control parameter values, amplitudes delineate subsets of non-adjacent

but preferentially synchronized nodes; this cannot be trivially explained by synchronization paths

along sequences of structurally connected nodes and is therefore interpreted as representing a form

of remote synchronization. Complex topology of functional synchronization thus emerges from

underlying elementary structural connectivity. In addition to the Kuramoto order parameter and

cross-correlation coefficient, other synchronization measures are considered, and preliminary

findings suggest that generalized synchronization may identify functional relationships across nodes

otherwise not visible. Further work elucidating the mechanism underlying this observation of remote

synchronization is necessary, to support which experimental data and board design materials have

been made freely downloadable. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4936791]

Remote synchronization is a recently discovered and in-

triguing phenomenon, whereby preferential entrainment

emerges among subsets of non-adjacent oscillators and

cannot be straightforwardly explained in terms of syn-

chronization paths established via sequences of structur-

ally connected nodes. This phenomenon may be pertinent

to the mismatch observed in the brain between structural

and functional connectivity (activity synchronization)

and may also be at play in other collective behaviours. To

date, remote synchronization has been demonstrated

mainly in networks of non-identical Stuart-Landau oscil-

lators, wherein the availability of amplitude as a free

dynamical variable enables information transfer without

phase entrainment, supporting selective phase synchroni-

zation between remote nodes. Also, experimental

evidence for remote synchronization is so far limited to a

small star-like network. Here, some initial simulations

and measurements are provided which demonstrate that

remote synchronization of amplitudes can also occur, and

that complex spatiotemporal patterns can consequen-

tially be formed on a large physical ring of electronic

oscillators.

I. INTRODUCTION

Synchronization is a pervasive occurrence in natural and

artificial dynamical systems, whereby motions become

entrained through energy transfer via a physical medium,

i.e., a mechanical, electrical, optical, chemical, or other

“structural” connection.1 An important notion in modern

views of synchronization is that it can support the emergence

of collective behaviours not trivially related to the properties

of individual non-linear constituent elements (agents) and

their connections, universally familiar examples being flock-

ing and swarming behaviours.2 Countless theoretical and

experimental results have indicated that synchronization of

non-linear oscillators can give rise to complex spatiotempo-

ral patterns in continuous media, as observed, for instance, in

the Belousov–Zhabotinsky reaction, as well as in elementary

network topologies like ladders, rings, and stars.3–6 This

notion is closely related to the more “ancestral” one of mor-

phogenesis, that is of understanding how spatial structure is

formed in biological systems.7

A widely studied phenomenon is cluster synchroniza-

tion, wherein an ensemble (network) of oscillators splits into

clusters of mutually synchronized elements, often driven by

random and relatively small parametric variations that make

the interacting units non-identical (e.g., tolerances in elec-

tronic components).8–10 For example, this phenomenon is

readily observed experimentally in rings of single-transistor

chaotic oscillators.11 Through the action of neural plasticity,
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addresses: lminati@ieee.org; ludovico.minati@unitn.it; and lminati@isti-
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i.e., the tendency of neurons that discharge in synchrony to

form structural links (synapses), this mechanism may even

help explaining why the brain connectome develops a modu-

lar structure.12,13 However, cluster synchronization along

structural connections is by no means the sole phenomenon

through which from a given structural connectivity more

complex synchronization patterns can emerge via dynamics.

A more recent discovery is that of remote synchroniza-

tion, a related and intriguing phenomenon consisting of non-

adjacent pairs (or extended groups) of nodes becoming pref-

erentially synchronized despite the absence of direct struc-

tural connections between them, and without seemingly

entraining intermediate nodes. This phenomenon was ini-

tially observed in a star network, wherein peripheral nodes

became synchronized among themselves without the hub

node, and its ubiquity was later confirmed in larger and more

complex network topologies. In certain scenarios, remote

synchronization is thought to arise through modulation of

amplitudes, and as such requires free amplitude, for example,

as in Stuart-Landau oscillators; its occurrence also seems to

need sufficient parametric variations, which allow “hidden”

information transfer to take place without synchronization

onset.14,15 It should however be noted that alternative views

predicated on results from phase oscillators with delayed or

phase-frustrated coupling are also available, and that net-

work symmetries are likely to play a pervasive role in driv-

ing this phenomenon in physical systems.16,17

To date, experimental evidence of remote synchroniza-

tion is confined to a small star-like network implemented

using discrete operational amplifiers and analog multi-

pliers.14 Also, to the author’s knowledge, remote synchroni-

zation has so far been demonstrated only as entrainment of

phases (indexed by the Kuramoto order parameter), and it

remains unclear whether this phenomenon can also manifest

itself for amplitudes.14–17 In this exploratory study, remote

synchronization was investigated numerically and experi-

mentally in a larger ring of non-linear electronic oscillators,

wherein spatiotemporal pattern formation including remote

amplitude entrainment occurred. This report is divided in

two parts: first, the oscillator circuit instanced to form the

ring will be presented along with some proof-of-concept

numerical simulation results; second, a physical implemen-

tation of the ring will be presented, along with results con-

firming the occurrence of remote synchronization and

exemplifying the importance of synchronization measure

choice.

II. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION AND SIMULATION

A. Oscillator design

Beside awareness that in absence of delayed or frus-

trated coupling having free amplitude is a probable prerequi-

site for the onset of remote synchronization, to the author’s

knowledge at present there are no theoretical substrates or

heuristics indicating that a particular system or another is

preferable to study this phenomenon.14–17 Oscillator design

was therefore driven by practical considerations related to

experimental implementation: in order to allow seamlessly

varying all circuit parameters over wide ranges, it was

decided to implement the oscillators in field-programmable

analog arrays (FPAAs).

FPAAs are hybrid analog-digital devices offering rapid

reconfiguration, good stability, and access to most analog func-

tions; while prevalent implementations are based on switched-

capacitor technology and therefore operate in discrete-time

mode, most cells generally impose no amplitude discretization,

and for this study only continuous-amplitude elements were

considered in oscillator construction.18–20 A rich library of cha-

otic oscillators implemented in FPAAs is available,21–24 but

here it was decided to devise a novel circuit having four spe-

cific features (1) sustained periodic or chaotic oscillation over

a wide range of control parameter values, (2) freely variable

amplitude not constrained to a multi-scroll topology as in

many existing circuits, (3) straightforward synchronizability,

and (4) occupancy limited to a single FPAA device per oscilla-

tor. The circuit was conceived for implementation using the

Anadigm Vortex technology (Anadigm, Inc., Mesa, AZ,

USA),25 chosen as a representative commercially available

platform, but is not specific to it, and a board harbouring 32

FPAAs interconnected as a unidirectionally coupled ring was

designed (see Section III A).

The oscillator circuit corresponding to each network node

is shown in Figure 1 and is formed by four SumFilter stages,

each of which implements a sum/difference operation and an

associated low-pass filter. Three SumFilter stages, having neg-

ative gains G1, G2, and G4, are arranged as a ring oscillator,

whose oscillation frequency is primarily determined by the

corner frequencies F2¼F3¼F1. Two Integrator stages are

FIG. 1. Chaotic oscillator implemented in each field programmable analog

array (FPAA). Three summing/gain stages with embedded low-pass filters

(primitive: SumFilter, gray squares) form a ring oscillator to which two inte-

grators (primitive: Integrator, red triangles) are superimposed. Gi, Fi, and

Ki, respectively, denote gains, corner frequencies, and integration constants,

and v1–v6 node voltages. Each oscillator receives input from its preceding

neighbour via a fourth stage acting as “mixer,” forming a unidirectionally

coupled 32-ring on the circuit board; G6 and G7 implement oscillator inter-

nal gain and coupling gain. By design, F1 ¼ F2 ¼ F3� F4, G1G2G4G6 < 0,

and K1¼ 3.67K2; while set identically for all nodes, all parameters were

effectively heterogeneous (D � 0.1%–1%) due to FPAA tolerances and par-

asitics. To limit voltage swing for the off-chip signal, a 0.4 gain inverter

(primitive: GainInv, green triangle) was instanced, to account for which

G7< 0; input and output cells have unitary gain, output corner frequency

76 kHz; n0 and n00 denote the previous and next oscillators on the 32-ring.
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overlapped to this ring, having integration constants K1 and K2

not related by a trivial (integer) ratio and corresponding mixing

gains G3 and G5. The ring is completed through a fourth

SumFilter stage having F4 � F1, with one input (having gain

G6) dedicated to closing the internal ring itself and another

(having gain G7) connected to the previous oscillator (FPAA)

in the 32-ring board-level ring network.25

During preliminary simulations and experimentation

(not reported here for brevity), gains G6 and G7 were

selected as primary control parameters for collective oscil-

lation; their physical interpretation is straightforward,

respectively, in terms of internal oscillator loop gain (G6)

and preceding neighbour coupling strength (G7; Table I).

To minimize the number of control parameters, the integra-

tion constants were linked by a fixed factor according to

K1¼ 3.67K2; K1 was then taken as tertiary control parame-

ter. The other parameters were fixed as follows: G1¼�3.6,

G2¼�3.12, G3¼�0.5, G4¼�3.08, G5¼�0.71, F1¼F2

¼F3¼ 2 kHz, and F4¼ 100 kHz. It is important to note that

while all parameters were set homogeneously across the

32-ring (discretized as required for implementation by the

switched-capacitor banks), the experimental oscillators

were effectively non-identical due to random variations in

the FPAA manufacturing process yielding internal toleran-

ces in the 0.1%–1% range, and due to board-level

parasitics.26

B. Ordinary differential equation model

Assuming that the additional low-pass effect of the

output cells is negligible, all amplifiers are perfectly

linear unless saturated and saturation can be approximated

via a step function, the dynamics of each oscillator are

described by

dv1;n

dt
¼ C 2pF1;n G4;nv4;n þ G5;nv5;n � v1;nð Þ; v1;n; Snð Þ

dv2;n

dt
¼ C 2pF2;n G1;nv6;n � v2;nð Þ; v2;n; Snð Þ

dv3;n

dt
¼ C K1;nv6;n; v3;n; Snð Þ

dv4;n

dt
¼ C 2pF3;n G2;nv2;n þ G3;nv3;n � v4;nð Þ; v4;n; Snð Þ

dv5;n

dt
¼ C K2;nv2;n; v5;n; Snð Þ

dv6;n

dt
¼ C 2pF4;n G6;nv1;n � 0:4G7;nv6;~n � v6;nð Þ; v6;n; Snð Þ;

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

(1)

where n¼ 1…32 denotes oscillator number on the 32-ring,

and ~n ¼ n� 1� 32bðn� 2Þ=32c input from the preceding

neighbour via v6;~nðtÞ. As shown in Figure 1 and described in

Section III A, voltage v6;nðtÞ is the only variable (signal) that

is physically brought off-chip for digitization.

For all G, F, K, and S parameters, the values assumed

for the individual nodes are subject to random variations

(representing physical tolerances) rendering the oscillators

non identical, e.g., G1;n ¼ ð1þ eÞG1, where e is a random

number drawn from a homogeneous distribution within the

desired tolerance range.

Saturation to Sn¼ 4 V due to finite dynamic range of

FPAA internal circuitry26 is represented by

C
dv

dt
; v; S

� �
¼ R

dv

dt

� �
H S� vð Þ � R � dv

dt

� �
H Sþ vð Þ; (2)

where the Heaviside step function is

HðxÞ ¼ 1 for x > 0; 0 for x � 0; (3)

TABLE I. Summary of the principal quantities calls upon in numerical and experimental results.

Quantity Significance

Control parameters (homogeneously set for all 32 oscillators)

G6 Controls the internal loop gain of the oscillator

G7 Controls the intensity of coupling with (input from) the preceding node on the ring

K1 Controls the time constants of the two integrators (coupled by fixed ratio)

Digitized variable

v6;nðtÞ Observed output voltage (node v6 in Figure 1, brought off-chip) of oscillator n, also implementing unidirectional coupling

between neighbour nodes on the ring

An(t) Instantaneous amplitude of v6;nðtÞ, representing amplitude fluctuations in the output of oscillator n, calculated via Hilbert’s

transform. See Eqs. (6) and (7)

Synchronization and dynamics measures

rnm Kuramoto order parameter calculated between the observed output voltages v6;nðtÞ and v6;mðtÞ of ring nodes n and m.

Measures the phase synchronization, does not allow a lag. See Eq. (5)

r̂ nm Kuramoto order parameter calculated between the instantaneous amplitudes An(t) and Am(t) from ring nodes n and m.

Measures the phase synchronization of amplitude fluctuations, does not allow a lag. See Eqs. (5) and (6)

max½CnmðsÞ� Maximum of time-lag cross-correlation coefficient calculated between the instantaneous amplitudes An(t) and Am(t) from

ring nodes n and m. Measures linear correlation of amplitude fluctuations, allows a lag

g½max½CðsÞ�� Intensity of remote synchronization (range 0–1) according to maximum of time-lag amplitude cross-correlation. Represents

the fraction of observed synchronized node pairs (above a fixed threshold) that cannot be directly accounted for by struc-

tural connections. See Eq. (8)

D2 Correlation dimension, an estimate of attractor dimension, which for D2>1 suggests chaotic dynamics
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and the ramp function is

RðxÞ ¼ xHðxÞ: (4)

C. Three representative synchronization scenarios

Three distinct collective behaviours could be demon-

strated numerically depending on G6 and G7. We set K1

¼ 0.11 ls�1 and 0.5% random variation in all parameters

between oscillators, then Eq. (1) was simulated for t¼ 0

–0.76 s, setting as starting conditions v1;nð0Þ ¼ 1V and v2;nð0Þ
¼ v3;nð0Þ ¼ v4;nð0Þ ¼ v5;nð0Þ ¼ v6;nð0Þ ¼ 0V. Given that the

FPAAs chosen for experimental implementation are discrete-

time devices, the resulting system of 192 ordinary differential

equations (6 equations times 32 nodes) was solved using the

first-order forward Euler method setting fixed step size to

Dt¼ 1 ls then undersampling the results to 10 ls, and reject-

ing the first 10 000 time points to allow for stabilization of the

start-up transient, yielding 65 536 data points for analysis

(these choices correspond to the experimental settings

described in Section III A).

Example time-series are presented in supplementary

Section S1 A and supplementary Figure S2;33 here, for brev-

ity the focus is on synchronization patterns, which were con-

sidered using the following three measures, also summarized

in Table I.

First, the Kuramoto order parameter between observed

voltages v6;nðtÞ and v6;mðtÞ, for all combinations of nodes

n¼ 1…32 and m¼ 1…32, representing phase synchroniza-

tion between the oscillators and defined as

rnm ¼ jhej½unðtÞ�umðtÞ�itj; (5)

where hit stands for temporal mean.9,27,28 Here, v6 was cho-

sen as it corresponds to the only internal voltage brought off-

chip in the experimental implementation for inter-oscillator

synchronization and time-series measurement (Figure 1).

The instantaneous phases unðtÞ and umðtÞ were deter-

mined via the analytic signal, defined for i¼ 1…32 as

wiðtÞ ¼ v6;iðtÞ þ j~v6;iðtÞ ¼ AiðtÞejuiðtÞ; (6)

where AiðtÞ represents scalar instantaneous amplitude (effec-

tively corresponding to the “envelope” of cycle-to-cycle am-

plitude fluctuations), and ~v6;iðtÞ is the Hilbert transform of

v6;iðtÞ

~v6;i tð Þ ¼ 1

p
PV

ð1
�1

v6;i sð Þ
t� s

ds

� �
; (7)

where PV denotes the Cauchy principal value of the integral

(5% of samples were rejected at time-series ends to attenuate

finite-length effects).9,29

Second, the Kuramoto order parameter calculated apply-

ing Eq. (5) between instantaneous amplitudes AnðtÞ and

AmðtÞ, denoted as r̂nm and representing zero-lag phase

synchronization between amplitudes (thereafter, for brevity

amplitude synchronization; as opposed to rnm, this measure

is not sensitive to phase differences between oscillators,

instead it represents whether amplitude fluctuations are

entrained, as reviewed, for example, in Ref. 9).

Third, the maximum value of the time-lag cross-correla-

tion coefficient between the amplitudes, denoted as

max½CnmðsÞ�; in contrast with r̂ nm, this parameter can

account for time-shifts between the time-series and therefore

properly capture lag synchronization of amplitudes. Here, it

was preferred to compute cross-correlation rather than a

time-lag version of the Kuramoto order parameter, because

the former is both more widely used and more computation-

ally parsimonious when obtained via the Fourier transform.9

Given G6¼ 0.196 and G7¼�1.365 (Figure 2(a)), one

finds strong phase and amplitude synchronization between

adjacent (i.e., structurally connected) oscillators, and smooth

synchronization decay with distance without prominent

formation of spatial structure; the corresponding spectra fea-

tured broadly distributed continuous content around �3 kHz,

hallmarking chaotic oscillation.

Given G6¼ 0.096 and G7¼�1.53 (Figure 2(b)), one finds

global phase synchronization (i.e., rnm> 0.95) and formation

of apparent “waves” of zero-lag amplitude synchronization

according to r̂nm; however, consideration of time-lag cross-cor-

relation revealed global amplitude synchronization (i.e.,

max½CnmðsÞ� � 1), highlighting that the underlying phenom-

enon was actually lag synchronization, having a clear distance-

lag gradient and a maximum lag of �7 ms (at 95th percentile).

The corresponding spectra were comb-type with discrete peaks

at �1.3, 1.6, 1.9, 2.2, 2.6, 2.9, 3.1 kHz, etc.

Given G6¼ 0.188 and G7¼�1.14 (Figure 2(c)), one

again observes global (albeit not perfect) phase synchroniza-

tion but with a different, more interesting, situation as regards

to amplitude synchronization: here, the zero-lag Kuramoto

order parameter and maximum of time-lag cross-correlation

coefficient revealed a coherent pattern (i.e., approximately

r̂nm / max½CnmðsÞ�), wherein preferential synchronization

appeared for several subsets of non-adjacent nodes. This was

interpreted as a form of remote synchronization (as defined in

Section I). The corresponding spectra had broad peaks at

�1.7 and 3.5 kHz. Repeating this simulation randomly vary-

ing parameters G, F, K, and S within a 0.5% tolerance range

demonstrated that the spatial distribution of the remotely

synchronized nodes was determined by the small differences

which rendered the oscillators non-identical (supplementary

Figure S333). Remote synchronization could in fact be

elicited for relative parameter tolerances as small as 10�8

(data not shown).

D. Commentary

These initial numerical results pointed to the potential

occurrence of remote synchronization of amplitude fluctua-

tions, in presence of underlying global (albeit not perfect)

phase synchronization, for suitably chosen control parameter

values. While pre-existing findings on the Stuart-Landau

oscillator motivate the view that free amplitude can be a

pre-requisite for “hidden” information-transfer supporting

remote synchronization, to the author’s knowledge so far

this phenomenon had only been shown in terms of entrained

phases, not amplitudes.14–17 Also, rather than arising as a
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consequence of ab initio frequency detuning of one or more

nodes as in Refs. 14 and 15, here remote synchronization

spontaneously emerged following quantitatively small differ-

ences between nodes.

The emergence of remote synchronization is plausibly

related to both the symmetry of the directed ring, and to the

specific dynamical properties of the oscillators. To clarify the

underlying mechanisms, additional simulations manipulating

the symmetries (e.g., ring vs. ladder and star, cyclic vs.

acyclic, directed vs. undirected, etc.) as well as the oscillator

parameters (particularly in reference to periodicity apparent in

the synchronization pattern) are required, together with analy-

sis of the possible waves, Fourier modes, and inter-oscillator

phase shifts, and consideration of the number of positive

Lyapunov exponents estimated via the Jacobian.16,17,30 Also,

there is a need to verify the asymptotic consistency, that is to

confirm the system dynamics for Dt! 0; the oscillator circuit

was implemented with a discrete-time platform (and simu-

lated accordingly) but in itself is continous.31

Elucidating the precise mechanisms underlying this

form of remote synchronization is left for future work,

instead for the purpose of concept demonstration, here we

went on realizing a physical implementation of the 32-

oscillator ring. Experimental data are relevant to comple-

ment and confirm simulations because real analog circuits do

not behave as perfect linear and Heaviside functions, but ex-

hibit more complex non-linearity and instability as saturation

is approached, as well as dynamic noise.9,32

III. EXPERIMENTAL RING NETWORK: BOARD DESIGN
AND RESULTS

A. Prototype realization and data acquisition

A circuit board comprising 32 FPAAs and supporting

data acquisition circuitry, termed LYAPUNOV-1, was

FIG. 2. Simulated synchronization matrices given three representative control parameter value sets (a)–(c) ((a): G6¼ 0.196, G7¼�1.365; (b): G6¼ 0.096,

G7¼�1.53; (c): G6¼ 0.188, G7¼�1.14; K1¼ 0.11 ls�1 for all, see Table I for parameters description) and 0.5% random inter-oscillator variation. Matrices

represent rnm: zero-lag Kuramoto order parameter for observed voltage; r̂ nm: same parameter calculated on the instantaneous amplitudes; max½CnmðsÞ�: maxi-

mum of time-lag cross-correlation coefficient for instantaneous amplitude. For (a), smooth phase and amplitude synchronization decay with distance was

observed, without spatial structure formation, alongside continuous spectral content hallmarking chaotic oscillation. For (b) and (c), global, albeit imperfect,

phase synchronization ensued. For (b), “waves” of apparent synchronization were revealed by r̂ nm, but given that max½CnmðsÞ��1 global amplitude synchroni-

zation was actually present, hence one infers that the effect was due to lag synchronization; spectral content was comb-like. For (c), synchronized amplitude

fluctuations were concordantly shown in subsets of non-adjacent nodes by both r̂ nm and max½CnmðsÞ�, suggesting underlying remote synchronization; the spec-

tra contained two broad peaks, representing an intermediate situation between (a) and (c). Additional results in supplementary Figures S2 and S3.
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realized in the form of an internal Peripheral Component

Interconnect (PCI)-compliant card (v. 2.1 specification, 32-

bit, 33 MHz interface).

The board comprises 32 AN221E04 (Anadigm, Inc.,

Mesa, AZ, USA) FPAAs physically arranged as a 4 � 8 lay-

out matrix (Figures 3 and 4). Logically, a 32-ring is imple-

mented, wherein the v6 internal node of each oscillator is

exposed off-chip for coupling and time-series digitization.

Shortcut links are also implemented, but were not utilized

for the present study and thus were physically disabled by

removal of corresponding resistors and shorting of inputs

to avoid potential confounding effects. Analog-to-digital

converters (ADC) are instanced at the level of columns, by

means of 8 AD7938 devices (Analog Devices, Inc.,

Norwood, MA, USA), each providing up to 12-bit, 625 kSa/s.

All analog pathways are implemented with fully differential

circuitry to improve signal-to-noise ratio and attenuate para-

sitic coupling effects. For this study, the FPAAs were clocked

in unison at 16 MHz, internally divided by 16 to obtain a

switched-capacitor operation frequency of 1 MHz; given PCI

target-mode bandwidth considerations, the ADC conversion

rate was set to 400 kSa/s, yielding 100 kSa/s per channel and

corresponding to �30 points per cycle. Timing management,

data buffering, and bit-stream download to the FPAA matrix

FIG. 3. Experimental implementation of the 32-ring in the LYAPUNOV-1 board. Block-diagram of the architecture, showing the 32 ring-connected FPAAs

(blue), analog-to-digital converters (ADC, yellow), field-programmable gate array (FPGA), and host interface (red). Additional short-cuts are implemented but

were unused and disabled.

FIG. 4. Component-side view of the prototype LYAPUNOV-1 printed-circuit board. Complete schematics and fabrication files are provided as supplementary

material.33
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are controlled by an XC2S200 (Xilinx, Inc., San Jose, CA,

USA) field-programmable gate array (FPGA), interfaced to a

PLX9030 local bus-PCI bus bridge (PLX Technology, Inc.,

San Jose, CA, USA). Additional debug interfaces, on-board

memory, and digital-to-analog converters for stimulation are

provided but were not used for the present study. Additional

illustrations, full schematics, board fabrication files, VHDL

code for the FPGA, and driver for the Solaris 10 operating

system (Sun Microsystems, Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA) are

provided for unlimited non-commercial use as supplementary

material.33

The board was installed in a Sun Blade 2500 SPARC

workstation and controlled via custom scripts written in the

C and MatLab (Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) lan-

guages, which dynamically generated the FPAA configura-

tion bit-stream given the desired oscillator parameters. All

data analyses were performed using code written in the same

languages and run on an in-house Cray XD1 system (Cray,

Inc., Seattle, WA, USA).

Experimental time-series were acquired once for 72� 72

matrices of G6 and G7 values, corresponding to G6¼ 0.084,

0.088…0.368 and G7¼ 0.525, 0.540…1.590, separately for 7

values of K1¼ 0.077, 0.088…0.143 ls�1. For each parameter

set, following 100 ms for stabilization of the initial transient,

65 536 samples were acquired. All oscillator parameters were

set homogeneously, and the oscillators were therefore non-

identical solely due to device tolerances. The entire set of

experimental time-series is freely downloadable.34

B. Phase transition to chaotic oscillation

To determine the conditions under which chaotic oscil-

lation occurs depending on the control parameters G6, G7,

and K1, the correlation dimension D2 was separately calcu-

lated for each observed voltage time-series v6;nðtÞ as detailed

in previous work.35 In brief, for each time-series, a random

40 ms segment was chosen to minimize computational load,

and non-linear noise reduction (geometric filtering) was per-

formed for attenuating sampling and other sources of noise,

followed by time-delay embedding into y(t)¼ [y(t),
y(tþ s)...y(tþ (m� 1)s)], where embedding delay s was set

to the first minimum of time-lag mutual information, and

embedding dimension m was determined via the false

nearest-neighbours method. The Theiler window w was set

to twice the first maximum of the average space-time separa-

tion plot, and the correlation dimension was thereafter

obtained with 2m overembedding by fitting a line segment

to the D2(m,e) curves, determined through an efficient

box-assisted search implementation of the Grassberger-

Procaccia algorithm.36–40

For each combination of the control parameters G6, G7,

and K1, values of D2 were averaged across all 32 oscillators.

Transition to chaos was observed as high correlation dimen-

sion D2 (reaching �3.5) corresponding to a “band” of G6

and G7 values, which became gradually more pronounced

with increasing K1. Within this “chaotic band” D2 showed

considerable heterogeneity, particularly for intermediate K1

(Figure 5). At the small G6, small G7, and large G6, large

G7 corners, respectively, oscillations became very small (or

ceased) and converter saturation was observed, hence the

correlation dimension was not calculated. Additional data

on spectral flatness and synchronization are presented in

supplementary Sections S1 B and S1 C and supplementary

Figure S4.33

C. Quantification and examples of remote
synchronization

Similarly to Ref. 15, the intensity of remote synchroni-

zation was defined as the ratio of remotely synchronized

node pairs to the total number of synchronized node pairs at

a given threshold, which for a given metric xnm can be writ-

ten as

g½x� ¼
X32

n¼1

X32

m¼1

H½Hðx� x0Þ�nm

X32

n¼1

X32

m¼1

Hðxnm � x0Þ;
,

(8)

where x0 represents the synchronization threshold which was

empirically set to x0 ¼ hxn~nin=2 (i.e., half the average

between adjacent node pairs, the exact value is not critical),

H(x) is the Heaviside step function, and H½� sets to zero all

supra-threshold elements topologically connected to the

diagonal (that is, removes synchronization paths via sequen-

ces of adjacent nodes). For brevity, remote synchronization

was only calculated based on the maximum of time-lag

cross-correlation coefficient for amplitudes max½CnmðsÞ�,
representing instantaneous as well as lag amplitude synchro-

nization (Table I), and referred to with g.

Particularly for K1¼ 0.11 ls�1 and certain values of

the control parameters G6 and G7, large g was observed

(Figure 6). For large G6, small G7, g became artefactually

large due to the effect of noise, given that synchronization

between adjacent nodes was very weak, leading to low syn-

chronization threshold in Eq. (8); also, in some instances

FIG. 5. Phase transitions to chaotic oscillation depending on internal loop gain G6, coupling gain G7, and integration constant K1 (experimental data).

Transition to chaos was observed as high correlation dimension D2 corresponding to a “band” of G6 and G7 values, becoming gradually more pronounced for

increasing K1. D2¼ 0 denotes lack of oscillation, excessively low amplitude, or converter saturation. The complete set of experimental time-series is freely

downloadable.34
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near the edges of the chaotic band, g was large due to transi-

tion of some nodes to periodic oscillation. However, visual

inspection of both r̂nm and max½CnmðsÞ� matrices and under-

lying time-series confirmed that large g truly represented

remote synchronization in a sizable proportion of cases.

Three representative examples are shown in Figure 7.

Remote synchronization of amplitude fluctuations ensued (1)

as heightened synchronization between distant ring segments

(appearing as “rectangles” on the matrix), and (2) as height-

ened synchronization between node pairs having constant

non-unitary distance (appearing as “diagonal lines” on the

matrix); in most instances, the two effects partially co-

existed. Phases were globally, albeit imperfectly synchron-

ized. To better demonstrate the remote synchronization

effect, time-series for a representative instance are charted in

Figure 8. The time-lag Kuramoto order parameter,

max½r̂ nmðsÞ�, was also calculated and found to be in close

agreement with max½CnmðsÞ�(data not shown).

Comparison of the remote synchronization index g
(Figure 6) with correlation dimension D2 (Figure 5) and

spectral flatness n (supplementary Figure S433) indicated that

remote amplitude synchronization ensued preferentially in

an intermediate regime between periodic oscillation and cha-

otic oscillation with flattest spectrum; accordingly, for the

examples in Figure 7, hD2i � 2.2.

Additional analyses confirming the reproducibility of

the remote synchronization patterns, highlighting potential

non-stationarity of synchronization and indicating that

FIG. 6. Remote synchronization, intended as fraction of non-adjacent synchronized node pairs (Eq. (8), see Section III C for detailed definition), determined

from the maximum of time-lag cross-correlation coefficient g½max½CðsÞ�� for the amplitudes (experimental data). Large values were observed in the “chaotic

band” for K1¼ 0.11 ls�1, indicating the emergence of remote node subsets showing synchronized amplitude fluctuations.

FIG. 7. Synchronization matrices derived from measurements with three control parameter sets yielding representative remote synchronization results ((a):

G6¼ 0.132, G7¼�1.44, K1¼ 0.11; (b): G6¼ 0.12, G7¼�1.56, K1¼ 0.121; and (c): G6¼ 0.136, G7¼�1.53, K1¼ 0.132). In all three cases, the zero-lag

Kuramoto order parameter for observed voltage rnm indicated global (diffuse), albeit imperfect, phase synchronization, whereas the equivalent parameter for

instantaneous amplitude r̂ nm revealed spatiotemporal structure in the form of subsets of preferentially synchronized non-adjacent nodes, that could not be

straightforwardly accounted for by synchronization along sequences of adjacent nodes. As observed in the simulation in Figure 2(c), here the maximum of

time-lag cross-correlation max½CnmðsÞ� yielded a similar pattern, confirming that the effect was not an artefact of lag synchronization. According to generalized

synchronization Lnm, remote amplitude synchronization was substantially less evident, and there was stronger synchronization along sequences of structurally

connected nodes, suggesting that this parameter captured otherwise invisible functional relationships. Underlying time-series are provided as supplementary

material.33
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modulations of instantaneous frequency did not play a major

role in this system are described in supplementary Sections

S1 D–S1 G and supplementary Figure S5.33

D. Emergence of significantly small-world synchroni-
zation topology

To confirm the emergence of complex synchronization

topology from elementary underlying structural connectivity

via remote (and cluster) synchronization, for the three exam-

ples in Figure 7, the small-world-ness measure S was calcu-

lated. A binary synchronization graph was obtained based on

max½CnmðsÞ� thresholded as in Eq. (8) (yielding graph com-

pleteness 0.3–0.4), and the following formula was applied:

SWS ¼ cWS
g =kg ¼ ðCWS

g LrandÞ=ðCWS
randLgÞ; (9)

where CWS denotes the average clustering coefficient accord-

ing to Watts and Strogatz, and L denotes the harmonic mean

path length, for the observed graph and an equivalent Erd€os-

R�enyi random graph.41,42 Given n¼ 100 corresponding ran-

dom graphs, for the three examples, it was found hSWSi
	 1:7, confirming presence of a small-world topology in

contrast with SWS ¼ CWS ¼ 0 for the underlying ring.

E. Generalized synchronization

The observation of remote synchronization could, in

principle, reflect a non-linear metric (static) relationship that

cannot be represented by phase-locking and cross-correlation

measures. As described in supplementary Section S1 G,33 to

exclude this possibility normalized mutual information was

calculated and found to yield a similar synchronization pat-

tern, which was additionally confirmed by a measure of spec-

tral overlap.

A measure of generalized synchronization, termed the

L-index, was then considered for amplitudes. In addition to

not assuming a linear relationship, it represents in a more

abstract manner the possibility that a transformation w : x!
y may map the trajectories of two given oscillators, thus

representing inter-dependence between suitably embedded

time-series according to a functional relationship yðtÞ ¼
wðxðtÞÞ that may otherwise be concealed when only consid-

ering pair-wise correspondence between measurements.1,9

This metric is based on rank-order distances between

states, expressed as

L kð Þ XjYð Þ ¼ 1

N

XN

i¼1

Gi Xð Þ � G kð Þ
i XjYð Þ

Gi Xð Þ � G kð Þ
i Xð Þ

; (10)

where k is the number of nearest neighbours, GiðXÞ ¼ N=2

and G
ðkÞ
i ðXÞ ¼ ðk þ 1Þ=2 denote the mean and minimal

mean rank, and the Y-conditioned mean rank is G
ðkÞ
i ðXjYÞ

¼ 1
k

Pk
j¼1 gi;wi;j

, wherein gi,j indicate the ranks of distances

between xi and xj in a sorted ascending distance list between

xi and xj6¼i.
43,44 Time-delay embedding of amplitudes AiðtÞ

was performed as described in Section III B, and the number

of nearest neighbours was set to k¼mþ 1; for all three cho-

sen examples, this yielded m¼ 4. This index is sensitive to

coupling direction, however, since overall LðXjYÞ � LðYjXÞ,
the matrix was symmetrised by averaging.

FIG. 8. Instantaneous amplitude time-series demonstrating remote synchronization over a representative ring segment, for G6¼ 0.12, G7¼�1.56, and

K1¼ 0.121 (case shown in Figure 7(b)). A non-monotonic effect of topological distance was visible, whereby initially high synchronization (distance �2)

decreased to almost complete de-correlation (distance �6), then increased again for longer separation between nodes (distance �9). Blue time-series: node

n¼ 3, Red time-series: nodes m¼ 5…14.
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Compared to the other synchronization measures,

according to this index, remote amplitude synchronization

was substantially less evident, primarily due to increased

synchronization along sequences of adjacent nodes, but also

due to comparatively lower values corresponding to

remotely synchronized node subsets (Figure 7). Accordingly,

for the three chosen examples, Lnm was moderately corre-

lated with max½CnmðsÞ� (rank-order q	 0.52), but remote

synchronization calculated applying Eq. (8) to this parameter

was zero. Similar results were obtained using two related

generalized synchronization measures, the M- and N-indices

(data not shown).

Repeating the L-index calculation forcing a lower

embedding dimension while keeping the number of neigh-

bours unaltered (m¼ 2, k¼ 5) revealed a synchronization

pattern more closely resembling that obtained with cross-

correlation and mutual information, that is with reduced syn-

chronization along sequences of adjacent nodes and visible

remote synchronization (data not shown); this finding tenta-

tively supports the view that the main cause of the different

results obtained with the L-index with respect to the other pa-

rameters is the ability to represent the dynamic nature of

inter-dependencies.43,44

Due to memory constraints, generalized synchronization

was calculated subdividing the time-series into four non-

overlapping segments, then averaging the synchronization

measure; further, due to the high associated computational

load, it was only measured for amplitudes and zero time-lag,

furthermore, the sensitivity to embedding parameters was

not systematically evaluated. To allow additional analyses,

the raw time-series are thus provided as supplementary

material.33

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Remote synchronization of amplitudes rather than
phases

To date, remote synchronization has been studied

primarily in networks of Stuart-Landau oscillators, wherein

phase synchronization can selectively ensue between non-

adjacent nodes supported by modulation of amplitudes with-

out phase entrainment in the intermediate nodes. This effect

was initially reported in a small star-like network, wherein

remote phase synchronization appeared at intermediate cou-

pling strengths, contingent on moderate frequency mismatch

between the “leaves” and the “hub” preventing synchroniza-

tion of the latter. To the author’s knowledge, the correspond-

ing implementation via op-amps and analog multipliers had

so far remained the only available experimental confirmation

of remote synchronization.14 More recent numerical simula-

tions have extended the initial results to larger Erd€os-R�eyni

and scale-free networks, clarifying the ubiquity of the effect

and confirming the conditions under which it occurs.15

Remote synchronization has also been demonstrated in

networks of phase-frustrated Kuramoto oscillators, wherein

depending on the frustration parameter it appears in relation

to topological symmetries; related results have further been

obtained in bipartite networks with time-delay coupling.16,17

While work on the Stuart-Landau oscillator points to

availability of free amplitude as probable pre-requisite for

“hidden” information-transfer supporting remote synchroni-

zation, so far this phenomenon had only been shown to

synchronize phases, as indexed by the Kuramoto order pa-

rameter.14–17 Here, fluctuations of instantaneous amplitudes

themselves (calculated via the Hilbert transform from simu-

lated or measured voltage time-series, as defined in Section

II C) became preferentially synchronized among subsets of

non-adjacent nodes, while oscillator phases were globally,

albeit imperfectly, synchronized.

This observation was made both numerically and experi-

mentally and appeared in a “chaotic band” delineated by

intermediate combinations of the internal oscillator gain G6

and coupling gain G7, which together with integration

constant K1 controlled the dynamics of collective oscillation

in the unidirectionally coupled ring. The “atypical” circuit

under consideration (Figure 1) can be approximated as a

system only involving step functions as non-linearity

(Eq. (1)) and thus fall under the umbrella of piecewise equa-

tions discussed in Ref. 45; it supported the emergence of a

diverse set of dynamical behaviours, with phase transitions

observed as a function of internal oscillator gain G6, cou-

pling gain G7, and integration constant K1, and manifest as

wide variations in the correlation dimension D2, spectral flat-

ness index n, and synchronization measures. Provision of the

full experimental dataset may encourage future study of this

system.33,34

B. Experimental network, relationship between remote
synchronization and spectral features

To the author’s knowledge, the realized ring of FPAAs

represents the largest experimental network within which

remote synchronization has been observed to date. Its larger

size compared to the star-like network studied in Ref. 14

enabled a more explicit representation of the capability of

remote synchronization effects (together with cluster

synchronization and other phenomena) to generate complex

functional topologies from an elementary structure such as a

ring, as illustrated by the examples in Figure 7 and associated

small-world-ness S � 1. While remote synchronization has

been demonstrated numerically in even larger complex net-

works,15 experimental confirmation of the effect is relevant,

also given that all oscillators in the ring were configured

homogeneously, and remote synchronization emerged purely

as a consequence of the mismatches and non-idealities that

pervade real oscillators and that may be difficult to capture

numerically.1,9,32

This study, indeed, presents a difference compared to

existing results on remote synchronization in coupled Stuart-

Landau oscillators, in that parametric mismatch and resulting

spectral heterogeneity in the experimental network were not

by design, but due to quantitatively small component toler-

ances. By contrast, in the star-like network of op-amps and

analog multipliers in Ref. 14, the oscillation frequency of the

hub was ab initio set to a different value than that of the

leaves via resistors, and a similar criterion was applied for

hub nodes in Ref. 15. Additionally, the numerical
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simulations shown in supplementary Figure S233 demon-

strated that while the conditions allowing emergence of

remote synchronization were set by the specified control pa-

rameter values, the exact spatial pattern could be determined

by rather small parametric differences between nodes

(�0.5%).

Experimentally, remote synchronization in the time

domain was associated with enhanced spectral overlap of

amplitude fluctuations, indicating that remote synchroniza-

tion was related to greater frequency similarity between

remotely synchronized nodes compared to intermediate

nodes; this result is not trivial since partial synchronization

observed in the time domain can be accompanied by differ-

ing levels of spectral overlap.9,14,15,46

Furthermore, the present results hint to a relationship

between remote synchronization and the phase of collective

oscillation, wherein remote synchronization emerged for

intermediate values of the correlation dimension D2 and

spectral flatness index n; accordingly, for control parameter

combinations leading to the highest correlation dimension

and broadest spectra (i.e., strongest signatures of chaotic os-

cillation as visible for large K1 in Figures 5 and 6), remote

synchronization was not observed, whereas for lower D2 and

n, lag synchronization appeared instead.

C. Mechanism behind “hidden information transfer”
and study limitations

Observing remote synchronization of amplitudes in

presence of underlying global phase synchronization raises

the issue of whether it is at all appropriate to term the phe-

nomenon remote synchronization. We argue that this is perti-

nent, and that the present situation mirrors the fact that in

Ref. 14 remote phase synchronization was accompanied by

global synchronization of frequency modulation. While

global phase locking can provide an information-transfer

“channel” similar to locking of frequency modulation in

Ref. 14, neither phase nor frequency or frequency modula-

tion appeared to directly account for the emergent complex

amplitude synchronization topology.

As previously observed for electroencephalographic sig-

nals, in spite of their different theoretical underpinnings, the

time-lag Kuramoto order parameter, cross-correlation coeffi-

cient, and normalized mutual information all provided simi-

lar results to each other.47 By contrast, here generalized

synchronization had a markedly different sensitivity pattern,

more clearly highlighting synchronization across sequences

of adjacent node pairs, and ultimately yielding a synchroni-

zation matrix that, despite moderate similarity with cross-

correlation, had consistently zero remote synchronization

according to Eq. (8).

Taking a “local” view of the phenomenon, i.e., focus-

sing on pair-wise inter-node coupling, one infers from these

results that there is a complex interdependence acting as

“hidden” information-transfer mechanism between adjacent

nodes, which becomes detectable only (i) when time-series

are compared in a suitable embedding space, enabling repre-

sentation of dynamical non-linear interdependence (as

opposed to a purely metric one, as is the case for mutual

information) or (ii) when after a certain number of hops from

a starting to an end node, it leads to “recovery” of a time-

series having similar temporal features detectable in terms of

phase, correlation, or mutual information.9,43 It is plausible,

however, that the present observations can only be properly

understood at global level, that is explicitly considering the

symmetry of the ring and the dynamics of collective oscilla-

tion as a whole. As discussed in Section II D, this will require

analytical and numerical consideration of the collective os-

cillation modes available in this specific network, and such

efforts were not undertaken here.

This study also has experimental limitations that demand

consideration. Only one board was experimentally measured,

hence a single instance of device-related tolerances was avail-

able and the variety of remote synchronization patterns was

thus constrained, particularly due to desynchronization

around node 25.30 While the analog design was fully differen-

tial, the action of parasitic board-level effects (also related to

clock and power supply noise) can never be completely

nulled, and a partial contribution of such effects to the

observed experimental results cannot be ruled out; however,

overall the findings were in line with numerical simulations.

D. Neuroscientific relevance

It is worth pointing out that the notion of remote syn-

chronization has, in principle, potential relevance to func-

tional neuroscience at three levels.

First, it may offer a theoretical framework in which to

eventually explain the emergence of complex synchroniza-

tion topology spanning brain areas that are not directly con-

nected by axonal bundles.13,48–50 The present example that

remote synchronization can arise spontaneously even in an

elementary network of non-identical oscillators and does not

require tailored manipulation of oscillation frequencies typi-

fies the generality of this phenomenon and thus its relevance

also to biological neural networks.

Second, scalar measures of remote synchronization such

as g (Eq. (8)) may be relevant as order parameters representing

the integrity of brain dynamics, for example, in the study of

neurodegenerative disease and disorders of consciousness.50

Third, neither the Kuramoto order parameter nor cross-

correlation nor mutual information, three synchronization

measures frequently used in the study of brain connectivity,

were successful in revealing the synchronization paths link-

ing the remotely synchronized nodes, with generalized syn-

chronization seemingly providing a substantially different

view. This reminds of the disturbing possibility that a similar

situation may be found in the brain, rendering the reconstruc-

tion of information-transfer networks difficult unless suitably

general synchronization measures, capable of mapping dy-

namical inter-dependencies, are considered.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This exploratory study illustrated numerically and

experimentally a form of remote synchronization wherein

amplitudes become selectively entrained for subsets of non-

adjacent nodes in presence of global (diffuse), albeit imper-

fect, phase synchronization. In other words, rather than just
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acting as a “vehicle” allowing remote phase synchronization

as previously observed for the Stuart-Landau oscillator, here

amplitude fluctuations themselves became remotely

synchronized, in virtue of small parametric tolerances ren-

dering the oscillators non-identical. This effect led to the for-

mation of complex synchronization topology over a ring of

unidirectionally coupled oscillators. While elucidating the

underlying mechanism requires analytical work considering

both oscillator dynamics and network symmetry, initial

results from a generalized synchronization measure point to

a functional relationship between oscillators not visible to

the Kuramoto order parameter, cross-correlation, and mutual

information, due to the inability of these parameters to cap-

ture dynamical inter-dependence. Altogether, this study

extends the existing literature by exemplifying that remote

synchronization can also occur for amplitude fluctuations,

and demonstrating the effect in the largest experimental net-

work in which remote synchronization has been observed to

date.
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Networks of non-linear electronic oscillators have shown potential as physical models of neural dy-

namics. However, two properties of brain activity, namely, criticality and metastability, remain

under-investigated with this approach. Here, we present a simple circuit that exhibits both phenom-

ena. The apparatus consists of a two-dimensional square lattice of capacitively coupled glow

(neon) lamps. The dynamics of lamp breakdown (flash) events are controlled by a DC voltage glob-

ally connected to all nodes via fixed resistors. Depending on this parameter, two phases having dis-

tinct event rate and degree of spatiotemporal order are observed. The transition between them is

hysteretic, thus a first-order one, and it is possible to enter a metastability region, wherein,

approaching a spinodal point, critical phenomena emerge. Avalanches of events occur according to

power-law distributions having exponents �3/2 for size and �2 for duration, and fractal structure

is evident as power-law scaling of the Fano factor. These critical exponents overlap observations in

biological neural networks; hence, this circuit may have value as building block to realize

corresponding physical models. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4954879]

Recent work has shown that networks of non-linear

electronic oscillators can recapitulate diverse aspects of

neural dynamics, such as formation of complex synchro-

nization patterns, offering opportunities to draw parallels

between emergence in biological and engineered systems.

However, two pervasive properties found across brains

and in-vitro neuronal cultures have not been extensively

addressed in circuit models: criticality, intended as oper-

ation at the boundary between ordered and disordered

dynamical phases, and metastability, that is, the ability to

maintain and switch between states having finite lifetime.

Here, we investigated a network of glow lamps, a com-

mon type of neon-argon discharge tube, coupled in a two-

dimensional square lattice by capacitors. We find that the

system can be metastable with respect to the transition

between two dynamical phases having different degrees

of spatiotemporal order. Close to the spinodal points,

which denote the limits of existence of the metastable

states, fractal temporal structure emerges and activity

avalanches are generated, whose size and duration follow

power-law distributions having exponents �3/2 and �2.

Despite differences in system scale, topology, and nature,

these critical exponents overlap neural recordings; hence,

this setup deserves consideration as building block to re-

alize corresponding physical electronic models. The cir-

cuit is also of interest as a physical system wherein

critical phenomena are observed close to the spinodal in

a first-order phase transition.

I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of neural systems are pervaded by non-

linear processes, apparent across micro-, meso-, and macro-

scopic scales ranging from single neurons to entire brains,

which represent an essential substrate for homeostasis and

behaviour. Critical phenomena and metastability, in particu-

lar, are deemed central to the emergence of cognitive

processes.1,2

Experimental data and simulations indicate that biologi-

cal neural networks preferentially operate in a regime char-

acterized by the absence of characteristic time or length

scale, as found at the critical point in thermodynamical sys-

tems.3 Neural activity, whether recorded from cultured disso-

ciated neurons, isolated slices, or intact brains, often features

avalanches of events (spikes) whose size and duration distri-

butions follow power laws with universal exponents, and

long-range temporal correlations.2,4–9 Near-critical dynamics

are hypothesized to confer functional advantages such as

maximizing dynamic range in response to external stimuli

(e.g., in the ear), and enhancing information capacity by

enlarging the repertoire of available activity patterns.10–14

By positing an emergent internal mechanism driving the con-

trol parameter to the critical point, the paradigm of self-

organized criticality offers a mechanistic explanation of how
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neural systems could maintain operation close to it in spite

of countless perturbations.15–17

On the other hand, metastability is evident in the brain’s

innate ability to maintain persistent activity and switch

between states having long but finite lifetime, which is nec-

essary for functional integration and working memory.1,18,19

Metastable states are again detectable in experimental data

across different scales, particularly in electroencephalo-

graphic data, and appear in a multitude of neural models pos-

sessing a landscape of multiple attractors, some of which can

also show critical phenomena.18–21

The precise relationship between these two aspects of

neural dynamics remains elusive, but it has been postulated

that criticality could maximize the number of available meta-

stable states.22–24

Recently, renewed interest in neuromorphic electronic

circuits has led to attempts to recapitulate select features of

neural dynamics in experimental networks of physical oscil-

lators, with the aim of drawing comparisons between the

brain and other systems, and of complementing computa-

tional work with experimental data acquired in settings

allowing more extensive manipulation compared to biologi-

cal preparations. Promising results have been obtained with

coupled chaotic oscillators; however, to the authors’ knowl-

edge, critical phenomena and metastability have not yet been

consistently studied with this approach.25–29

Here, we present a simple, physically realizable elec-

tronic network which displays some behaviours reminiscent

of criticality and metastability in biological neural networks.

The key circuit element is the glow lamp, a miniature neon-

argon gas discharge tube once widely utilized in logic and

oscillating circuits. This device behaves hysteretically, tran-

sitioning to “on” state (finite resistance, light emission)

above a striking voltage and to “off” state (near-infinite re-

sistance, no light emission) below a lower extinction voltage.

These voltages depend on physical parameters including

electrode spacing and composition, gas composition and

pressure, presence of ionization sources. Close to the striking

and extinction voltages, corresponding transitions (thereafter

termed breakdown and recovery) are stochastic with proba-

bility determined by the applied voltage, a phenomenon cen-

tral to the system considered herein.30,31 Testament to the

value of the glow lamp as a non-linear circuit element comes

from the fact that electronic chaos was originally discovered

(though not recognized as such) by van der Pol in a glow

lamp oscillator, and from his early models of neural dynam-

ics which used it in approximating the Hodgkin–Huxley

equations.32,33

By combining capacitive coupling with the glow lamp’s

hysteretic dynamics, nodes in the proposed circuit effectively

accumulate energy and then dissipate it abruptly once a

threshold is reached, in turn causing other nodes to do the

same. This behaviour resembles integrate-and-fire in biologi-

cal neurons, and the physical underpinnings of other well-

known critical phenomena such as earthquakes, forest fires,

and nuclear chain reactions.2,34–36 As discussed below, criti-

cal phenomena are observed near the edges of the metastable

region in a first-order (discontinuous) phase transition, rather

than at a second-order (continuous) phase transition as is

more often the case.

II. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION AND EXPERIMENTAL
SETUP

A. Circuit topology and principle of operation

The network consists of a 34� 34 square lattice,

wherein each node comprises a glow lamp connected

between ground and a global DC control voltage Vs via a re-

sistor of value R, and coupled to its four von Neumann

neighbours via capacitors of value C (Figure 1(a)). This cir-

cuit is reminiscent of a well-known counter based on a glow

lamps ladder, generalized to two dimensions.30,37

When all lamps are in the “off” state, node potentials

obey the following dynamical equation (suitably adjusted for

nodes along the perimeter):

d

dt
vi;j ¼

1

4

d

dt
vi�1;j þ viþ1;j þ vi;j�1 þ vi;jþ1ð Þ þ

Vs � vi;j

4CR
; (1)

FIG. 1. Circuit description. (a) Circuit diagram of the two-dimensional

square lattice node: a glow (neon) lamp, the potential at which is referred to

as vi;j, is connected to a global DC supply voltage Vs via a resistor of value

R, and coupled via four capacitors of value C to its four von Neumann

neighbours (each capacitor is shared between two nodes). R and C are fixed,

whereas Vs is variable and serves as control parameter. (b) Top view of the

34� 34 nodes circuit board, pictured while powered at 74.2 V.
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where vi;j represents the potential at node i, j. Given suffi-

cient time after a breakdown event (intended as rapid “off”

! “on”! “off” transitions in a lamp’s state, corresponding

to a flash), node voltages return to equilibrium, i.e.,

vi;j ! Vs, and further events are purely stochastic, their proba-

bility increasing with Vs. When breakdown occurs at a given

node, its voltage drops because the corresponding lamp resist-

ance becomes finite; since this change is rapid compared to the

RC time constants in the lattice (�10 ls vs. �10–100 ms), vol-

tages at all other nodes also drop. While a lamp is in the “on”

state, a spatial gradient of node voltages and charge stored in

the coupling capacitors is established, whose characteristics

depends on the location and duration of the “on” state.

Eventually, the lamp recovers, similarly causing a rise in all

node voltages. The fundamental aspect of the present circuit is

that during this process node voltages higher than the applied

control voltage Vs are momentarily generated, enhancing the

probability of further breakdown events relative to quiescence.

To gain insight into this mechanism, let us first consider

the short RC chain in Figure 2(a), wherein Vs is the DC

control voltage, v0 is held at a constant potential v0<Vs

to represent a lamp in the “on” state at this site, and

v1(0)¼ v2(0)¼ v0 to represent the initial negative step due to

breakdown. The dynamical equations for the potentials are

d

dt
v2 � v1ð Þ ¼

Vs � v2

CR
;

d

dt
v1 � v0ð Þ ¼

2Vs � v1 � v2

CR
;

(2)

whose solution is (assuming without loss of generality

Vs¼ 0)

v1 tð Þ
v0

¼ 1

1þ u2
e�t=s1 þ u2

1þ u2
e�t=s2 ;

v2 tð Þ
v0

¼ u3

1þ u2
e�t=s2 � u�1

1þ u2
e�t=s1 ; (3)

where s1 ¼ RCu2, s2 ¼ RCu�2, and u is the golden ratio.

Charting these solutions reveals that v2> v1; in particular,

even neglecting the effect of lamp recovery as done in this

case, a positive transient (overshoot) exceeding Vs is

observed for v2, the farthest lamp in the chain, but not for v1,

the nearest one (Figure 2(b)).

This effect generalizes to the two-dimensional lattice,

wherein breakdown events induce travelling waves of

voltage overshoot. Numerical simulations with the model

described in supplementary material Section S1 A and

Figure S2 confirm that at short delays after the generating

event (arbitrarily assumed to last 2 ms), the largest overshoot

is observed at the farthest nodes; for longer delays, the over-

shoot wave propagates back towards the originating node,

becoming shallower but more persistent at short distances

(Figures 2(c) and 2(d)).38

These results, together with the corresponding experi-

mental observations in supplementary material Section S1 B

and Figure S3, demonstrate that despite short-range structural

coupling with first neighbours only, activity propagation can

extend over much longer distances, comparable with lattice

size.38 This property is similar to synchronous-mode propaga-

tion of action potentials across synapses in biological neural

networks.39–41 Thus, the interactions are effectively long-

range, as observed elsewhere, for instance, in regards to elas-

tic interactions and fracture propagation, which implies that

even for low dimensions the system dynamics is predicted to

approximate mean-field behaviour.42,43

B. Circuit realization and data acquisition

The system was implemented on a custom-designed

printed circuit board, whose fabrication files are provided as

supplementary material,38 and where 1156 glow lamps of

model NE-2C were instantiated with a pitch of 1/3 in.

(Figure 1(b)). On a subsample of 30 lamps, upon delivery, the

DC striking and extinction voltages measured, respectively,

76.2 6 0.8 V and 61.3 6 0.6 V (mean 6 standard deviation).

Supply resistors and coupling capacitors, respectively, had

values R¼ 2.2� 106 X (accuracy 1%) and C¼ 220� 10�9 F

(accuracy 10%). As detailed in supplementary material

Section S1 C, flashes were recorded optically by means of

both (i) two CCD cameras, providing information about node

location at a rate of 50 Hz, and (ii) a photodiode, providing no

spatial information but a higher sampling rate of 20 kHz.38 The

entire event times dataset is available online, and raw video

and waveforms are also available upon request.44

III. PHASE TRANSITION

A. Existence of two dynamical phases

To begin studying the effect of control voltage Vs, activ-

ity was measured while this parameter was swept between

FIG. 2. Numerical simulations of voltage overshoot generation. (a) Simplified circuit, in the form of an RC ladder, representing three nodes v0,v1,v2, with infinite-

duration breakdown (lamp in “on” state) at node v0, and (b) corresponding voltage time-series obtained from Eq. (3), demonstrating that a transient voltage over-

shoot, i.e., v2>Vs, is generated at the farthest node. (c) and (d) Corresponding simulations in the 34� 34 lattice for 2 ms-long breakdown at two different loca-

tions (j¼ 17), obtained with the model described in supplementary material Section S1, showing that immediately after recovery the largest overshoot is observed

at the farthest nodes, and a wave then propagates back towards the originating node, becoming shallower but more persistent at shorter distance.
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73 and 75 V in steps of 0.1 V. For each setting, �50 measure-

ments were taken in separate runs, each time reducing Vs to

71.5 V (quiescence) and increasing again it to the desired

value at a rate of 0.1 V/s before data acquisition.

The event rate averaged over all nodes increased

slowly, remaining around �0.01 Hz until Vs� 74.1 V, then

abruptly increased, reaching �0.4 Hz (Figure 3(a)) and

denoting the onset of self-sustained collective oscillation

(corresponding voltage waveforms in supplementary mate-

rial Figure S4(c)). The degree of spatial order (homogene-

ity) was quantified, expressed as �log10(Fs), where Fs is

the Fano factor (variance divided by average) of event

counts calculated across all nodes after removal of radial

gradient due to finite size; similar to rate, this parameter

remained relatively stable then suddenly increased for

Vs� 74.1 V, indicating transition to a more homogeneous

spatial distribution (Figure 3(b)). The degree of temporal

order (burstiness) was also quantified, as �log10(Ft),

where Ft is the Fano factor of event counts across non-

overlapping 0.8 s—long windows (window width is not

critical). For very small Vs, the system was near-quiescent

and the event distribution was Poissonian; as Vs was

increased, activity became more bursty, followed by an ab-

rupt change for Vs� 74.3 V, past which the distribution of

events suddenly became regular (under-dispersed with

respect to Poissonian; Figure 3(c).45

Predicated on these initial findings, representing the av-

erage over the entire observation window (�50 s), we

recorded the existence of two dynamical phases that we

thereafter term Phases I and II, characterized, respectively,

by low rate and low spatiotemporal order, and high rate and

high spatiotemporal order.

B. Metastability and hysteresis

To gain further insight, rather than averaging over them we

considered the existence of and transitions between Phases I and

II during the observation window. Across runs, for Vs between

73.6 V and 74.3 V, both phases (separated at a threshold of 5

events/frame, which is not critical; see supplementary material

Figure S5(a)) could be observed. Only the Phase I! II transi-

tion was directly observed, because the preset Vs values were

always approached from below and, close to the transition, aver-

age Phase II lifetimes were longer than the observation window.

The probability of observing the Phase I ! II transition

peaked at Vs¼ 74.2 V (maximal variance) whereas for most

runs at Vs¼ 74.3 V the system had already transitioned to

Phase II before recording began (Figures 3(a)–3(c). At

Vs¼ 74.2 V, the transition appeared as a gradual rate increase

over a span �10 s (supplementary material Figure S5(a)) and

in the majority of cases occurred approximately half-way

during recording (supplementary material Figure S5(b)).

At this voltage, in Phase I, the distributions of inter-

event interval (IEI) and number of active nodes per frame

were approximately power-law and exponential, whereas in

Phase II they were closer to normal, with average IEI �3 ms

and number of active nodes per frame �10 (supplementary

material Figures S5(c) and S5(d)), rendering this phase

“crystal-like.” The qualitative difference between the two

phases at this control voltage setting is appreciable in repre-

sentative frame sequences and rate maps (Figure 4).

FIG. 3. Phase transition due to control voltage Vs. (a) Scatter plots (median 6 95% confidence interval) showing separate measurements taken between 73 V

and 75 V. Around 74.2 V, transition between predominant low-rate low-order dynamics (Phase I) and high-rate high-order dynamics (Phase II) occurs, and

inter-measurement variance is maximal. (b) Cycle plots representing continuous voltage sweep from 72.4 V (near-complete inactivity) to 74.2 V and back: hys-

teresis is evident as Phase I! Phase II transition �74.2 V and Phase II! Phase I transition �73.3 V.
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The above results were obtained in separate measurement

runs, i.e., Vs was lowered until quiescence then raised again to

the new Vs value before each recording. To reveal hysteresis

in the Phase I$ II transition, a similar set of measurements

was also acquired while cycling Vs over preset values without

quenching activity between measurements. The cycle, from

72.4 V to 74.2 V and back to 73.1 V, was repeated 24 times.

As above, the average event rate rose slowly then suddenly

increased for Vs� 74.2 V (Phase I! II transition); it

increased further as voltage was lowered one step to 74.1 V

(due to longer time, hence greater cumulative probability of

transition to Phase II) then decreased slowly, only transition-

ing back to low values for Vs� 73.3 V (Phase II! I transi-

tion; Figure 3(d)). The spatial and temporal order parameters

followed a similar pattern (Figures 3(e) and 3(f)).

As detailed in supplementary material Section S1 A and

Figures S2(a) and S2(b), analogous results were obtained in

numerical simulations conducted with a simplified model,

capturing the stochastic nature of transitions between lamp

“on” and “off” states with probability dependent on applied

voltage, but neglecting all fine details of lamp behaviour and

inter-node differences due to component tolerances.38

C. Commentary

Power-law distributions as described in Section IV are

frequently associated with second-order (continuous) phase

transitions.3 However, metastability and hysteresis unequivo-

cally indicate that the transition between Phases I and II is a

first-order (discontinuous) one. This apparent incongruence

is resolved by considering that critical phenomena also

emerge in first-order phase transitions as one enters the meta-

stability region and approaches the spinodal curve. In prac-

tice, this requires changing the control voltage gradually in

the absence of external perturbations, similarly to tempera-

ture in regards to obtaining super-heated and super-cooled

water. Close to the spinodal, which in mean-field approxima-

tion denotes the limit of existence of the metastability region,

transition precursors are observed which follow power-law

scaling having a cut-off diverging to infinity on the spinodal

itself; examples are found, for instance, in geophysical

phenomena, breakdown of solids, and spontaneous network

recovery.42,43,46–48

Assuming that interactions are long-range, in infinite

size we expect infinite lifetime of the metastable states up to

two spinodal voltages V
ð1Þ
s and V

ð2Þ
s ; otherwise, the metasta-

ble states have a finite lifetime decreasing to zero as one

approaches these points. When the average lifetime overlaps

the experimental observation window, corresponding

“pseudo-spinodal” voltages V̂
ð1Þ
s and V̂

ð2Þ
s , which are approxi-

mations of the underlying spinodal voltages, become appa-

rent as observed above.46

In between V
ð1Þ
s and V

ð2Þ
s lies a third voltage at which av-

erage lifetime is equal between the two states. In our case,

the system is inherently not in equilibrium because Phases I

and II are dynamical, but it is helpful to consider that for an

equilibrium system this point would correspond to the condi-

tion of equal free energy. Here, we could not measure this

voltage because the duration of the states would be very long

compared to the experimental observation window. Notably,

this is not a critical voltage; hence, no critical phenomena

are predicted to occur in its vicinity; instead, we expect

divergence approaching the spinodal points.

IV. CRITICAL PHENOMENA

A. Branching parameter

In the metastable region below the upper spinodal volt-

age V
ð2Þ
s , precursors of the spinodal transition are predicted

as activity avalanches, wherein lamp breakdown events trig-

ger descendants over a distance scale comparable to system

size. As propagation is effectively long-range, critical behav-

iour at the spinodal point can be approached (see Section

II A, supplementary material Section S1 B and Figure S3).38

To verify this, we computed the so-called “branching

parameter” r(Vs), which represents how many descendants

the voltage overshoot following a single event triggers on av-

erage. Below V
ð2Þ
s , for rising Vs, this parameter is predicted

to increase strictly monotonically because the quiescence

potential approaches the average lamp breakdown voltage,

elevating the probability that a given overshoot will trigger

an event. While the branching parameter is usually considered

FIG. 4. Representative camera-frame sequences and event-rate spatial distribution at control voltage Vs¼ 74.2 V. (a) During Phase I, non-blank frames pre-

dominantly have a low event count (exponential-like distribution, see supplementary material Figure S5(d)), and the rate spatial distribution is markedly inho-

mogeneous. (b) During Phase II, frames on average contain �10 events (normal-like distribution, see supplementary material Figure S5(d)), and the rate

spatial distribution is more homogeneous.
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in regards to second-order transitions (e.g., branching process),

it is also defined for first-order spinodal transition. In this case, it

reaches the value r¼ 1 at the transition but does not necessarily

assume values larger than one, because instead of entering a

“super-critical” regime, the system transitions discontinuously

to a different phase (Phase II in our case).34,42,43

We calculated r(Vs) at Vs¼ 73.8,…,74.2 V until transi-

tion to Phase II was detected (�560 recording runs per volt-

age setting in this range). Similarly to a study demonstrating

critical branching in the spontaneous activity of cultured

neuronal networks, we defined

r ¼
Xnmax

d¼0

d � pðdÞ; (4)

where the number of descendants d was generalized to multi-

ple ancestors according to

d ¼ round
nd

na

� �
; (5)

where na and nd are, respectively, the number of active lamps

in a given time-bin (see Subsection IV B) and in the

following one during an avalanche.4,49 The probability of

observing a given number of descendants was calculated as

p dð Þ ¼ 1

nbins

X
bins

nP ajd

nP a

nmax � 1

nmax � np

 !
; (6)

where nP a is the total number of ancestors, nP ajd the number

of ancestors having d descendants, nmax¼ 1156 system size,

and np the number of events observed in the previous bins

within the avalanche, to approximately correct for refractori-

ness (see Ref. 4).

As predicted, r increased with Vs, from r> 0.6 at

Vs¼ 73.8 V to r> 0.9 at Vs¼ 74.2 V, in line with criticality

at the spinodal voltage (Figure 5(a)), which we could not

reach due to finite lifetime of Phase I. Above the spinodal

voltage, we observed r � 1 because short-range inhibition

(see Section II B, supplementary material Section S1 B and

Figure S3) effectively clamped the maximum event rate: the

system did not become super-critical, but transitioned to

Phase II, having markedly different dynamical properties

(supplementary material Figures S5(c) and S5(d)).38

We underline that even though r � 1 both in Phase I close

to the spinodal voltage and in Phase II, the underlying dynamics

were different. In Phase I, the number of descendants was highly

variable, and finite avalanches and fractal structure were

detected (see Subsections IV B and IV C); contrariwise, in Phase

II the number of descendants was stable, without evidence of

critical phenomena (i.e., activity effectively constituted a single

endless avalanche). This illustrates the difference between super-

critical dynamics (expected in second-order phase transition,

and occasionally observed in biological neural networks) and

discontinuous transition to a different phase (observed here).2,4

In Phase I at Vs¼ 74.2 V, the activity was near-critical,

similarly to observations in cultured neuronal networks,

FIG. 5. Emergence of critical phenomena in Phase I for control voltage Vs! 74.2 V. (a) The average branching parameter r, representing number of descend-

ants per ancestor event, monotonically approaches unity (here and in panels (b)–(d), colour denotes control voltage). (b) The avalanche size diverges, the

underlying distribution increasingly resembling a power-law with aS¼ 3/2. (c) The avalanche duration also diverges, the underlying distribution increasingly

resembling a power-law with aD¼ 2. Even at 74.2 V, exponential cut-off with respect to power-law (dashed gray lines) remains clearly visible for both distri-

butions; the green dashed lines denote chosen upper limit for line-fitting (see text). (d) Filled dots and crosses represent the Fano factor in Phases I and II which

are, respectively, over- and under-dispersed at all scales with respect to Poissonian distribution (unity, fine-dashed black line). In Phase I particularly at 74.2 V,

a power-law increase (dashed gray line) is evident over a scaling range, confirming emergence of fractal behaviour.
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even though here criticality was the result of external tun-

ing rather than self-organized. It is noteworthy that opera-

tion close to criticality seem to be the preferential state at

which biological neural networks combine maximization of

information transmission and capacity with stability

requirements.2,4,5

B. Avalanche size and duration divergence

Approaching from below the spinodal voltage V
ð2Þ
s , with

r ! 1, the avalanche size s (number of nodes involved)

and duration d are predicted to diverge, their distributions

approaching power laws with characteristic exponents

depending only on the universality class of the transition.

To test this hypothesis, we searched for probability dis-

tributions pðsÞ � s�aS and pðdÞ � d�aD in the experimental

data acquired, respectively, with the cameras and photo-

diode. The avalanches were identified as event bursts,

separated by a minimum quiescence time Dt which was

empirically set, separately for each Vs value, to the average

inter-event interval as discussed in Ref. 4; further, the ava-

lanche durations were normalized to d¼ t/Dt.
The resulting charts had the characteristic appearance

expected for a sub-critical process, wherein the distributions

converged to a power-law largely independent of Vs for

small size and short duration, with a prominent cut-off shift-

ing towards larger size and longer duration for increasing Vs.

For Vs¼ 74.2 V (>1000 recording runs, Dt¼ 53.3 ms), line-

fitting the initial part of the distributions yielded aS¼ 1.50

and aD¼ 2.02 (Figures 5(b) and 5(c)). These experimental

exponents are in agreement with aS¼ 3/2 and aD¼ 2

expected for the critical branching process and self-

organized criticality, and observed for mature preparations

of cultured dissociated neurons, isolated slices, and entire

brains.2,4–9,34,50,51 However, in our case, the exponents

were observed at spinodal instability of a first-order transi-

tion. This is consistent, at least in regards to avalanche

sizes, with the exponent found in other systems with a first-

order transition, such as breakdown in fracture processes,

random fuse model, and the “democratic fibre bundle mod-

el” (DFBM).42,51,52 The same aS¼ 3/2 is also found in the

long-range Ising model on the spinodal lines, with a suita-

ble definition of the clusters.53

To further check the agreement of our measurements

with aS¼ 3/2 and aD¼ 2, we performed a form of data col-

lapse analysis over all size and duration distributions deter-

mined for Vs¼ 73.8,…,74.2 V; while the cut-off (here

assumed exponential) is expected to depend also on system

size, this was not taken into account, since we could not alter

it experimentally. Following Ref. 43 and the exactly solvable

case of the DFBM, we fit to the data distributions of the form

p(s,Vs) and p(d,Vs), with the scaling function pðs;VsÞ ¼
s�aesðVs�V

ð2Þ
s Þj with a¼ 3/2 and j¼ 1 for size, and an analo-

gous function for duration with a¼ 2.43,52,54 Applying the

trust-region method with multiple restarts to log(p), for size

we obtained R2¼ 0.98 and V
ð2Þ
s ¼ 74:33 V, whereas for dura-

tion R2¼ 0.96 and V
ð2Þ
s ¼ 74:36 V(data not shown). These

results corroborate the conclusion that aS¼ 3/2 and aD¼ 2

for this system, and are in keeping with the observation that

Phase I had a very short lifetime at Vs¼ 74.3 V. We addition-

ally confirmed the aS estimate with respect to array scale by

recalculating this exponent while masking out half of the

events using checkerboards having pitch 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16,

which yielded aS within [1.50,1.54].4 Avalanching in accord-

ance to aS¼ 3/2 and aD¼ 2 was also observed in numerical

simulations with the simplified model, as described in sup-

plementary material Section S1 A and Figures S2(c) and

S2(d).38

Our results are therefore consistent with a transition in

the same universality class of breakdown in disordered

media, or the transition in the DFBM or in the long-range

Ising model on the spinodal lines, that show power laws in

the distributions of avalanches at the spinodal instability of a

first-order transition.43,52,54,55

Attempts were also made to detect recurrent spatiotem-

poral avalanching patterns which would bear similarity to

the “repertoires” found for neural cultures, using hierarchical

trees and other classification techniques, but these were not

found (data not shown).56

C. Fractal structure

Another aspect of critical phenomena is fractal behav-

iour, leading to generation of long-range correlated time se-

ries.15,45,57 As breakdown events constitute a point process,

we investigated this aspect by calculating the Fano factor,

i.e., count variance divided the mean, over a span of time-

scales (0.1 ms–3 s, windowing the signal in powers of two).

For a Poissonian process, by definition the Fano factor is uni-

tary; it becomes larger for temporally clustered events (over-

dispersed, such as avalanches) and smaller in the presence of

regularity (under-dispersed). For a fractal process, the Fano

factor is predicted to exhibit power-law scaling over a suita-

ble range of temporal scales.45,57

As expected given the qualitative features of activity

(Figure 4, supplementary material Figures S5(c) and S5(d)),

in this experiment, the Fano factor was positive in Phase I

and negative in Phase II, at all control voltage values

Vs¼ 73.8,…,74.2 V (Figure 5(d)).38 Approaching the spino-

dal voltage V
ð2Þ
s in Phase I, power-law scaling became

increasingly evident in the range of 13–400 ms; at

Vs¼ 74.2 V, the corresponding exponent d¼ 0.55 with

R2> 0.99. This result confirms critical behaviour, without

entailing assumptions about the threshold Dt used to delin-

eate avalanches. The value found for d is also not very dis-

tant from d� 0.78 observed in mature cultures of dissociated

cortical neurons.6

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We illustrated a circuit wherein energy storage in the

coupling capacitors together with the glow lamp’s probabil-

istic and hysteretic behaviour lead to dynamics similar to

other processes, such as earthquakes, forest fires, and spike

propagation in neurons, where elements gradually accumu-

late energy then abruptly release it, causing others to do the

same.2,34–36 Despite first-neighbour structural coupling,

interactions in this system are effectively long-range, enabling
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the observation of phenomena that are characteristic of mean-

field approximation.

By varying the DC control voltage applied globally to

the array, two dynamical phases were observed, the transi-

tion between them being discontinuous and hysteretic, hence

first-order. In the metastable region of this transition,

approaching to the spinodal critical precursors of the transi-

tion emerge, including divergence of avalanche size and du-

ration, and long-term temporal correlation. The qualitative

and quantitative features of these phenomena overlap well

with experimental evidence in neuronal systems, despite

obviously different underlying physical mechanisms, spatio-

temporal scale, and network size.2,4–9

However, in biological neural circuits, critical behaviour

emerges without external tuning, presumably due to a inter-

nal self-regulation mechanism that maintains the system

close to the critical point (self-organized criticality).15–17

Contrariwise, in this circuit, (near) critical behaviour is

observed only when driving the system near the spinodal

point by externally tuning the control parameter (supply volt-

age). While in neural circuits plasticity (and other adaptive

mechanisms) support self-organization, here possibilities for

self-organization are constrained because the structural con-

nectivity and circuit parameters are fixed.

In biological neural circuits, critical phenomena can be

observed for very long time-spans, compatible with the life-

time of the system itself; contrariwise, here critical phenom-

ena arise during a metastable state: approaching the spinodal

point, while the avalanche size and duration diverge, the life-

time of the metastable state decreases, eventually making ex-

perimental observation impossible. An external controller to

restore criticality after transition to the stable state could be

devised, but this would not alter the fundamental fact that

the lifetime of the metastable state is finite, which is at odds

with seemingly “persistent” criticality in neurophysiogical

data.2,4–9

Indeed, biological neural circuits are widely deemed to

be governed by a second-order phase transition, whereas crit-

ical phenomena in this circuit are observed close to a first-

order transition.2,5 Further experimental study of phase tran-

sitions in biological neural networks is anyway motivated,

particularly because reconciling the hypothesis of a second-

order phase transition with evidence of metastability is not

trivial. While it is not easy to manipulate “control parame-

ters” of intact brains, neurons cultured in-vitro provide a

convenient experimental platform to investigate system

response to a multitude of biochemical control parameters

(e.g., excitation/inhibition ratio), making it possible to search

for hysteresis and other hallmarks, allowing differentiation

between a first- and a second-order transition.

While in this experiment glow lamps were connected in

a lattice, biological neural networks, even those spontane-

ously forming from dissociated neurons in an artificial envi-

ronment, have complex architecture, their structure being

significantly modular, small-world and scale-free.2,58,59

Future work should consider the behaviour of this circuit in

more ecologically-relevant topologies; while interactions

were primarily long-range, short-range effects were also

observed, and these could lead to dynamical differences

depending on connectivity. In particular, in biological neural

networks, avalanches seemingly follow “repertoires” of ac-

tivity, associated with network maturity and integrity; by

contrast, in this experiment, the avalanches appeared purely

stochastic.56 We conjecture that a structured repertoire could

emerge even in this circuit given a richer connectivity struc-

ture. It is also worthwhile to consider how the emergent

properties of this system are altered by gradual degeneration

of structural connections.

Overall, these experimental results reinforce the capabil-

ities of physical networks of electronic oscillators to recap-

ture aspects of in-vivo and in-vitro neural dynamics. More

generally, this observation of critical phenomena in a first-

order phase transition is rare in electronic systems; hence,

the proposed circuit may open up opportunities for experi-

mental work in this area.
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